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Rationale.— Ob® of the pertinent; areas of concern for teachers
and administrators of schools* as well as parents and others working
with youth has been the question of what are the problems that are
bothersome to and occur most frequently among young people* Because
of the growing awareness of the problems which seem to hinder and con
fuse the pupil during the adolescent period of development and because
of the importance of working with the total person, more studies of
this "type revealing the nature and characteristics of the individual
seem to be in order*
The necessity for working with the whole pupil has become a funda
mental principle of modern education. Teachers and others working with
youth are constantly urged to increase their knowledge of him as a
unique personality interacting with his environment. Lacking insight
into the problems, needs, interests, drives and motivations may work
against normal youth drives rather than with them.
A principal obligation of educators is to utilize to the fullest
extent the needs felt by pupils and help them attain knowledge, skills
and attitudes that will be of satisfying and lasting value. In addition,
educators should propose other needs, stressing upon young people the
importance and significance in their lives, at the present or the
probable future.
In discussing problems of youth, Carey makes the following signifi
cant observations
1
The informed teacher today knows that boys and girls
bring to school with them all of the problems* anxieties*
prejudices* insecurities* conflicts and concerns of the
adult community. To these conflicts must be added the
special problems of young people who are trying to find
their places as young adults in a complex* rapidly changing
culture* They know* too* that learning goes forward most
effectively when children are helped to study, that is* to
think about their real problems. They know that our schools
have some major pioneering ahead of them if they are to
apply adequately the principles of mental hygiene in their
day-by-day work with children and if they are to develop in
youth the insights* understandings and attitudes - the
disciplines - that are needed for effective living in a
democratic world order.1
The writer selected the Glenwood High School at Winder, Georgia,
for this research after finding that no organized study had been made
there in the area of problems and needs of youth% that the curriculum
was based more or less on a subject-matter approach! and that guidance
was limited and* at times* sporadic and incidental*
Statement of Problem*— This study is concerned with identifying
the problems of 73 boys and girls enrolled in the Glenwood High School,
'iinder, Georgia, during the school year 1955-1956 as indicated by them
on the Mooney Problem Check List, High School Form*
limitations of the Study*— At this point it is deemed proper to
set the scope to this research, that is, to point out the determined
limits of the treatment of the data* This research on the "problems'1
of the boys and girls of the Glenwood High School, Winder, Georgia for
the school year, 1955-1956, will be confined to the immediate and basic
task of "isolating11 and "identifying" the range of "problems" prevalent
1
Miles E. Carey, "Looking at Teen-age Problems," Journal of Home
Ibonomios. XL (December, 1948), pp. 575-76*
3
among adolescents on the thresh-hold and at the end of adolescence*
This study has not been concerned with the causation of adolescent
problems* Further, this research has been concerned with the impli
cations for a guidance procedure as indicated in the (a) prevalence of
problems* (b) difficulty of problems* and (o) pupil's desire for
counsel*
Purposes of This Study*— Th© main purpose of this study was to
identify, through the use of the Moonsy Problem Check List* and present
the problems of the high school population of the Glenwood High School*
Under, Georgia, for the school year 1955-1956* The secondary purposes,
but not less important, were as follows*
1* To identify the problems of these youth according to sex*
2* To classify the problems of these pupils as follows:
a* Problems most prevalent to these youth
b* Problems most difficult to these youth
c* Problems with -which these youth desired
counselling assistance
3, To ascertain the differences, if any, in identified problems
of the boys as apart from the girls
4* To suggest the significant and pressing educational and
guidance implications stemming from the findings of this
research*
Definition of Terms*— At this point it is pertinent to insert
definitions which iiri.ll be necessary to a clear understanding of the
analysis and interpretation of the data*
4
!• "Problems," as used in this study* refer to the items
(characterization of special problems) on the Mooney Problem Check
List - High School Form - which were checked in three distinct ways by
the students involved in this study*
Z* "Specific problems,11 as used in this study* refer to any one of
the eleven problem areas of the check list ass Health and Physical
Development, Living Conditions and Employment; Sooial and Recreational
Activities; Social Psychological Relations; Personal-Psychological
Relations; Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Home and Family: Morals and
Religion; Adjustment to School Work; The Futures Voeati onal and
Educational; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedures*
3* "Needs," as used in this study are personal-social* To use
Linton's characterization, they are drives - physiological (biological
urges) and psychic (need for emotional responses from other individuals;
need for security of a long term sort, need for novelty of experience,
etc.) taken in context with the sooial environment of which the
individual is a part*
4* "Guidance," is the process of acquainting the individual with
various ways in which he may discover and use his natural endowments,
in addition to special training from any source, so that he may live
and make a living to the best advantage to himself and to sooiety*2
j ■ —_ _
Ralph Linton, The Cultural Background of Personality (New York,
1945), pp* 5-10* *• *
2
Clifford B* Erickson and Gleen B. Smith, Practical Guidance
(lew York, 1947), p. 262* ~"
5* "Counselling process," is defined by Strang as a relationship
in which the individual being counselled feels free to express himself
fully and gain clarification of his goals, self confidence in his ability
to realize them, and methods or means of attacking difficulties as they
arise* As used in this study, counselling will be viewed not espeoially
as a service for solving specific problems but as a technique by which
human beings may be helped to develop habits of mind and emotions that
will make them able to solve their own problems*
Locale*—Winder, Georgia, where the Glenwood High School is located,
is forty-seven miles northeast of Atlanta, Georgia, in Barrow County*
It has a population of 5,231 of which 19*6 per cent is Negro.
The total enrollment of the Glenwood High School for the term, 1955-
1956, was 256* There were 183 pupils in the elementary school and 73
in the high school* Fifty-five of the high school pupils were trans
ported to the school from three small school districts in the county*
The physical plant of the Glenwood High School is composed of one
building of nine classrooms. Five of these classrooms are used solely
by the children and teachers for elementary school purpassj whereas, the
remaining four classrooms are used for the high sohool classes*
Building plans in the immediate future call for an additional building
to be erected on an eighteen-acre site near the present building*
There are nine teachers on the staff of the sohool, five of whoas
are employed as teachers of elementary grades and four, as teachers of
1
Suth Strang, Educational Guidances Its Principles and Practices
York, 1947), p* 106* "" r ■
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the high school grades*
In this community, occupations are predominantly unskilled for the
Negro workers* with the largest per cent being employed in farm work as
the basic source for earning a living*
Method of Research*— The Descriptive-Survey Method of research,
with special use of the questionnaire - check list technique, was used
to gather data for this study*
Source of Data*— The data for this research ware gathered through
the administration of the Mooney Problem Cheek list, High School Form
(1950 edition) to 73 pupils of the Glenwood High School, Winder, Georgia,
during the school year 1955-1956*
Procedure in Collecting Data*— It is deemed significant to outline
the procedure used in the collection of data under two oaptions, namely*
(1) a description of the instrument and (2) the steps in the procedure
itself*
1* The Mooney Problem Check List is a simple, inexpensive, easy to
administer instrument* Results obtained from other studies whioh
utilized this approach have been reasonably valid and of signifioanoe
in helping teachers understand pupils* This check list is available in
three forms — Junior High School, High School, and College* The High
School Form contains 330 items classified in 11 areas (30 items in each
area) as follows Health and Physical Development; Finances, Living
Conditions, and Baploymentj Social and Recreational Activities* Social-
Psychological Relational Personal-Psychological Relations! Courtship,
Sex and Marriage; Home and Family; Morals and Religion; Adjustment to
7
School Work; The Future: Vocational and Educational3 and Curriculum
and Teaching Procedure*
The selecting and phrasing of the particular items used in the
check list were based on the following criteria set up by Mooney and
1
others* The items werei
a* In the language of the students
b« Short enough for rapid reading
o* Self sufficient as individual phrases
d* Common enough to be checked frequently in large groups
of students* or serious enough to be important in an
individual case,
e* Graduated in seriousness from relatively minor difficulties
to major concerns
f. Vague enough in "touchy" spots to enable the student to check
the item and still feel that he can hide his specific problems
in later conferences if he chooses to do so
g* Centered in the student's own personal orientation rather than
in general social orientation*
Spontaneous rather than deliberate reaction was sought*
2. The Mooney Problem Check List was administered to 73 pupils of
the Glenwood High School on November 29, 1955, from 9»30 A. II, to llsSO
JU II. The writer explained to the group the nature of the cheek list
and the use that would be made of the information thus procured.
1
I«onard V. Gordon and Ross L. Mooney, The Mooney Problem Check
(Psychological Corporation Manual, 1950 Revisions], pp. il-ia'.
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Students were asked:
a* To underline first problems whioh mere troubling them
b. To place a circle around the problems underlined which
they felt were troubling them most
e* To answer the summarizing questions on Pages 4 and 5
d* To place a check mark beside any problems underlined on
which they would desire counselling
Students were told that they were free to take the amount of time
needed to get the job done. They were asked not to discuss the problems
with other students* Each student was permitted to leave the room on
completing the check list*
Related Literature*— A review of the literature on the problems of
pupils revealed that numerous related studies have been made, using the
Mooney Problem Check-List as tine instrument for gathering data. The
opinions of others who have done this type of research seem to be that
surveys of this kind give a better understanding of the individual and
of the group, and used in many situations as a guide in meeting the
problems and needs of youth.
In 1942 Cowan administered the Mooney Problem Check-List, High
School Form, to 60S students of t&© Stephen-Lee High School, Asheville,
North Carolina. He found that the areas in which students showed marked
concern were* The Future: Vocational and Educational! Finances, Living
1
Vernoa D. Cowan, "Identifying Pupil Heeds, Concerns and Problems
As A Basis Rar Curriculum Revision in Stephen-Lee High School, Asheville.
N. C* Unpublished Master's Thesis, Ohio State University, 1942*
Conditions and Employment; Adjustment to School Work; Personal-Psycho
logical Relations; Health and Physical Development; Social-Recreational
Activities; Curriculum and Teaching Procedures; and Social-Psychological
Relations* Fewer problems were registered in the areas of Family;
Courtship* Sex and Marriage, and Morals and Religion* Cowan also found
that the girls led the boys in their constellation of problems in the
areas of Personal-Psychological Relations and Social-Psychological
Relations and that the girls showed more sensitivity to Horns and Family
problems* The boys led -tiie girls in their constellations of problems
in the areas of The Future: Vocational and Educational, and Adjustment
to School Work with a slight but consistent leadership in Courtship,
Sex and Marriage, and Morals and Religion*
Personal problems of 164 pupils enrolled at the Vocational High
School in Griffin, Georgia, during the school year 1943-1944, -mre
studied by Mollette, who used this same instrument* He indicated that
the major problem areas for this group of students weres Adjustment to
School Work; Finances, Living Conditions and Bnployment; Social and
Recreational Activities; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedure. The
areas in which fewer problems were underlined and oircled were: Health
and Physical Development; Home and Family; and Morals and Religion*
Threadcraft investigated problems of adolescent boys and girls
XI«muel Scott Molette, "The Problems of High School Students in the
Vocational High Sohool, Griffin, Georgia." Unpublished M.A. thesis.
School of Education, Atlanta University, 1945, pp* 72-73.
2Mattie B. Hall Threadcraft, "A Comparative Study of Problems of '
Adolescent Boys and Girls (as Measured by Mooney's Problem Check-list)
in the Arlington Vocational High Sohool, Arlington, Georgia." Unpublished
M. A. Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1952, pp.
135—136.
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(as measured by Mooney's Problem Check-List) in the Arlington Vocational
High School* Arlington, Georgia* She stated that the heaviest con
centration of problems for these students was in the following areas in
the order indicated* Finances, living Conditions, and Baployment;
Health and Physical Developments Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Personal-
Psychological Relations; Adjustment to School Work* These students
underlined fewer problems in the areas of Social-Psychological Relations;
Home and Family; The Futures Vocational and Educational; Curriculum and
Teaching Procedures; Social and Recreational Activities*
According to King who made a study on the problems and interests
of 80 ninth grade pupils enrolled in the Athens High and Industrial
School, Athens* Georgia, girls show a greater concern in the areas oft
Health and Physical Development; Courthhip, Sex end Marriage; Social-
Psychological Relations; The Future: Vocational and Educational and
Curriculum and Teaching Procedures* King concluded that from this data,
these ninth grade students were concerned with the overall problems that
deal with emotional stability, personal freedom, wholesome family, and
friendly relationship*
In organizing the secondary school ourriculum, the Progressive
Education Associaltion approached this situation with student problems*
This committee set up a study concerning adolescence as a basis for
their work* From this study they gained information on the interests,
problems, and concerns of youth* This study points a way to the
Elizabeth G. King, "A Study of the Problems and Interests of the
Hinth Grade Class of the Athens High and Industrial School of Athens,
Georgia.11 Unpublished M* A* Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta
Univeristy, 1949, pp. 111-112.
11
reorganization of secondary sohool curriculum with emphasis on problems
of youth.
2
Carey reported a study made in 1947 of pupils at the Southwest
High Sohool in Minneapolis, Minnesota which revealed something of the
extent and complexity of teen-agers* problems in a typical American
city and something of the extent to whioh the problems of boys and girls
are educationally significant. He reported that the areas in which this
group underlined items most frequently were: Adjustment to School Works
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure; and Personal-Psychological Relations.
Fourth in the rank of problem area was The Futures Vocational and
Educational. It was considered significant that few of these young
people expressed concern over the critical world situation in which
they and their parents live and which they soon face as adults.
According to Thompson,3 who, using the Mooney Problem Check-List,
High Sohool Form, made a comparative study of personal problems of fifty
eight grade pupils and fifty eleventh grade pupils at Lancaster Training
Sohool, Lancaster, South Carolina, the areas in which these adolescents
showed most concern about problems were* Finances, Living Conditions
I — _ , __
Commission on Secondary Sohool Curriculum, Science and General
Education (Hew York, 1938), p. 31. "■
2
Miles E. Carey, "Looking at Teen-age Problems," Journal of Home
Economics. XL (December, 1948), pp. 575-76.
3
«4 ux? C* ThQmPsoa» "A Comparative Study of the Problems of the
Eighth and Eleventh Grade Classes in the Lancaster Training High
Sohool, Lancaster, South Carolina," Unpublished II. A. Thesis, School
of Education, Atlanta University, 1951, pp. 192-193.
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and itaployment; Adjustment to School Work; Personal-Psychological
Relations; Social Recreational Activities; Health and Physical
Education, and Morals and Religion* The areas in which they showed
least concern weres The Future: Vocational and Educational; Social-
Psychological Relations; Curriculum and Teaching Procedure; and Home
and Family*
Concerned with the problems of youth, the Commission of the Relation
of Schools and Colleges, under the sponsorship of the Progressive
Education Association made a very important study* This study was begun
in 1953 and is now known as the Eighth-Year Study*
The Commission has two major purposes:
1* To establish a relation between school and college
that would permit and encourage reconstruction
in secondary schools*
2* To find, through exploration and experimentation,
how the high schools in the United States can
serve youth more effectively*
After more than a years study the Commission set forth some of the
areas which needed exploration and improvement by the high school*
With respect to the curriculum it stated that*
1* The conventional high school curriculum was far
from the concerns of youth*
2* The traditional subjects of the curriculum had
lost much of their vitality and significance.
3* Inert subject-matter should give way to content
that is alive and pertinent to the problems of
youth and modern civilization*
1
Wilford M. Aikin, The Story of the Eighth Year Study (Hew York.
1942), p. 138* ^
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4* The life and work of the school should contribute in
every possible way to the physical, mental, and
emotional health*
In regard to youth and his problems, Reavis states:
The needs of youth of high school age for guidance are
both many and varied, An account of the stage in his development,
mental and social changes may occur which baffle his understanding*
The high school age is commonly regarded as a period of great
importance in the life of youth because of the adjustments ishich
must be made* Problems that have to do with the intellectual
and physical development, choice of companions, social activities,
and formation of right social attitudes must be met and solved*
The school is required to understand the needs of its young
people and to provide the guidance services -which the pupils as
individuals require*
2
Cole says that the adolescents are very sensitive to social
stimuli; no other problem seems to them as serious as the establishment
of themselves in their society. She also states that the modern high
school is a socialized place in which there is a great opportunity for
boys and girls to develop their own social interests*
Another point of view concerning youth was given by Butterweok and
Seegers who say that it is very unfortunate that youth has not been
prepared to assume the responsibility which it has undertaken* "It is
revolting against authority as a corrector of existing evils* Youth
has never been consciously taught to think, to plan, or to act of his
3
own volition*"
Thorn says that "There is no solution to all of life's manifold
1 " ' "— —" —
miliam C. Reavis, "Progress of Guidance," National Survey of
Secondary Education Monograph # 14 (Washington, i). C, i9S3), p. 3.
2
Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence (New York, 1942), p* 264*
3
Joseph S* Butterweck and J* Conrad Seegers, An Orientation
Course in Education (Hew York, 1933), p, 186, ~~~"
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problems* and it is doubtless if one will ever be revealed to us."
He states that the task of education* training* and to a large extent*
the experiences to which youth is the subject is in the hands of the
teachers and parents*
Value of the Study.-- It was thought that the possible fruitful
values of this study would bet
1* To determine the extent to which the Mooney Problem Check
List can be used to isolate the problems of the Glenwood
High School pupils*
2* To determine what problems were most frequent among the pupils
of this school*
3. To determine what problems were considered serious enough to
them as to prompt them to seek counsel and guidance in
solving them*
4* To determine what problems were considered most difficult
among these boys and girls.
5* Further* the study should have value in indicating the areas
of guidance most pertinent to these adolescents, in particular*
and* perhaps* to all adolescents* in general*
In short* the value of this study will be the extent to which its
findings are used in providing the proper approaches to the solution
of the persistent problems of the boys and girls in our schools*
The following chapter presents data through which these values may
be realized*
1
Douglas A* Thorn, Normal Youth and Its Everyday Problems (Hew
York, 1932), p. viii* ~""*~ "
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION A1TO ANALYSIS (F DATA
Organization and Treatment of Data*— This chapter presents the
basic data on the problems of 73 pupils enrolled at the Glenwood High
School. Winder, Georgia, during the term of 1955-1956, Of this
number twenty-one -were males and fifty-two females. The presentation
of the data is divided into three sections and treated from the
standpoint of sexes as followss
A» Pour tables will give the statistical results of students1
reaction in regard to the adequacy of the check list on -which
they were asked to check the "Yes* or "No" in regard to the
questions belowt
1* Do you feel that the items you have marked on the list
give a well-rounded picture of your problem?
2* Would you like to have more chances in school to write
out, think about, and discuss matters of personal
concern to you?
3. If you had the chance, would you like to talk to someone
about some of the problems you have marked on the list?
4« If so, do you have any particular person (s) in mind with
whom you would like to talk?
B# Basic Tables of Data:
1« Tables of troublesome problems
2. Tables of most difficult problems
3, Tables of problems with desire for counsel
15
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These basic tables were compiled for each of the
following eleven areas of the Mooney Problem Check Lists
1* Baalth and Physical Development
2« Finances* Living Conditions and Unploymeafc
3. Social and Recreational Activities
4* Courtship, Sex and Marriage
5. Social-Psychological Relations
6* Personal-Psychological Relations
7* Morals and Religion
6* Home and Family
9* The Future: Vocational and Educational
10* Adjustment to School Work
11* Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
G« Over-all Summary Tables
1« Three tables indicating the total number of problems
checked by areas according to:
a* Troublesome problems
b. Most difficult problems
o« Problems with desire for counselling
2. Three tables indicating the number of responses
(frequency of responses of pupils) to the problems
by areas according toi
a* Troublesome problems
b» Most difficult problems
c» Problems with desire for counselling
17
3* One table indicating rank order aocording to number of
problems checked, frequency of responses and sex*
Significant Questions of Pertinence
The students were asked to check "Yes" or "NoM in answer to several
questions on pages 5 and 6 of the Mooney Problem Cheok-Idst, giving
their reaction to the adequacy of this instrument in identifying their
problems, in indicating their desire for more opportunity in the school
setting to discuss their problems, in expressing their willingness to
accept assistance in connection with their efforts to solve certain
problems, and in giving their preference in regard to a person or
persons to whom they would like to go for counselling* These questions
weres
1* Do you feel that the items you have marked on the list give a
well-rounded picture of your problems?
2* Would you like to have more chances in school to write out,
think about, and discuss matters of personal concern to you?
3. If you had the chance, would you like to talk to someone
about some of the problems you have marked on the list?
4« If so, do you have any particular person (s) in mind with whom
you would like to talk?
The discussion of this particular section will be broken down in
the tables immediately following according to responses by sexes*
Adequacy of Coverage of Check-List,-- The 73 pupils enrolled in the
Glenwood High School in grades ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
18
TABUS 1
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS OF THE
GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL TO THE QUESTIONS "DO YOU FEEL THAT TEE
ITEMS YOU HAVE MARKED GIVE A 1BLL-ROUNDED PICTURE OF
































during the school year 1955-1956 responded to the questions "Do you
feel that the items you have marked on the check list give a well-
rounded picture of your problems?," with "Ye3B or "No" indications as
shown on Table 1* above*
Girls.— The data on the adequacy of the check list with regard to
covering the problems of the 52 girls enrolled in school as shown in
Table 1 reveal that fifty-one or 98.08 per oeiib checked "yes"s one or
1.92 per cent of the girls checked "no;* whereas no girls checked the
"blank" responses.
Boys.— The data on the adequacy of the oheck list with regard to
covering the problems of the 21 boys enrolled in school as shown in
Table 1 reveal that twenty-one or 100.00 per cent checked nyes;n
whereas no boys checked the "no*1 or "blank" responses.
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Table 1 also reveals that of the total of seventy-three pupils*
seventy-two or 93*63 per cent indicated a "yes" response; one or 1*37
per cent a "no" response, and no "blank" responses were indicated* It
appears that there was only a different)e of less than 02*00 per cent,
in favor of the boys, in the feeling of adequacy of the check list as
indicated by boys end girls*
Opportunity to Write Out, Think About, or Discuss Matters of Personal
Concern in School*— The seventy-three pupils in grades nine, ten,
eleven, and twelve responded to the question: "Would you like to have
more chances in sohool to write out, think about, and discuss matters
of personal concern to you?,1* with "yes" and "no" responses as shown in
Table 2, page 20* The subsequent sections report the specifio reactions
of girls and boys*
Girls*-- The data concerning the desire of pupils to discuss their
personal problems as indicated on the check list by 52 girls enrolled
in sohool reveal that forty or 76#92 per cent checked "yesj* twelve
or 23*08 per cent checked "no;" whereas no "blank" responses were
checked by the girls*
Boys*— The data on the question as to the desire of pupils to dis
cuss their personal problems as indicated on the check list by 21
boys enrolled in school as shown on Table 2 reveal that sixteen or
76*19 per cent checked "yes;" five or 23*81 per cent checked "no;"
whereas no "blank" responses were checked by the boys*
Table 2 also reveals that of the total of seventy-three pupils,
fifty-six or 76*71 per oenb indicated a "yes" response; seventeen or
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OP THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: "WOULD YOU LIES TO
HAVE MORE CHANCES IN SCHOOL TO 1RITE-0UT, THINK ABOUT.
AMD DISCUSS MATTERS OF PERSONAL CONCERN TO YOU?"
Yes No Blank
Sex






















23*28 per oent a "no" response, and no "blank" responses were indicated.
It appears that there was a difference of less than 01*00 per oent,
in favor of the girls in the desire of boys and girls for more chances
in school to write out, think about, and discuss matters of personal
concern to them*
Desire for Counselling With Someone*-- The seventy-three pupils en
rolled in Glenwood High School in grades ninth, tenth, eleventh and
twelfth during the school year, 1955-1956, responded to the questions
"If you had the chance, would you like to talk with someone about some
of the problems you have marked on the list?," with "yes" and "no"
responses as shown in Table 3, page 21*
Girls*— The data on desire for counselling with someone as indicated
on the check list by the 52 girls enrolled in school as shown in Table 3
reveal that forty-nine or 94*23 per cent checked "yes?" three or 5*77
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OP THE RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONS "IP YOU HAD THE
CHANCE, 1TOULD YOU LIKE TO TALK WITH SOMEONE ABOUT SOME OP
THE PROBLEMS YOU HAVE MARKED ON THE LIST?"
Yes No Blaak
Sex






















per cent of the girls checked "no;" whereas no "blank" responses were
checked by the girls*
Boys.*- The data on desire for counselling with someone as indicated
on the cheek list by the 21 boys enrolled in school as shown in Table 3
reveal that eighteen or 85.71 per oent checked "yes;" three or 14.29
per eent of the boys cheeked "no*" whereas no "blank" responses were
checked by the boys.
Table 3 also reveals that of the total of seventy-three pupils,
sixty-seven or 91.78 per oerib indicated a "yes11 response} six or 8.22
per cdnt checked "no" and none indicated a "blank" response. It
appears that there was a difference of 8.52 per eent in favor of the
girls in the desire of pupils for counselling.
Preference of Counselor.— The seventy-three pupils enrolled in the
Glenwood High School in grades ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth
22,
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EESPOKSBS TO TEE QUESTION* "IP SO, DO YOU
HAVE ANY PARTICULAR PERSON (S) IN MIND WITH
1H0M YOU WOULD LIKE TO TALK?"
Yes No Blank






















during the school year. 1955-1956, responded to the question: "If so,
do you haTe any particular person (s) in mind with whom you would like
to talk?," with "yes" and "no" responses as shown in Table 4, above.
Girls.— The data on preference of counselor as indicated on the
check list by the fifty-two girls enrolled in school as shown in
Table 4 reveal that twenty-three or 44.23 per cent cheeked "yes;"
t/
twenty-nine or 55.77 per eenb of the girls che&ed Mno;" and none in
dicated a "blank" response*
Boys.— The data on preference of counselor as indicated on the
check list by the twenty-one boys enrolled in school as shown in Table 4
reveal that six or 23.57 per oent checked "yes;" fifteen or 71.43 per
eent of the boys cheeked "no;" end none indicated a "blank" response.
Table 4 also reveals that of the total of seventy-three pupils*
twenty-nine or 39*73 per cent indicated a preference of counselor;
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forty-four or 62*74 per oezft had no person in mind to whom they wished
to turn for such assistance; there were no "blank" responses* It
appears that there was a difference of 15*66 per cent in favor of the
girls in the indication of preference of a counselor*
Summation on Questions of Pertinence*— Tables 1 through 4 reveal
that the seventy-three pupils in grades ninth, tenth* eleventh, and
twelfth of the Glenwood High School showed a predominantly positive
reaction to the four questions of pertinence on the Mooney Problem
Check List as indicated by the proportion of "yes,*9 "no" and "blank"
responses made by them* Seventy-two or 98*63 per cent of the pupils
felt that the Mooney Check List gave a well-rounded picture of their
problems; fifty-six or 76*71 per cent of the pupils would like the
opportunity to have more chances in school to write out, think about,
and discuss matters of personal concern to them; sixty-seven or 91*78
per cent would like to talk with someone about their problems; and
twenty-nine or 39*73 per cent of them had in mind some particular
person with whom they would like to counsel*
Sex differences were not substantial in the area of the adequacy of
the cheek list (98*08 per cent and 100*00 per cent;) girls and boys,
respectively* There appeared to be less than 01*00 per cent difference
between the sexes in the area of an expressed desire to have some
opportunity in school to discuss tiieir problems, with the girls showing
a slight lead (76*92 per cent and 76*19 per cent) girls and boys,
respectively* It is noted that there was a difference of 15*66 per
cent in favor of the girls for the area of pupils desiring someone to
24
counsel with, and in connection with the question on preference of
counselor, the girls led the boys by approximately 16*00 per cent in
their indications*
The Areas of Pupils' Problems
Introductory Statement*-" The principal source of data for this
study, namely the responses of pupils to the items found in the eleven
problem areas of the Mooney Problem Check List iri.ll be presented in
appropriate tables which will b© analyzed and interpreted in the re
maining sections of this chapter*
Health and Physical Development
Problems Ihich are Troubling the Pupils*-- Table 5, page 25,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Health and
Physical Development, together with, the number and per cent of responses
indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the 01«nwood High School. The
following sections indicate and compare the top ten troublesome problems
identified by boys and girls*
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follows
Girls*— "Frequent headaches," seventeen or 32.69 per cent; "Poor
complexion or skin trouble," fifteen or 28*85 per cent} "Weak eyes," and
"Poor teeth," fourteen or 26.92 per cent? "Not as strong and healthy as
I should be," eleven or 21.15 per cent* "Tiring rexy easily," ten or
19*23 per cents "Often not hungry for meals," nine or 17.31 per cent;
"Being underweight," and "Not getting enough exercise," eight or 15*38
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS TO TEE PROBLEM
AREA OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Problems Ihioh Were Troubling the Pupils





























































































































































































3. Not getting enough exeroise
4. Getting siok too often
5. Tiring very easily
6. Frequent headaches
7. Weak eyes
8. Often not hungry for meals
9. Not eating the right food
10. Gradually losing weight
11. Not as strong and healthy
as I should be
12* Not getting enough outdoor
air ans sunshine
13. Not getting enough sleep
14. Frequent colds
15. Frequent sore throat





20. Not very attractive
physically
21. Trouble with my hearing
22. Speech handicap
(stuttering, etc.)
23. Allergies (hay fever* etc)
24. Glandular disorders
(thyroid, lymph, etc.)
25. Menstrual or female disorders
26. Poor teeth
27. Nose or sinus trouble
23. Smoking
29. Trouble with my feet
30. Bothered by a physical
handicap 0 00.00 4.67 1.37
Total 179 62 241
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per oent; "Not getting enough sleep*" and "Frequent colds," seven or
13*46 per cent*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems whioh follows
Boys.-- "Frequent headaches," seven or 33*33 per cent; "Not as
strong and healthy as I should be," and "Poor teeth, five or 33*81
per eent; "Weak eyes,* and "Frequent sore throat," four or 10*05 per
eentj "Being underweight," "Being overweight," Too short," "Poor com
plexion or skin trouble," and "Smoking," three or 14*29 per cent eaoh*
The Comparative Data*— In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 5, the most
prevalent problems according to sex were* "Frequent headaohes," 32*69
per cent and 33*33 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Poor teeth,"
26*92 per cent and 23*81 per eenfc girls and boys, respectively} "Poor
complexion or skin trouble," 28*85 per cent and 14*29 per cent girls
aad boys, respectively; "Weak eyes," 26*92 per cent and 10*05 per cent
girls and boys, respectively; and "lot as strong and healthy as I should
be," 21*15 per cent and 23.81 per oent girls and boys, respectively*
Further, under Table 5, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Health and Physical Development reveal that the following six
problems were common to both boys and girls: "Frequent headaches,"
"Poor complexion or skin trouble," "Weak eyes," Poor teeth," "Sot as
strong and healthy as I should be," and "Being underweight." The girls
showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items ass "lot
getting enough exercise," 15*38 per cent; "Weak eyes," 16.87 per cent;
2?
"Poor complexion or skin trouble," 14.56 per cent* "Tiring very easily,"
9.71 per cent; "Often not hungry for meals," and "Too tall," 7.79 per
cent eachj and "Allergies (hay fever,ete.)," 8.79 per cent; whereas,
the boys cheeked larger percentages in the following: "Being overweight,"
"Too short," and "Smoking," 8.52 per cent eaehj "Mot as strong and
healthy as I should be," 2.66 per cent* "lose or sinus trouble," 3.75
per cent and "Bothered by a physical handicap," 4.67 per cent.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.-- Table 6, page 28, presents the
most difficult problems in the area of Health and Physical Development,
together with, the number and per eent of responses indicated by the 73
pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The following sections
indicate and compare the top ten most difficult problems identified by
boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems which follow*
Girls.— "Frequent headaches," seven or 13.46 per cent] "Weak eyes,"
and "Poor teeth," five or 9.62 per eent each* "Too short," four or 7.69
per cent; "Often not hungry for meals," "Mot as strong and healthy as I
should be," "Frequent colds," and "Poor complexion or skin trouble,"
three or 5.77 per cent each} "Being underweight,11 aad "Being overweight,"
two or 3.85 per cent.
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the ten leading problems -which follows
Boys*-- "Being underweight," and "Frequent headaches," three or
14.29 per centj "Being overweight," "Weak eyes," and "lot as strong and
healthy as I should be," two or 9.52 per oenti "Getting sick too often,"
28
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF THE SEVBNTY-THRIE PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM AREA OF HEALTH AM) PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils



































































































































































































3. Not getting enough exercise
4. Getting sick too often
5. Tiring very easily
6. Frequent headaches
7. Weak eyes
8. Often not hungry for meals
9. Not eating the right food
10. Gradually losing weight
11. Not as strong and healthy
as should be
12. Not getting enough outdoor
air and sunshine
Not getting enough sleep
Frequent colds
15. Frequent sore throat





20. Not very attractive
physioally
Trouble with my hearing
Speech handicap
(stuttering, etc.)
Allergies (hay fever, etc.)
Glandular disorders
(thyroid, lymph, etc.)
25. Menstrual or female
disorders
26. Poor teeth
27. Nose or sinus trouble
28. Smoking
29. Trouble with va^ feet










Total 52 21 73
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"Often not hungry for meals," "Not eating the right food," "Gradually
losing weight," and "Frequent; sore throat," one or 4*67 per cent*
The Comparative Data*— In terras of the total per cent as derived
from boys and girls, separately, as indicated in Table 6, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Frequent headaches," 13*46
per cent and 14*29 per cent boys end girls, respectively; "Weak eyes,"
9*62 per cent and 9*52 per cent girls and boys, respectively} "Being
underweight," 3*85 per cent and 14*29 per cent girls and boys, re-
peetively; "lot as strong and healthy as I should be," 5*77 per cent
and 9*S2 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Poor teeth," 3*85 per
cent, girls only; "Being overweight,19 3*85 per cent and 9*52 per cent
girls and boys, respectively; "Often not hungry for meals," 5*77 per
cent and 4*67 per cent girls and beys, respectively; "Too short," 7*69
per cent, girls only; "Frequent colds," 5#77 p©r cent, girls only;
and "Too tall," 3.85 per cent and 4*67 per cent girls and boys,
respectively*
Further, under Table 6 the data on most difficult problems in the
area of Health and Physical Development reveal that the following six
problems were common to both boys and girls: "Frequent headaches,"
"Weak eyes," "Often not hungry for meals," "Hot as strong and healthy
as I should be," "Being underweight," and "Being overweight." The
girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in suoh items as: "Poor
teeth," 9*62 per cent; "Too short," 7*69 per cent; "Poor complexion or
skin trouble," 5.77 per cent; "Tiring very easily," "Uot getting enough
sleep," "Menstrual or female disorders," and "Trouble with my feet,"
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3*85 per cent; whereas* the boys cheeked larger percentages in the
following: "Being underweight," 10*44 per cent; "Being overweight,"
5,67 per centi "Sot getting the right food," "Gradually losing weight,"
and "Bothered by a physical handicap," 4*67 per cent each; "lot as
strong and healthy as I should be," and "Smoking," 3.75 per cent each}
and "Frequent sore throat," 2*75 per cent*
Problems With Desire for Counsel*— Table 7, page 31, presents the
thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance in the
area of Health and Physical Development, together with, the number and
per cent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High
School* The following sections indicate and compare the leading
problems identified by the boys and girls for counselling assistance*
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls*— "Weak eyes," six or 11*54 per centj "Being underweight,"
"Being overweight," "Often not hungry for meals," "Hot as strong and
healthy as I should be," and "Poor complexion," five or 9*62 per cent
each; "Frequent headaches," and "Poor teeth," three or 5*77 per cenfcj
"Frequent ©olds," two or 3«85 per oentj "Getting sick," "Tiring very
easily," "Gradually losing weight," "Frequent sore throat," "Glandular
disorders (thyroid, lymph, etc*)" and "Poor Teeth," one or 1*92 per
cent each*
The following are the leading problems which the boys indioated fcr
counselling assistance*
Boys.— "Being underweight," "Getting sick," "Frequent headaches,"
31
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THR^ STUDOTS TO TEDS
PROBLBH AREA OF HEALTH AMD PHYSICAL DEV1L0MMT







































Often not hungry for meals
Not eating the right food
Gradually losing weight
Not as strong and healthy
as I should be
Not getting enough outdoor
air and sunshine









Trouble with jtqy hearing
Speech handicap
(stuttering, etc.)
























Menstrual or female disorders -
Poor teeth
Nose or sinus trouble
Smoking
Trouble with my feet
















































































































"Not as strong and healthy as I should be," "Mot getting enough out
door air and sunshine," and "Frequent sore throatf"
The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 7, the problems with desire for counselling
were* "Being underweight,11 9.62 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "leak eyes,11 11.54 per cent, girls only; "Not as
strong and healthy as I should be," 9*62 per cent and 4.67 per cent
girls and boys, respectively} "Being overweight," "Poor complexion,"
and "Often not hungry for meals,11 9,62 per cent, girls only; "Frequent
headaches," 5.77 per cent and 4.67 per oent girls and boys, respectively
and "Poor teeth," 5.77 per cent, girls only.
Finances, Living Conditions and Employment
Problems Ihich are Troubling the Pupils.— Table 8, page 33, presents
the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Finances, Living
Conditions and Employment, together vdth, the number and per cent of re
sponses indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in Glenwood High School.
The following sections indicate and compare the top ten troublesome
problems identified by boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems -which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which followt
Girls.— "Heeding to learn to save money," twenty-seven or 51.92
per oent; "Having to ask parents for money," and "Wanting to earn some
of my onm money," nineteen or 36.54 per cent each; "Having less money
than friends," "Seeding money for education after high school," and
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TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OP THS SEVENTY-THREI PUPILS TO THE PROBLEM
AREA OP FINANCES, LIVING CONDITIONS AND MPLOYMEHT
troubling the Pupils













1. Needing to learn to save mom-y 27 51.92 9
2. Not knowing how to spend my
money wisely 3 5.77 4
3* Having less money than friends 15 28*35 0
4* Having to ask parents fir money 19 36*54 4
5* Having no regualr allowance 12 23.08 5
6. Too few nioe clothes 6 11.54 2
7. Too little money fcr recreation 7 13.46 1
8. Family worried about money 7 13.46 1
9. Having to watch every penny
I spend 3 5.77 0
10* Having to quit school to work 2 3.35 0
11. Wanting to earn some of my
own money 19 36*54 6
12* Wanting to buy more of my
own things 7 13*46 6
Needing money for education
after high school 15 28*35 6
Needing a part time job now 15 28*85 7
Needing a job during vacation 12 23*08 7
16* Living too far from school 8 15*38 6
17* Relatives living with us 2 3*85 1
18. Not having a room of my own 9 17.31 3
19* Having no place to entertain 4 7*69 2
20* Having no oar in the family 4 7*69 4
21* Parents working too hard 13 25*00 3
22. Not having certain
conveniences at home 4 7*69 2
23. Not liking the people in my
neighborhood 1 1,92 0
24. Wanting to live in a
different neighborhood 5 9.62 1
25* Ashamed of the house -m Hvb to 1 1*92 2
26* Borrowing money 2 3*85 1
27. Working too much outside
of school hours 0 00.00 0
28. Working for most of my own
expenses 1 1.92 3
29. Getting low pay for my work 2 3.85 1














































































Total 225 87 312
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"Needing a part time job now," fifteen or 28.85 per cent each; "Parents
working too hard," thirteen or 25.00 per dent; "Having no regualr
allowance," and "Seeding a job during vacation," twelve or 23*08 per
oent each; and "Hot having a room of my own,* nine or 17*51 per cent.
A large per oent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follow:
Boys*— "Needing to learn to save money," nine or 42.86 per oent;
"Needing a part time job now," and "Needing a job during vacation,"
seven or 33*33 per oent each; "Wanting to earn some of my own money,"
"Wanting to buy more of my own things," "Needing money for education
after high school," and "Living too far from sohool," six or 28*57 per
cent each; "Having no regular allowance," five or 23*31 per oent; "Not
knowing how to spend my oney wisely," "Having to ask parents for money,"
and "Having no ear in the family," four or 19.05 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 8, the most
prevalent problems according to sex were: "Needing to learn to save
money," 51*92 per cent and 42*86 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Wanting to earn some of my own money," 36*54 per cent and 28*57 per
oent girls and boys, respectively; "Having to ask parents for money,"
36*54 per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Needing a part time job now," 28.85 per oent and 33.33 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Needing money for education after high sohool,"
28*85 per oent and 28*87 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Needing
a job during vacation," 23.08 per cent and 33.33 per cent girls and
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boys, respectively; "Having no regular allowance," 23*08 per cent and
23*81 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Parents working too
hard," 25*00 per cent and 14*29 per c ent girls and boys, respectively;
"Having less money than friends," 28*35 per cent, girls only; and
"Living too far from school," 15*33 per cent and 28*57 per cent girls
and boys, respectively*
Further, under Table 8, the data on prevalent problems in the
area of Finances, Living Conditions, and Employment reveal that the
following eight problems were common to both girls and boys: "Needing
to learn to save money," "Having to ask parents for money," "Wanting
to earn some of m^ own money," "Seeding money for education after high
school," "Parents working too hard," "Having no regular allowance," and
"Needing a job during vacation*" The girls showed a greater incidence,
as indicated, in such items as: "Heeding to learn to save money," 9*06
per cent; "Having less money than friends," 28*35 per cent; "Having to
ask parents for money," 27*49 per cent; "Too little money for recreation,11
and "Family worried about money," 8*79 per oent; "Having to watch every
penny I spend," 5*77 per cent; "Wanting to earn some of my own money,"
7*97 per cent; and "Parents working too hard," 10*71 per cent; whereas,
the boys cheoked larger percentages ia the following* "Sot knowing how
to spend ay money wisely," 13*28 per cent; "Wanting to buy more of my
own things," 15*11 per oent; "Heeding a part time job now," 9*48 per
oent; "Heeding a job during vacation," 10.25 per oent; "Living too far
from school," 13*9 per cent; "Having no oar in the family," 11,36 per
cent; and "Ashamed of the house we live in," 8*60 per cent*
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Students' Most Difficult Irobleras*-- Table 9, page 37, presents
the thirty most difficult problems in the area of Finances, Living
Conditions and Employment, together with, the number and per cent of
responses indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood ffi.gh
School* The following sections indicate and compare the top ten most
difficult problems identified by boys and girls*
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems which follow:
Girls.-- "Heeding to learn to save money," and "Having to ask
parents for money," seven or 13.46 per cents "Having less money than
friends," six or 11*54 per cent; "Wanting to earn some of my own money,"
five or 9.62 per cents "feeding money for education after high school,"
four or 7.69 per cent} "Family worried about money," and "Heeding a part
time job now," three or 5.77 percent eachj "Relatives living with us,"
"Hot having a room of my own," and "Having no place to entertain," two
or 3.35 per cent.
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems waioh were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems which followi
Boys.— "Heeding to learn to save money," four or 19.05 per cents
"Wanting to buy more of my own things," three or 14.29 per cent;
"Heeding money for education after high school," and "Seeding a part
time job now," two or 9.52 per cents "Wanting to earn seme of my own
money," "Heeding a job during vacation,11 "Having no ear in the family,"
"Parents working too hard," "Working for most of my on expenses," and
"Getting low pay for my work," one or 4.67 per cent each.
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TABLE 9
DISTEIBUTIOI OF RESPOHSSS OP THE SWWH-TWES PUPILS TO TEE PROBLEM
AR2A OF FIIANCBS, LI7IMG COBDITIOHS AID EMPLOYMfflT
Specific Problems Within Area
Problems Mo3t Difficult for Pupils
Girls
^er Per Per





Heeding to learn to save money
Hot knowing how to spend my
money wisely
3. Having less money than friends
4. Having to ask parents for money
5. Having no regular allowance
6. Too few nice clothes
7. Too little money for recreation
8. Family worried about money
9. Having to watch every penny
I spend
10. Having to quit school to work
11. Wanting to earn some of my
own money
12. Wanting to buy more of my
own things
Heeding money for eduoation
after high school
Heeding a part time job now
15. Heeding a job during vacation
16. Living too far from school
17. Relatives living with us
18. Hot having a room of my om
19. Having no place to entertain
20. Having no car in the family
21. Parents working too hard
22. Hot having certain conveniences
at home
Hot liking the people in my
neighborhood
Wanting to live ia a different
neighborhood
25. Ashamed of the house we live in
26. Borrowing money
27. Working too much outside of
school hours
Working for most of my own
expenses
Getting low pay for my work
Disliking my present .iob


















































































































































































The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 9, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Seeding to learn to save
money," 13.46 per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively!
"Having to ask parents for money," 13.46 per cent, girls onlyi "Having
less money than friends," 11.54 per cent, girls only; "Wanting toeearn
some of my own money," 9.62 per oent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys,
respectively; "Heeding money for eduoation after high school," 7.69
per cent and 9.52 per oent girls and boys, respectively; "Heeding a
part time job now," 5.77 per cent and 9.53 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Wanting to boy more of my own things," 1.92 per cent and
14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Parents working too hard,"
6.77 per oent and 4.67 per oent girls and boys, respectively; and
"Family worried about money," 5.77 per oent, girls only.
Further, under Table 9, the data on most difficult problems in the
area of Finances, Living Conditions and Baployment reveal that the
following four problems were common to both girls and boyss "Needing to
learn to save money," "Wanting to earn some of my own money," "Needing
money for education after high school," and "Heeding a part time job now."
The girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items ass
"Saving less money than friends," 11.54 per cent; "Having to ask parents
for money," 13.46 per cent; "Family worried about money," 5.77 per
cent; "Relatives living with us," "lot having a room of my own," and
"Saving no place to entertain," 3.85 per oent each; whereas, the boys
checked larger percentages in the followingj "Heeding to learn to save
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money," 5*59 per cent more than the girls; "Wanting to earn some of
my own money," 4*95 per cent; "Wanting to buy more of my own things,"
12*37 per cents "Heeding a part time job now," and "Working for most of
my own expenses," 3*75 per cent each; and "Getting low pay for my work,"
4*67 per cent*
Problems with Desire for Counsel*«— Table 10, page 40, shows the
thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling in the area of
Finances, Living Conditions and Employment, together with, the number
and per cent of responses of the 73 pupils* The following sections in
dicate and compare the leading problems identified by boys and girls
for counselling assistance*
The following are the leading problems which th© girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls*— "Needing to learn to save, four or 7*69 per cent; "lot
knowing how to spend my money wisely," "Having less money than friends,"
"Too few nice clothes," "Having to quit school to work," "leeding a
part-time job now," "Living too far from school," "lot having a room of
my own," "Having no place to entertain," "Having no car in the family,"
"Parents working too hard," "Hot having certain conveniences at home,"
"Not liking the people in my neighborhood," "Borrowing money," and
"Working too much outside of school hours," one or 1*92 per cent each;
" Having to ask parents for money," three or S*77 per cent; "Wanting to
earn some of my own money," ©Ight or 15*38 per cent; and "Heeding a
job during vacations," seven or 13*46 p©r eent*
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated
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TABLE 10
DISTRIBUTION OP THE RESPONSES OP THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS TO THE PROBLM
ARIA OP FINANCES, LIVING CONDITIONS AMD EMPLOYMENT
Specifio Problems Within Area
Problems With Desire for Counsel
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No* Cent
1. Needing to learn to save
2. Not knowing how to spend my
money wisely
3. Having less money than friends
4* Having to ask parents for money
5. Having no regualr allowance
6* Too few nice clothes
7* Too little money for recreation
8. Family worried about money
9. Having to watch every penny
I spend
10* Having to quit school to work
11. Wanting to earn some of my
own money
12* Wanting to buy more of my
own things
13. Needing money for education
after school
14. Needing a part-time job now
15* Needing a job during vacations
16. Living too far from school
17. Relatives living with us
18* Not having a room of my own
19* Having no place to entertain
20. Having no car in the family
21. Parents working too hard
22. Not having eertain conveniences
at home
23. Not liking the people in
my neighborhood
24. Wanting to live in a different
neighborhood
25. Ashamed of the home we live in
26. Borrowing money
27. Working too much outside of
school hours
28. Working for most of my
own expenses
29. Getting low pay for my work
30. Disliking my present 4ob
^^WWI*1 III Wg^WMI Mil I i , 11 Jf, |, ^m
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Boys*—■ "Heeding to learn to save money,11 and "Having to ask
parents for money," two or 9*52 per cent} "Wanting to earn some of my
own money," three or 14.29 per cent; "Wanting to buy more of my own
things," "lot having a room of my om," and "Having no place to enter
tain," one or 4.67 per cent each*
The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents in fable 10, the problems -with desire for counselling
were* "Wanting to earn some of my own money," 15*38 per cent and 14*39
per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Heeding a job during vacations,"
13*46 per cent, girls only* "Having to ask parents for money," §*77
per cent and 9*52 per oent girls and bi>ys, respectively? "Needing to
learn to save," 7*69 per oent and 9*52 per oent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Needing money for education after sehool," S.85 per cent,
girls only; "Not having a room of my ora," and "Having no place to en
tertain," 1*92 per cent and 4*67 per cent each, girls and boys,
respectively.
Social and Recreational Activities
Problems Ihoih are Troubling the Pupils.— Table 11, page 42,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Social and
Seoreational Activities, together with, the number and per oent of
responses indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Gtenwood High
School* The following sections indicate and compare the top trouble
some problems identified by boys and girls*
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS TO THE PROBLM
AREA OP SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Specifio Problems Within Area
Problems Which Were Troubling the Pupils
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per
No* Cent No. Cent No. Cent
1. Slow in getting acquainted with
people
2. Awkward in meeting people
3. Ill at ease at social affairs
4. Trouble in keeping a conversation
going
5. Unsure of my social etiquette
6. Not enough time for recreation
7. Not enjoying many things others
enjoy
8. Too little chance to read what
I like
9. Too little chance to get out and
enjoy nature
10. Wanting more time to myself
11. Nothing interesting to do in my
spare time
12. Too little chance to go to show
13. Too little chance to enjoy radio
or television
14. Too little chance to pursue a hobby 3
15. Nothing interesting to do in
vacation
16. Not allowed to use family oar
17. Not allowed to go around with the
people I like
18. Not allowed to go out at night
19. la too few student activities
20. Too little social life
21. Wanting to learn how to dance
22. Wanting to learn to entertain
23. Wanting to improve culturally
24. Wanting to improve appearance
25. Too careless with my clothes
26. Too little chance to do what I
want to do
27. Little chance to get into sports
28. No place for sports at home
29. Lacking skill in sports




















































































































































































Total 169 50 219
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A large per oent of the girls indicated problems ufcich were
troubling th£m as shorn by the nine leading problems which follow:
Girls,— "Not allowed to go out at night," fifteen or 28,85 per
cent; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," fourteen or 26,92 per
cent; "Slow in getting acquainted with people," "Wanting to learn how
to dance," and "No place for sports at home," thirteen or 25,00 per
cent each; "Too little chance to go to shows," eleven or 21,15 per
cent; "Wanting to learn to entertain," nine or 17.S1 per cent; "Not
enjoying many things others enjoy," seven or 13,46 per oent; and
"Awkward in meeting people," six or 11,54 per cent,
A large per cent of the boys indioated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the five leading problems which follow:
Boys.— "Slow in getting acquainted with people," eight or 38.10
per cent; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," "Wanting to
learn to entertain," four or 19.05 per cent; "Awkward in meeting people,"
and "Wanting to learn how to dance," three or 14.29 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived
from the per cents for girls and boys, separately,in Table 11, the
most prevalent problems aooording to sex were: "Slow in getting acqua&ted
with people," 25,00 per cent and 38,10 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 26.92 per oent
and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Not allowed to go out
at night," 28.85 per oent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Wanting to learn how to dance," 25.00 per cent and 14,29 per cent
girls and boys, respectively; "No place for sports at home," 25.00 per
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oeiib and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Wanting to learn
to entertain," 17.31 per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Too little chance to go to shows," 21*16 per cent end
4*67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Awkward in meeting
people," 11.54 per cent and 14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Not allowed to go around with the people I like," 13.46 per cent and
9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; and "Mot enjoying many
things others enjoy," 13.46 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys,
respectively.
Further, under Table 11, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Social and Keereational Activities reveal that the following five
problems were common to both girls and boys: "Trouble in keeping a con
versation going," "Slow in getting acquainted with people," "lanting
to learn how to dance," "Wanting to learn to entertain," and "Awkward
in meeting people." The girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated,
in such items as* "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," 7.87 per
cent; "lot enjoying many things others enjoy," 8.79 per cent; "Too
little chance to read what I like," "Nothing interesting to do in
vacation," 8.95 per cent each; "Too little chance to go to shows,"
16.48 per cent; "Not allowed to go out at night," 19.33 per cent;
"Wanting to learn how to dance," 10.71 per oeatj "Wanting to improve
appearance,11 11.54 per cent and "Ho place for sports at home," whereas,
the boys checked larger percentages in the following! "Slow in getting
acquainted with people," 13.10 per cent; "Too little chance to get out
and enjoy nature," 3.75 per cent; "In too few student activities,"
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4.67 per cent; "Not allowed to use family car," 7.60 per cent; and
"Too little chance to enjoy radio or television," 2.75 per cent."
Students' Most Difficult Problems.-- Table 12, page 46, presents
the thirty most difficult problems in the area of Social and
Recreational Activities, together with, the number and per cent of re
sponses indicated by the 73 pupils of the Glenwood High School, Winder,
Georgia* The following sections indicate and compare the leading most
difficult problems identified by girls and boys.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the eight leading problems which follows
Girls.— "Hot allowed to go out at night," nine or 17.31 per cent;
"Wanting to learn how to dance," four or 7.69 per cent; "Trouble in
keeping a conversation," three or 5.77 per cents "Slow in getting
acquainted with people," "Kot enjoying many things others enjoy,"
Wanting more time to myself," "Too little chance to go to shows," and
•?Hot allowed to go around with the people I like," two or 3.85 per cent.
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the six leading problems which follow:
Boys.— "Slow in getting acquainted with people," and "Too little
chance to do what I want to do," two or 9.52 per cent; "lot enjoying
many things others enjoy," "Too little chance to get out and enjoy
nature," "Little chance to get into sports," and "Hot using leisure
time well," one or 4.67 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total percents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 12, the most
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TABLE 12
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF TBE SIVBUTY-THREE PUPILS TO THE PROBLEM
AREA OF SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Specific Problems Within Area
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per














1* Slow in getting acquainted with
people 2 3.86
2, Awkard in meeting people 0 00,00
3, 111 at ease at social affair 0 00.00
4. Trouble in keeping a conversation
going 3 5*77
5. Unsure of my social etiquette 0 00,00
6* Fot enough time for recreation 1 1,92
7, Not enjoying many things others
enjoy 2 3,86
8* Too little chance to read what
I like 1 1.92
9, Too little chance to get out and
enjoy nature
10* Wanting more time to myself
11* Nothing interesting to do in my
spare time
12. Too little chance to go to shows
13. Too little chance to enjoy radio
or television
14* Too little chance to pursue a
hobby
15* Nothing interesting to do in
vacation
Not allowed to use family car
Not allowed to go around with the
people I like
18* Not allowed to go out at night
19, In too few student activities
20* Too little social life
21. Wanting to learn how to dance
22. Wanting to learn to entertain
23* Wanting to improve culturally
24. Wanting to improve appearance
25. Too careless with my clothes 0 00.00
26. Too little chance to do what I
want to do 1 i#92
27. Little chance to get into sports 0 00*00
28* No place for sports at home 0 00,00
29* Lacking skill in sports 0 00,00




































































































Total 30 8 38
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difficult problems according to sex were: "lot allowed to go out at
night," 17«31 per cent, girls only; "Slow ia getting acquainted ndtii
people," 3.85 per cent and 9,52 per cent girls and boys, respectively*
"Wanting to learn how to dance," 7,69 per cent, girls only; "Trouble in
keeping a conversation going," 5»77 per cent, girls only; "Not en
joying many things others enjoy," 3.85 per cent and 4*67 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Too little chance to do what I want to do,"
1.92 per cent and 9,52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Wanting
more time to myself," "Too little chance to go to shows," and "Not
allowed to go around with the people I like," 3,85 per cent,
girls only*
Further, under Table 12, the data on most difficult problems in
the area of Social and Recreational Activities reveals that the
following problems were common to both boys and girls* "Slow in getting
acquainted with people," and "lot enjoying many things others enjoy."
The girls showed a greater incidence in most oases ranging from .82
per cent in: "Not enjoying many things others enjoy," to 17,31 per
cent in "Not allowed to go out at night," whereas, the boys checked
larger percentages ia thd following: "Slow in getting acquainted with
people," S,37 per cent more than girls* "Too little chanoe to get out
and enjoy nature," "Little chanse to get into sports," and "Mot using
leisure time well," 4,67 per cent,
Problems With Desire for Counsel,— Table 13, page 48, shows the
thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance ia
the area of Social and Recreational Activities, together with, the
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TABLE 13
DISTEIBUTION OF RESPONSES OP THE SEVENTY-THiggB PUPILS TO THE PEOBLM
AREA OP SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Specifio Problems Within Area
Problems Mth Desire for Counsel
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent
1* Slow in getting acquainted with
people
2* Awkward in meeting people
3* 111 at ease at social affairs
4* Trouble at keeping a conversation
going
5. Unsure of my social etiquette
6. Not enough time for recreation
7* Not enjoying many things others
enjoy
8* Too little chance to read what
I like
9* Too little chance to get out and
enjoy nature
10* Wanting more time to myself
11* Nothing interesting to do in my
spare time
12* Too little chance to go to shows
13* Too little chance to enjoy radio
or television
14* Too little chance to pursue a
hobby
IS. Nothing interesting to do in
vacation
16* Not allowed to use family oar
17* Not allowed to go around with
people I like
18. Not allowed to go out at night
In too few student activities
Too little social life
Wanting to learn how to dance
Wanting to learn to entertain
23. Wanting to improve culturally
24* Wanting to improve appearance
25* Too careless with my clothes
26* Too little chaise to do what I
want to do
27. Little chance to get into sports
28. No place for sports around horns
29. Lacking skill in sports































































































































































number and per oent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the
Glenwood High School. The following sections indicate and compare the
leading problems identified by the girls and boys for counselling
assistance.
The following are the leading porbleras which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls.— "Too little chance to go to shows," two or 3*85 per cent;
"Hot allowed to use family car," "Hot allowed to go around with people
I like," "Not allowed to go out at night," "Wanting to learn how to,
dance," and "Too little chance to do what I want to do," one or 1.92
per cent each.
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated
for counselling assistance.
Boys.— "Slow in getting acquainted with people," "Hot allowed to
go out at night," and "Little chance to get into sports," one or 4.67
per cent each; "Wanting to learn how to dance,11 and "Wanting to improve
appearance," two or 9.62 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 13, the problems with desire for counselling
were: "Wanting to learn how to dance," 1.92 per cent and 9.52 per cent
girls and boys, respectively* "Wanting to improve appearance," 9.52
per oent, boys onlyj "Not allowed to go out at night," 1.92 per cent
and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Too little chance to
go to shows," 3.8S per cent, girls only* "Slow in getting acquainted
with people," 4.67 per oent, boys ohlyj "Not allowed to use family
car," "Not allowed to go around with people I like," and "Too little
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chance to do what I want to do," 1*92 per cent each, girls only; and
"Little chance to get into sports," 4*67 per oent, boys only*
Courtship, Sex and Marriage
Problems Which are Troubling the Pupils*— Table 14, page 51,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Courtship, Sex
and Marriage, together with, the number and per cent of responses in
dicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School* The
following sections indicate and compare the leading troublesome
problems identified by boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by them on the problems which follow:
Girls*— "No suitable place to go on dates," nineteen or 36*54 per
cent; "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Deciding whether
I*m in love," thirteen or 25*00 per cent; "Deciding whether to go
steady," eleven or 21*15 per cent; "Heeding advice about marriage,"
and iTondering how far to go with the opposite sex," nine or 17*31 per
cdnt; "Embarrassed by talk about sex," eight or 15*38 per cents "Having
dates," "Disappointed in a love affair," and "Boy friend," seven or
15*46. per cent each*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the leading problems which followt
Boys*— "No suitable place to go on dates," six or 28*57 per cent;
"Girl friend," five or 23*81 per cent; "Awkward in making dates,8 Too
few dates," and "Loving someone who doesn't love me," four or 19.05
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TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF TEE SETOJTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE ARIA OF COURTSHIP, SEC, AID MARRIAGE
Problems Ihich Were Troubling the Pupils

































































































































































































2. Awkward in making dates
3. Not mixing well with the
opposite sex
4. Not being attractive to the
opposite sex
5. Not being allowed to have dates
6. No suitable place to go on dates
7. Not knowing how to entertain on
dates
8. Too few dates
9. Afraid of close contacts with
opposite sex
10. aabarrassed by talk about sex
11. Disappointed in a love affair
12. Girl Friend
13. Boy friend
14. Deciding whether to go steady
15. Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate
16. Bstogin love
17. Loving someone vfao doesn't love
18. Deciding whether I'm in love
19. Deciding whether to become
engaged
20. Needing advice about marriage
21. Going with someone n$r family
won't accept
Afraid of losing the one I love
Breaking up a love affair
24. Wondering how far to go with the
opposite sex
25. Wondering if I will ever get
married
26. Thinking too much about sex
27. Concerned over sex behavior
28. Hard to oontrol sex urge
29. Worried about sex diseases
30. Needing information about sex
22.
23.
Total 167 42 209
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per cents "Having dates," and "Needing advice about marriage," three
or 14*29 per cent*
The Comparative Data*-- In terms of the total per cents derived
from the per oents for girls and boys, separately, in Table 14, the
most prevalent problems according to sex weres "Ho suitable place to
go on dates," 56*54 per cent and 28*57 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," 25.00 per oent
and 4*67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Deciding whether I'm
in love," 25*00 per oent and 4*67 per cent girls ani boys, respectively;
"Deciding whether to go steady," 21*15 per cent and 9*52 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Loving someone who doesn't love me," 15.38
per oent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Heeding
advice about marriage," 17.51 per cent and 14.29 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Having dates," 15.46 per cent and 14.29 per cent
girls and boys, respectively; "Awkward in making dates," 11.54 per cent
and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Too few dates," 9*62
per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; and "Wondering
how far to go with the opposite sex," 17.31 per cent, girls only.
Further, under Table 14, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Courtship, Sex and Marriage reveal that the following three problems
were common to both girls and boyss "Ho suitable pace to go on dates,"
"Needing advice about marriage," and "Having dates." The girls showed
a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items as: "Not being allowed
to have dates," and "No suitable place to go on dates," 7,97 per cent;
"Embarrassed by talk about sex," 15.38 per cent; "Disappointed in a
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love affair," and "Boy friend," 8.79 per cent; "Deciding whether to go
steady," 11.63 per cent, "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate,"
20.33 per cent; "Afraid of losing the one I love," 11*54 per cent;
"Wondering how far to go with the opposite sex," 17.31 per cent; and
"Wondering if I will ever get married," 9.82 per cent; whereas, the
boys checked larger percenbages in the following: "Awkward in making
dates," 7.51 per oent; "Not knowing how to entertain on dates," 9.43
per cent; "Girl friend," 23*81 per cent; and "Thinking too much about
sex," 3*75 per cent*
Students' Most Difficult Problems*— Table 15, page 54, presents
the thirty most difficult problems in the area of Courtship, Sex and
Marriage, together with, the number and per cent of responses indi
cated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School* The
following sections indicate and compare the leading difficult problems
identified by boys and girls*
The following are problems which the girls indicated as being most
difficult to them*
Girls.-- "Afraid of losing the one I love," five or 9*62 per oent;
"No suitable place to go on dates," "Being in love," and "Wondering
how far to go with the opposite sex," four or 7*69 per cent; "Wondering
if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Loving someone who doesn't love me,"
three or 3.85 per cent*
The following are problems which the boys indicated as being most
difficult to them*
Boys*— "Awkward in making dates," two or 9*52 per cent; "Mot
mixing well with the opposite sex," "Having dates," "Girl friend," and
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TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SBVMTY-THREB PUPILS TO
THE ARSA OF COURTSHIP, SEX, AMD MARRIAGE
Problems Most Difficult for Puoils





















1* Having dates 0 00*00 1
2* Awkward in making dates 0 00*00 2
3* Not mixing well -with the opposite
sex 0 00*00 1
4* Not being attractive to the
opposite sex 0 00*00
5* Not being allowed to have dates 2 3*85
6* No suitable place to go on dates 4 7*69
7* Not knowing how to entertain on
dates 1 1*92
8* Too few dates 1 1.92
9* Afraid of close contacts with
opposite sex 0 00*00
10* Embarrassed by talk about sex 2 3*85
11* Disappointed in a love affair 2 3*85
12* Girl friend 0 00.00
13* Boy friend 2 3*35
14* Deciding whether to go steady 2 3*35
15* Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate 3 5*77 0
16* Being in love 4 7*69 0
17* Loving someone who doesn't love me 3 5*77 0
18* Deciding whether I*m in love 1 1*92 0
19* Deciding whether to become
engaged 2 3.85 0
20* Needing advice about marriage 3 5*77 0
21* Going with someone my family
won't accept 2 3*35 0
22* Afraid of losing the one I love 5 9*62 0
23* Breaking up a love affair 0 00.00 0
24* Wondering how far to go with the
opposite sex 4 7.69 0
25* Wondering if I will ever get
married 0 00*00
26* Thinking too muoh about sex 1 1*92
27* Concerned over sex behavior 0 00.00
28* Hard to control sex urge 0 00*00
29* Worried about sex diseases 0 00*00





















































































"Deciding whether to go steady," one or 4«67 per cent*
The Comparative Data*— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from boys and girls* separately, as indicated in Table 15, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Afraid of losing the one I
love," 9.62 per cent checked by the girls; and none for boys; "Ho
suitable place to go on dates," "Being in lov©," "Wondering how far to
go with the opposite sex," 7*69 per cent each checked by the girls; and
none for the boys; "Deciding whether to go steady," 3*95 per cent and
4.67 per cent girls and boys, respective 2y; "Wondering if 1*11 find a
suitable mate, " "Loving someone who doesn't love me, and "deeding
advice about marriage," 5*77 per cent each, checked by girls and none
by the boys*
Further, under Table 15, the data on most difficult problems in the
area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage reveal that "Deciding whether to
go steady," was -fixe only item checked by boys and girls that was
common to both sexes* The girls showed a greater incidence, as indi
cated, in such items ass "lo suitable place to go on dates," and "Being
in love," 7*69 per cent; "Afraid of losing the one I love," 9*62 per
oent; "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," 5*77 per cent; "lot
being allowed to have dates," "Sabarrassed by talk about sex," "Dis
appointed in a love affair," "Boy friend," "Deciding whether to become
engaged," and "Going with someone my family wont accept," 3*85 per cent
each; whereas, the boys checked larger percentages in the following:
"Having dates," "Hot mixing well with the opposite sex," and Girl
friend," 4*67 per cent each more than girls; and "Deciding whether to
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go steady," .82 per cent*
Problems With Desire for Counsel*-- Table 16, page 57, presents the
thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance in the
area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage, together with, the number and per
cent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School*
The following sections indicate and compare the leading problems
identified by boys and girls for counselling assistance*
The following are the loading problems whioh the girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls.— "Being in love," seventeen or 32.69 per cent; "Wondering
if I'll ever find a mate," and "Boy friend," fourteen or 26*92 per cent;
"No suitable place to go on dates,11 and "Wondering if I'll ever get
married," thirteen or 25*00 per cent; "Having dates," "lot allowed to
have dates,11 "Deciding whether I'm in love," ana "Seeding information
about sex,11 twelve or 23*08 per cent* "Disappointed in a love affair,"
nine or 17*31 per cent* "Deciding whether to go steady," seven or 13.46
per cent; "iftibarrassed about talk about sex*" and "Loving someone who
doesn't love me," five or 9*62 per cent; "lot mixing well with the
opposite sex," "lot being attractive to the opposite sex," "Afraid of
close contacts with the opposite sex," "Afraid of losing the one I love,"
"Thinking too much about sex," and "Concerned over sex behavior," four
or 7*69 per cent each.
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated for
counselling assistance*
Boys*— "Having dates," eight or 38*10 per cent? "Awkward in making
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TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OP TEE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE AREA OF COURTSHIP, SEX, AND MARRIAGE
Problems With Desire for Counsel










1* Having dates 12 23*08
2* Awkward in making dates 3 5*77
3* Not mixing well with the opposite
sex 4 7*69
4. Not being attractive to the
opposite sex 4
5* Not allowed to have dates 12
6* No suitable place to go on dates 13
7* Not knowing how to entertain on
dates 3
8* Too few dates 2
9. Afraid of close contacts with the
opposite sex 4
10. Sabarrassed about talk about sex 5
11. Disappointed in a love affair 9
12* Girl friend 0
13* Boy friend 14
14* Deciding whether to go steady 7
15* Wondering if I'll ever find a mate 14
16. Being in love 17
17. Loving someone who doesn't love me 5
18. Deciding whether I'm in love 12
19. Deciding whether to become engaged 3
20* Needing advioe about marriage 2
21. Going with someone my family
won't accept 1
22. Afraid of losing the one I love 4
23. Breaking up a love affair 2
24. Wondering if I'll ever get married 13
25* Thinking too much about sex 4
26. Concerned over sex behavior 4
27. Hard to control sex urge 2
28. Wondering how far to go with the
opposite sex
29* Worried about sex diseases








































2 9*52 6 8.22
1 4*67 5 6*85
6 28*57 18 24*66














































0 00.00 0 00.00
3 4.01 5 6*35
1 4.67 13 17.71
189 67 256
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dates," and "Being in love,11 seven or 53*33 per cent; "^"ot allowed to
have dates," six or 28*87 per cent; "Ho suitable place to go on dates,"
and "Ifraid of losing the one I love," five or 23*81 per centj "Hot
knowing how to entertain on dates," four or 19*05 per cent; "Deciding
whether I'm in love," three or 14*29 per cent; "Not mixing well with
the opposite sex," "Afraid of dose contact with the opposite sex,"
"Girl friend," "Heeding advice about marriage," "Wondering if I111
ever get married," and "Thinking too much about sex," two or 9*52 per
cent each*
The Comparative Data*-- In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per oents in Table 16, the problems with desire for counselling
weret "Being in love," 32*69 per cent and 33*33 per cent girls and boys,
respectively; "Having dates," 23*08 per cent and 33*10 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "lot allowed to have dates," 23*08 per cent
and 28*57 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "JTo suitable place to
go on dates," 25*00 per cent and 23*81 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Wondering if I'll ever find a mate," 26*92 per cent and
9,52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Deciding whether I'm in
love" 23*08 per cent and 14*29 per oent girls and boys, respectively;
"Wondering if I'll ever get married," 25*00 per cent and 9*52 per oent
girls and boys, respectively; "Boy friend," 26*92 per cent, girls only;
"Needing information about sex," 23*08 per oent and 4*67 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Awkward in making dates," 5.77 per cent and
33*10 per cent girls and boys, respectively; and "Disappointed in a
love affair," 17*31 per cent, girls only.
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Social-Psychological Helations
Problems Which are Troubling the Pupils*-- Table 17, page 60,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Social-
Psychological Relations, together with, the number and percent of re
sponses indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School*
The following sections indicate and compare the top ten troublesome
problems identified by boys and girls*
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shovm by the ten leading problems which follow:
Girls*— "Being talked about," fourteen or 26*92 per cents "Wanting
a more pleasing personality,11 and "Being disliked by someone,11 thirteen
or 25*00 per cent; "Feeling too easily hurt," twelve or 23*08 per cent;
"Getting into arguments,11 eleven or 21*15 per cent; "Being made fun of,"
ten or 19*23 per cent; "Being watched by other people," and "Being
timid or shy,11 nine or 17*31 per cent; "Being called high hat," eight
or 15*38 per cent; and "Getting embarrassed too easily," seven or
13*46 per cent*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were troubling
them as shown by the top ten leading problems which follow:
Boys*-— "Getting into arguments," four or 19*05 per cent; "Slow in
making friends," "Being timid or shy," "Feeling too easily hurt," and
"Being left out of things,11 three or 14*29 per cent; "Being talked
about," "Getting embarrassed too easily," "Being watched by other
people," "Having feelings of extreme loneliness," and "Wanting to be
more popular," two or 9*52 per cent.
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TABLE-17
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF THE SEVMTY-THRK PUPILS
TO THE ARIA OF SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIONS
Specific Problems Within Area









1* Getting into arguments
2. Hurting people's feelings
3. Being talked about
4. Being made fun of
5. Being different
6. Wanting a more pleasing
personality
7. Not getting along well with
people
8. Worrying how I impress people
9» Too easily led by other people
10. Lacking leadership ability
11. Slow in making friends
12. Being timid or shy
13. Feeling too easily hurt
14. Getting embarrassed too easily
15. Feeling inferior
16. Being criticized by others
17. Being called "high hat"
18. Being watched by other people
19. Being left out of things
20. Baring feelings of extreme
lonliness
21. Wanting to be more popular
22. Disliking someone
23. Being disliked by someone
24. Avoiding someone I don't like
25. Sometimes acting childish or
immature
26. Being too envious or jealous
27. Speaking or acting without
thinking
28. Feeling that nobody understands me
Finding it hard to talk about tm
troubles









































































































The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cents as derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 17, the
most prevalent problems according to sex were! "Being talked about,"
26*92 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Getting
into arguments," 21*15 per oent and 19*05 per cent girls and boys, re
spective lyj "Feeling too easily hurt," 23*08 per cent and 14*29 per
cent girls and boys, respectively} "Wanting a more pleasing personality,"
25*00 per oent, girls only; "Being disliked by someone," 25*00 per
cent, girls onlyj "Being timid or shy," 17*31 per cent and 14*29 per
cent girls and boys, respectively; "Being made fun of," 19*23 per oent
and 4*67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Being watched by other
people," 17*31 per oent and 9*52 per cent; "Getting embarrassed too
easily," 13*46 per cent and 9*52 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
and "Being called high hat," 15*38 per oent and 4*67 per oent girls and
boys, respectively*
Further, under Table 17, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Soeial-Psyohological Eeiations reveal that the following six
problems were common to both boys and girlst "Being talked about,"
"Feeling too easily hurt," "Getting into arguments," "Being watched by
other people," "Being timid or shy," and "Getting embarrassed too
easily*" The girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in suoh
items as: "Being talked about," 17*40 per cent; "Being mad© fun of,"
14*56 per cent; "Wanting a more pleasing personality," 25*00 per cent;
"Being called high hat," 11.71 per cent; "Disliking someone," 11*54 per
cent; "Being disliked by someone," 25*00 per cent; and "Finding it hard
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to talk about my troubles," 9.62 per cent more than boysj whereas,
boys checked larger percentages in the following: "Being different,"
•82 per cent; "Lacking leadership ability," 3*75 per centj "Slow in
making friends," 4.74 per centj "Feeling inferior," and "Being left
out of things," 4.67 per oent each more than girlsj "Having feelings
of extreme loneliness," and "Wanting to be more popular," 1,83 per cent.
Students* Most Difficult Problems.-- Table 18, page 63, shows the
thirty most difficult problems in the area of Social-Psychological
Relations, together with, the number and per cent of responses indi
cated by the 73 pupils of the Glenwood High School. The following
sections indicate and compare the top ranking difficult problems
identified by boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems which follow:
Girls.— "Being disliked by someone," siK or 11.54 per cent*
"Feeling too easily hurt," five or 9,62 per cent; "Getting into argu
ments,11 four or 7.69 per cent} "Being talked about," "Being made fun
of," "Too easily led by other people," "Being criticized by others,"
and "Being watched by other people," three or 5.77 per oent.
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the top ranking problems which follows
Boys.— "Too easily led by other people," two or 9.52 per centi
"Getting into arguments," "Being talked about," "Slow in making friends,"
"Being timid or shy," "Feeling too easily hurt," and "Wanting to be
more popular," one or 4.67 per cent each.
TABLE 18
DISTRIBUTION OF KESPOHSES OF THE SEVESTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE AREA OF SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIONS
Specific Problems *Lthia Area
Problems Most Difficult to Pupils
Girls Soys Total
Per Per Per































Being made fun of
Being different
Wanting a more pleasing
personality
lot getting along -well with
people
Worrying how I impress people
Too easily led by other people
Lacking leadership ability
Slow in making friends
Being timid or shy
Peeling too easily hurt
Getting embarrassed too easily
Peeling inferior
Being criticized by others
Being called "high hat"
Being watched by other people
Being left out of things
Earing feelings of extreme
loneliness
Wanting to be more popular
Disliking someone
Being disliked by someone
Avoiding someone I doa*t like
Sometimes acting childish or
immature
Being too envious or jealous
Speaking or acting without
thinking
Peeling that nobody understands me
Finding it hard to talk about my
troubles





































































































The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cenfc as derived
from boys and girls, separately, as indicated in Table 18, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Being disliked by someone,*
11.54 per oent, girls only; "Feeling too easily hurt," 9.62 per cent
and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Getting into arguments,"
7.69 per oent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Too
easily led by other people," 5.77 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Being talked about," 5.77 per cent and 4.67 per
cent girls and boys, respectively; "Being made fun of," 5.77 per cent,
girls only, "Being timid or shy," 3.85 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Being criticized by others," and "Being
watched by other people," 5.77 per cent each for girls only.
Further, under Table 18, the data on most difficult problems in
the area of Social-Psychological Relations reveal that the following
two problems were common to both boys and girlst "Too easily led by
other people," and "Being timid or shytB The girls showed a greater
incidence, as indicated, in such items as: "Being made fun of," and
"Being watohed by other people," 5.77 per cent more than boys; "Being
disliked by soneone," 11.54 per cent; "Being different," "Being called
high hat," and "Being too envious or jealous," 3.85 per cent each;
whereas, the boys cheeked larger percentages in the following* "Slow in
making friends," and "Wanting to be more popular," 4.67 per cent; "Too
easily led by other people," 3,75 per cent; and "Being timid or shy,"
.82 per cent.
Problems With Desire for Counsel.— Table 19, page 65, presents
the thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance in
TABLE 19
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OP THE SEV£HTY-THR^ PUPILS
TO THE AREA OF SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIONS
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Problems With Desire for Counsel























1* Getting into arguments 1 1.92
2* Hurting people's feelings 0 00*00
3* Being talked about 2 3*85
4* Being made fun of 1 1.92
5. Being different 0 00.00
6. Wanting a more pleasing
personality 0 00.00
Mot getting along well with
people 0 00.00
Worrying how I impress people 0 00*00
Too easily led by other people 1 1.92
10. Lacking leadership ability 0 00,00
11. Slow in making friends
12. Being timid or shy
13. Feelings too easily hurt
14. Getting embarrassed too easily
IS* Feeling inferior
16. Being criticized by others
Being called "high hat"
Being watched by others
19* Being left out of things
20. Having feelings of extreme
loneliness
21* Wanting to be more popular
22* Disliking someone
Being disliked by someone
Avoiding serasone I don't like
Sometimes acting childish and
immature
Being too envious or jealous
Speaking or acting without
thinking
28* Feeling that nobody understands me
29* Feeling it hard to talk about ay
troubles























































































the area of Social-Psychological Relations, together with, the number
and per cent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood
High School* The following sections indicate and compare the leading
problems identified by the boys and girls for counselling assistance*
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls.— "Being talked about," and "Being timid or shy," two or
3*85 per cent* "(Jetting into arguments," "Being made fun of," "Too
easily led by tther people," "Slow in making friends," "Feelings too
easily hurt," "Being called high hat,11 "Wanting to be more popular,"
and "Disliking someone," one or 1.92 per cent each.
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated
for counselling assistance.
Boys*-- "Wanting a more pleasing personality," and "Being timid or
shy," one or 4*67 per cent each*
The Comparative Data*— In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 19, the problems with desire for counselling
were: "Being timid or shy," 3*85 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Being talked about," 3.85 per cent, girls only?
"Getting into arguments," "Being made fun of," "Too easily led by other
people," "Slow in making friends," "Peeling too easily hurt," "Being
called high hat," "Wanting to be more popular," and "Disliking someone,"
1.37 per cent each, girls only; and "Wanting a more pleasing
personality," 1.37 per cent, boys only. "Being timid or shy," was
common to both boys and girls*
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Personal-Psychological Relations
Problems Which are Troubling the Pupils*-- Table 20, page 68,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Personal-
Psychological Eolations, together with, the number and per cent of
responses indicated by the 73 students:enrolled ia the Glenwood High
School* The subsequent sections indicate aid compare the top ten
troublesome problems identified by boys and girls*
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as fehown by the ten leading problems which follows
Girls*-- "Forgetting things,11 twenty-one or 40.39 per cent; "Day
dreaming,11 seventeen or 32.69 per oentj "Losing my temper," sixteen or
30*77 per cent; "Being nervous," fifteen or 28,85 per centj "Worrying,"
fourteen or 26.92 per cent; "Not taking things serviously," and
"Afraid of making mistakes,11 thirteen or 25.00 per cent,- "Sometimes
wishing I'd never been born," twelve or 23.08 per cent, "Getting ex
cited too easily," and "Too easily moved to tears," ten or 19.23 per
cent.
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems ishich were
troubling them as shown by the top ranking problems which follow:
Boys.— "Forgetting things," fourteen or 66.70 per cent; "Being
nervous," "Worrying," "Not taking things seriously enough," five or
23*81 per cent,- "Being careless," "Trouble about making up ay mind
about things," "Afraid of making mistakes," and "Having bad luck," four
or 19.05 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived
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TABLE 20
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF THE SEVMTY-THREE PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM AREA OF P1RS0IAL-PSYCH0L0GICAL RELATIONS
Problems Ihioh Were Troubling the Pupils










1* Losing my temper 16
2. Taking somethings too seriously 7
3. Being nervous 15
4. Getting excited too easily 10
5* Worrying 14
6. Day dreaming 17
7. Being careless 5
8. Forgetting things 21
9* Being lazy 6
10. Hot taking things seriously enough 13
11. Moodiness, "having the blues" 4
12. Trouble about making up my mind
about things 5
Afraid of making mistakes 13
Too easily discouraged 3
Sometimes wishing I'd never been
born 12
Afraid to be left alone 0
17. Too easily moved to tears 10
18. Failing in so many things I do 8
19* Caa»t see the value of most
things I do 1
Unhappy too muoh of the time 6
21. Being stubborn or obstinate 1
22. Tending to exaggerate too much 0
23. laving bad luck 3
24. Hot having any fun 4
Lacking self confidence 2
Too many personal problems 2
Having memories of unhappy
childhood 1
Bothered by bad dreams 4
Sometimes bothered by thoughts
of insanity q








































































































Total 204 78 282
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from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 20, the
most prevalent problems according to sex were: "Forgetting things,"
40.39 per cent and 66*70 per cenb girls and boys, respectively? "Day
dreaming," 32.69 per dent and 28.57 per cent girls and boys, respective
ly} "Being nervous," 28.85 per oent and 23.81 per oent girls and boys,
respectively; "Worrying," 26.92 per cent and 23.81 per dent girls and
boys, respectively} "Afraid of making Mstakes," 25.00 per cent and
19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Sometimes wish I'd
never been born," 23.08 per cent and 14.29 per oent girls and boys,
respectively; "Too easily moved to tears," 19.23 per cent and 9.52 per
cent girls and boys, respectively; "Getting excited too easily," 19.23
per cent, girls only; "Failing in so many thing I do," 15.38 per cent
and 9.52 per oent girls and boys, respectively; and "Being lazy," 9.62
per cent and 19.05 per oent girls and boys, respectively.
Further, under Table 20, the data on prevalent problems in the
area of Personal-Psychological Helations reveal that the following two
problems were common to both girls and boys: "Forgetting things," and
"Being lazy." The girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in
such items as: "Losing my temper,1' 21.72 per cent; "Taking somethings
too seriously," 13.46 per cent; "Getting excited too easily," 19.23 per
cent; "Afraid of making mistakes," 5.95 per cenb; "Sometimes wishing
I'd never been born," 8.79 per cent; "Too easily moved to tears," 9.71
per oent; "Failing in so masy things I do," 5.86 per cent more than
boys, and "Day dreaming," 4.12 per cent, whereas, the boys checked
larger percentages in the following: "Being careless," and "Trouble
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about making up ray mind about things," 9.45 per cent more than, girls;
"Forgetting things," 26.31 pep centj "Raving bad luck," 13.28 per cent;
"Afraid to be left alone," 4.67 per eents and "Too easily discouraged,"
3,75 per cent*
Students* Most Difficult Problems.— Table 21, page 71, shows the
thirty most difficult problems in the area of Personal-Psychological
Relations, together with, the number and per cent of responses indi
cated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Slenwood High School. The re
maining sections indicate and compare the leading most difficult
problems identified by boys and girls*
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which -were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems which follows
Girls.— "Being lazy," seven or 13.46 per centj "Losing my temper,"
four or 7.69 per cents "Being nervous,1' "Being careless," and "Too
easily discouraged," three or 5.77 per cent eachj "Day dreaming," and
"Failing in so many things I do," two or 3.85 per cent*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems tnhich follows
Boys.— "Losing my temper," "Being nervous," "Day dreaming," "Being
careless," and "Being lazy," two or 9.52 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 21, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Being lazy," 13.46 per cent
and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively! "Losing my temper,"
7.69 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively! "Being
nervous," 5.77 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively}
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TABLE 21
DISTRIBUTION GF RESPO1S1S OF THS SimTY-THRIE PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM AREA OF PESSOHAL-PSYCHOLOGIGAL RELATIONS
Specific Problems %thin Area
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per































Taking somethings too seriously
Being nervous






lot taking things seriously enough
Moodiness, "having the blues*
Trouble about making up wy mind
about things
Afraid of making mistakes
Too easily discouraged
Sometimes wishing I* never been
born
Afraid to be left alone
Too easily moved to tears
Failing in so many things I do
Can't see the value of most
things I do
Unhappy too much of the time
Being stubborn or obstinate
Tending to exaggerate too much
Having bad luok
Not having any fun
Lacking self confidence
Too many personal problems
Having memories of unhappy
childhood
Bothered by bad dreams













































































































"Being careless," 5*77 per cexcb and 9*52 per c ent girls and boys*
respectively; "Day dreaming," 3.85 per cent and 9.52 per oent girls
and boys, respectively; "Too easily discouraged,11 5.77 per dent, girls
only; "Failing in so many things I do,11 3.85 per cent and 4.67 per cent
girls and boys, respectively; "Moodiness, "having the blues," "For
getting things," and "Having bad luck,11 1.92 per cent and 4.67 per
cent each, girls and boys, respectivelyf
Further, under fable 21, the data on most difficult problems in
the area of Personal-Psychological Relations reveal that the following
five problems ■were common to both girls and boys* "Being lazy,"
"Losing my temper," "Being nervous," "Being careless," and "Day dreaming."
The girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items as:
"Too easily discouraged," 5,77 per cent; "Being lazy," 3,94 per cent;
"Worrying," "Afraid to be left alone," "Can't see the value of most
things I do," "Too many personal problems," and "Having memories of un
happy child," 1.92 per cent each, more than boys; whereas, the boys
checked larger percentages in the following? "Day dreaming," 5.67 per
cent; "Sometimes wishing I'd never been born," 4.67 per cent; "Having
bad luck," "Moodiness, "having the blues," and "Forgetting things,"
2.75 per cent each.
Problems With Desire for Counsel.— Table 22, page 73, presents the
thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance in the
area of Personal-Psychological Relations, together with, the number and
per oent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High
School. The following sections indicate and compare the leading
73
TABLE 22
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF TBS SEVEUTY-THREE PUPILS TO TM
FRGBLEII ARIA OF PERSONAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL RELATIOIS
Problems With Desire for Counsel









































Taking some -tilings too seriously
Being nervous






Not taking things seriously enough
Moodiness, "having the blues"
Trouble making up ny mind about
things
Afraid of making mistakes
Too easily discouraged
Sometimes wishing I»d never been
born
Afraid to be left alone
Too easily moved to tears
Failing in so many things I try
to do
Can't see the value of most
things I do
Unhappy too much of the time
Being stubborn or obstinate
Tending to exaggerate too much
Having bad luck
Hot having any fun
Too many personal problems
Lacking self confidence
Having memories of unhapov
childhood
Bothered by bad dreams




















































































0 00.00 1 1,37
0 00.00 0 00.00





















problems identified by the boys and girls for oounselling assistance.
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for oounselling assistance*
Girls.-- "Forgetting things," five or 9.62 per oentj "Losing my
temper," and "Taking some things too seriously," two or 3*85 per cent
each} "Day dreaming," and "Being eareless," three or 5.77 per cent*
"Being nervous," "Getting excited too easily," "Trouble making up my
mind,about things," "Afraid to be left alone," "Being stubborn or
obstinate," and "Tending to exaggerate too much," one or 1.92 per cent
each*
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated for
counselling assistance*
Boys*-- "Being nervous," "Forgetting things," and "Having bad luck,"
one or 4*67 per cent each.
The Comparative Data*— In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 22, the problems with desire for oounselling
•were* "Forgetting things," 9*62 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively* "Day dreaming," aad "Being careless,1* 5.77 per cent,
girls only! "Losing my temper," and "Taking some things too seriously,"
S«85 per cent each, boys only; "Being nervous," 1.92 per cent and 4.67
per cent girls and boys, respectively? "Getting excited too easily,"
"Trouble making up my mind about things," "Afraid to b© left alone,"
"Being stubborn or obstinate," and "Tending to exaggerate too much,"




Problems Which are Troubling the Pupils.— Table 23, page 76, shows
the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Moral and Religion,
together with, the number and per cent of responses indicated by the 75
pupils of the Glenwood High School. The subsequent sections indicate
and compare the top ten troublesome problems identified by boys and
girls.
A large per cenb of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follow.
Girls.-- "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," nineteen or
36.54 per oentj "Wondering what become of people when they die,1*
sixteen or 30.77 per centi "Wanting to feel close to God," thirteen or
35.00 per eeabj "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," eleven or
21.15 per centj "Parents old-fashioned in ideas," ten or 19.23 per oentj
"troubled by bad things others do," and "Sometimes not being as honest
as I should be," eight or 15.33 per cent each; "Hot going to church
often enough," "Having a certain bad habit," and "Being punished for
something I didn't do," six or 11.54 per cent each*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follow:
Boys.— "Wondering what become of people when they die," nine or
42.36 per cent; "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," seven or
33.33 per oentj "lot going to church often enough," and "Wanting to
feel close to God," six or 28.57 per cenbj "Can't forget some mistakes
I've made,11 "Troubled by bad things others do," and "Being punished for
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TABLE S3
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THi SEVMTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLEM AREA OF MORALS AM) RELIGION
Problems































lot going to church often enough
Not living up to my ideal
Puzzled about the meaning of God
Doubting some religious things I
am told
Confused on my religious thinking
Parents making me go to church
Disliking church services
Doubting the value of worship
and prayer
Wanting to feel olose to God
Affected by racial or religious
prejudice
Wondering how to tell right from
wrong
Confused on some moral questions
Parents old-fashioned in ideas
Wanting to understand more about
the Bible
Wondering what becomes of people
when they die
Can't forget some mistakes I've
made
Bothered by ideas of heaven and
hell
Afraid God is going to punish me
Troubled by bad things others do
Being tempted to cheat ia classes
Sometimes lying without meaning to
Swearing, dirty stories
Having a oertain bad habit
Being unable to break a bad habit
Lacking self control
Sometimes not being as honest as
I should be
Getting into trouble
Giving ia to temptation
Having a troubled or guilty
conscience








































































































































































































something I didn't do," five or 33,81 per cent each; "Wondering how to
tell right from wrong,11 "Confused by my religious thinking," and
"Parents old-fashioned in ideas," three or 14.29 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cenfcs as derived
from the per cents for girls and boys, separately, in Sable 23, the
most prevalent problems according to sex were: "Wanting to understand
more about the Bible," 36.54 per cent and 33.33 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Wondering what becomes of people -whey they die,"
30.77 per eent and 42.86 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Wanting to feel close to God," 25.00 per cent and 28.57 per oent girls
and boys, respectively; "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 21.15
per oent and 23.81 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Parents
old-fashioned in ideas," 19.23 per eent and 14.29 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Troubled by bad things others do," 15.38 per oent
and 23.81 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Not going to church
often enough," 11.54 per cent and 28.57 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Sometimes not being as honest as I should be," 15.38 per
eent and 14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Being punished
fcr something I didn't do,*1 11.54 per cei* and 23.81 per oent girls and
boys, respectively; and "Wondering how to tell right from wrong," 7.69
per eent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively.
Further, under Table 23, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Moral and Religion reveal that the following six problems were common
to both girls and boys: "Wondering what becomes of people when they
die," "Wanting to feel close to God," "Can't forget some mistakes I've
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made," "Troubled by bad things others do," "Hot going to church often
enough," and "Being punished for something I didn't dot" The girls
showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items as: "Saving a
certain bad habit," 6*87 per cent; "Parents old-fashioned in ideas,"
4«94 per cent more than boys,; "Wanting to understand more about the
Bible," 3*21 per cent; "Getting into trouble," and "Giving in to
temptation," 3*85 per oentj whereas, the boys checked larger percentages
in the following! "Hot going to church often enough," 17*03 per centj
"Confused on my religious thinking," 10.44 per oentj "Wondering how to
tell right from wrong," 11*36 per cent; "Wondering what becomes of
people when they die," 12*09 per cent more than girls; "Troubled by bad
things others do," 8*43 per cent; and "Disliking church services," 9*52
per cent*
Students' Most Difficult Problems*— Table 24, page 79, presents the
thirty most difficult problems in the area of Morals and Religion,
together with, the number and per cent of responses indicated by all
pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The sections that follow
indicate and compare the top ranking problems identified by boys and
girls*
The following are problems ishich the girls indicated as being most
difficult to them.
Girls.— "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," five or
9*62 per cent; "Wanting to feel close to God," "Parents old-fashioned
in ideas," and "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," four or 7*69 per
cent; "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," three or 5*77 per
cent; "Puzzled about the meaning of God," "Afraid God is going to
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TABLE 24
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CF THE SWOTY-TBHEE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLEM AREA OP MORALS AND RELIGIOH
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils










1« Sot going to church often enough
2* Not living up to my ideal
3* Puzzled about the meaning of God
4. Doubting some religious things I
am told
5* Confused on my religious thinking
6. Parents making me go to church
7. Disliking churoh services
8* Doubting the value of worship
and prayer
9* Wanting to feel close to God
10. Affected by raoial or religious
prejudice
11. Wondering how to tell right from
■wrong
12* Confused on some moral questions
13* Parents old-fashioned in ideas
14. Wanting to understand more
about the Bible
IS* Wondering what becomes of people
when they die
16. Can't forget some mistakes I've
made
17• Bothered by ideas of heaven and
hell
Afraid God is going to punish me
Troubled by bad things others do
Being tempted to cheat in classes
21. Sometimes lying without meaning
22• Swearing, dirty stories
23. Having a oertain bad habit
24. Being unable to break a bad habit
Lacking self control
Sometimes not being as honest as
I should be
Getting into trouble
28, Giving in to temptation
29, awing a troubled or guilty
conscience



































0 00.00 0 00.00
0 00.00 1 1.37





















































Total 28 5 33
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punish me," and "Having a certain bad habit," two or 3.85 per cent.
The following are problems which the boys indicated as being most
difficult to them*
Boys.-- "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," and
"Wanting to understand more about the Bible," two or 9.52 per cent*
"Parents old-fashioned in ideas," one or 4.67 per cent*
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cants as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 24, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Wondering what beoomes of
people when they die," 9.62 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys,
respectively; "Parents old-fashioned in ideas," 7.69 per cent and
4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively! "Wanting to understand
more about the Bible," 5.77 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; nCan»t forget some mistakes I've made, and "Puzzled
about the meaning of God," 7.69 per cent each, girls onlyj and "Afraid
God is going to punish me," 3.85 per cent, girls only.
Further, under Table 24, the data on most difficult problems in
the area of Moral and Religion reveal that the following three problems
were common to both boys and girls: "Wondering what becomes of people
when they die," "Parents old-fashioned in ideas," and "Wanting to
understand more about the Bible," The girls showed a greater incidence,
as indioated, in such items as: "Hot living up to ny ideal," and "Being
punished for something I didn't do," 1,92 per cent each; "Puzzled about
the meaning of God," "ifraid God is going to punish me," and "Having
a certain bad habit," 3.85 per cent each, "Wanting to understand more
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about the Bible," 3*75 per cents "IFanting to feel close to God," and
"Can't forget some mistakes I've made," 7*69 per cent each; and
"Wondering what beeomes of people itien they die," *10 per cent more than
boys* The boys did not have percentages greater than girls in any
items cheeked*
Problems With Desire for Counsel*— Table 25, page 82, presents
the thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance
in the area of Morals and Religion, together with, the number and per
cent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High
School* The following sections indicate and compare the leading
problems identified by the boys and girls for counselling assistance*
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls*-- "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," three or
5*77 per cents "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," two or 3*85 per
oentj "Puzzled about the meaning of God," "Wanting to feel close to
God," "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," "Afraid God
is going to punish me," "Sometimes lyiag without meaning to," and
"Being punished for something I didn't do," one or 1.92 per cent each.
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated for
counselling assistance.
Boys.— "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," "Wondering
what becomes of people when they die," and "Having a certain bad
habit," one or 4*67 per cent eaehj "Being punished for something I
didn't do," two or 9*52 per cent*
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TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OP THE SEVE0TY-TBREE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLM ARIA OF MORALS AM) RELIGION
Problems With Desire for Counsel
Specific Problems Within Area
1* Not going to church often enough 0
2* lot living up to my ideal 0
3* Puzzled about the meaning of God 1
4* Doubting some religious things I
am told 0
5* Confused on my religious beliefs 0
6. Parents making me go to church 0
7. Disliking church services 0
8. Doubting the value of worship
and prayer 0
9. Treating to feel olose to God 1
10. Affected by racial and religious
prejudice
11* Wondering how to tell right from
wrong 0
12* Confused on some moral questions 0
13• Parents old-fashioned in ideas 0
14. Wanting to understand more about
the Bible 3
15. Wondering what becomes of people
when they die 1
16. Can't forget some mistakes I've
made 2
17* Bothered by ideas of heaven and
hell 0
18. Afraid God is going to punish me 1
19, Troubled by the bad things others do 0
20* Being tempted to cheat in classes 0
21. Sometimes lying without meaning to 1
22. Swearing, dirty stories o
23• Having a certain bad habit o
24. Being unable to break a habit 0
25. Lacking self control o
26. Not being as honest as I should be 0
27. Getting into trouble o
28. Giving in to temptations o
29. Having a guilty conscience o


































0 00*00 0 00.00
0 00.00 0 00.00


























































The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 25, the problems -with desire for counselling
were: "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," 5.77 per oent and
4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively* "Wondering what becomes of
people when they die," 1.92 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys,
respectively! "CanH forget some mistakes I've made," 3.85 per cent,
girls onlyi "Puzzled about the meaning of God," "Wanting to feel
close to God," "Afraid God is going to punish me," and "Sometimes
lying without meaning to," on© or 1.92 per cent, girls onlyj and
"Having a certain bad habit," one or 4.67 per cent, boys only.
Home and Family
Problems Ihieh are Troubling Students.-- Table 26, page 84, re
veals the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Home and Family,
together with, the number and per oent of responses indicated by the
73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The following seotipns
indicate and compare the top ten troublesome problems identified by
boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follow:
Girls.— "Parents not understanding me," twelve or 23.08 per centj
"Sickness in the family," nine or 17.31 per cent* "Worried about a
member of the family," and "Not telling parents everything," seven or
13.46 per cents "Father or mother not living," and "Family quarrels,"
six or 11.54 per centj "Parents separated or divorced," five or 9.62
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TABLE 26
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF TEE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLEM ARM OF HOME AND FAMILY
Problems Ihieh Were Troubling tte Pupils










1. Worried about a member of the
family
2. Sickness in the family
3. Parents sacrificing too much for
4. Parents not understanding me
5. Being treated like a child
6. Hot living with my parents
7. Parents separated or divorced
8. Father or mother no living
9. Not having any fun with mother
or dad
10. Feeling I don't really have a
11. Being criticized by my parents




15. Death in the family
16. Being an only child
17. Not getting along with a sister
or brother
18. Parents making decisions for me
19. Parents not trusting me
20. Wanting more freedom at home
SI. Clash of opinion bet-ween me
and parents
22. Talking back to my parents
23. Parents expecting too much of me
24. Wanting love and affection
25. mshing I had a different family
26. Friends not welcomed at home
27. Family quarrels
28. Unable to discuss certain
problems at home
29. Wanting to leave home























































































































































































per centj "Feeling I don't really hare a home,11 "Not getting along
with sister or brother," "ffanting more freedom at home," and "Parents
expecting too muoh of me," four or 7.69 per oent each*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follows
Boys.-- "Death in family," and "Barents not trusting me," four or
19.05 per centj "Worried about a member of the family," "Mother,"
"lot getting along with a sister or brother," and "Talking back to
my parentsan three or 14.29 per cent; "Parents not understanding me,"
"Father," "Wanting more freedom at home," and "Family quarrels," two
or 9.52 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 26, the
most prevalent problems according to sex weres "Parents not under
standing me," 23.08 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively} "Worried about a member of the family," 13.46 per oenfc and
14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Sickness in the family,"
17.31 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "lot
telling parents everything," 13.46 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Family quarrels," 11.54 per cent and 9.54 percent
girls and boys, respeotivelyj "Death in family," 5.77 per cent and
19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Hot getting along with a
sister or brother," 7.69 per cent and 14.29 per cent girls and boys,
respectively; "Wanting more freedom at home," 7.69 per cent and 9.52
per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Talking back to parents," 3.85
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per cent and 14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively! and "Parents
expecting too much of me," 7.69 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys", respectively.
Further, under Table 26, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Home and Family reveal that the following five problems were common
to both boys and girls? "Parents not understanding me," "Worried about
a member of the family," "Family quarrels," "lot getting along with
sister or brother," and w¥fanting more freedom at home*" The girls
showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items as: "Sickness
in the family," 12.64 per cent* "Parents not understanding me," 13.56
per cent} "Father or mother not living," 11.54 per cent more than
boysj "Wishing I had a different family," 5.77 per cent; "Hot telling
parents everything," 8.79 per cent} "Mot having any fun with mother or
dad," and "Friends not welcomed at home," 3.85 per cent each; and
"Parents expecting too much of me," 3.02 per cent more than boys{
whereas, the boys checked larger percentages in the followings "Being
critioized by my parents," and "Being an only child," 4.67 per cent
eaohj "Mother," 12.37 per ceabj "Father," 9.52 per centj "Death in
family," and "Parents not trusting me," 13.28 per cent each more than
girls* and "Talking back to ray parents," 10.44 per cent.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 27, page 87, presents
the thirty most difficult problems in the area of Home and Family,
together with, the number and per cent of responses indicated by the
73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The following sections
indicate and compare the leading most difficult problems identified by
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TABLE 27
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF TIE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLEM AREA OF HOB® AND FAMILY
Specific Problems Within Area
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per
No* Cent No. Cent No* Cent
1* Worried about a member of
the family 3
2. Sickness in the family 4










Parents not understanding me 6
Being treated like a child 1
Not living with my parents 0
Parents separated or divorced 0
Father or mother not living 2
Not having any fun with mother
or dad 1
Feeling I don't really have a home 1
Being criticized by my parents 0




15. Death in the family 0
16. Being an only child 0
17. Not getting along with a sister
or brother 1
18. Parents making decisions for me 1
19* Parents not trusting me 1
Wanting more freedom at home 1
Clash of opinion between me and
parents 0
Talking back to my parents 0
23. Parents expecting too much of m 0
24. Wanting love and affection 1
25* Wishing I had a different family 0
26. Friends not welcomed at home l
27* Family quarrels 3
28. Unable to discuss certain
problems at home 0
29. Wanting to leave home o



























































0 00*00 1 1.37
0 00*00 1 1*37








































0 00*00 0 00*00
0 00.00 0 00.00




The f ollcsring are problems which the girls indicated as being most
difficult to them:
Girls.— "Parents not understanding me," six or 11*54 per cents
"Sickness in the family," four or 7.69 per cents "Worried about a
member ofi the family," "Family quarrels," and "Father or mother not
living," two or 3*85 per cent eab.h.
The following are problems which the boys indicated as being most
difficult to them*
Boys*— "Worried about a member of the family," two or 9*52 per
cents "Mother," "Father," and "Talking back to my parents," one or 4.67
per cent each*
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 27, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Parents not understanding
me," 11.54 per cent girls onlys "Worried about a member of the family,"
5.77 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectivelys "Sickness
in the family," 7.69 per cent, girls onlyj "Family quarrels," 5.77 per
cent, girls onlys and "Father and mother not living together," 3.85 per
cent, girls only.
Further, under Table 27, the data on most difficult problems in the
area of Home and Family reveal that "Worried about a member of the
family," was the only problem common to both boys and girls. The girls
showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in suoh problems as: "Sickness
in the family," 7.69 per cent; "Parents not understanding me," 11.54
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per cent; "Family quarrels,11 5,77 per cent; and "Father or mother not
living," 3.86 per cent more than boysj whereas, the boys checked
larger percentages in the f olloi/dngs "Worried about a member of the
family," 3,75 per cents "Mother," and "Father," 4.67 per cent each.
Problems With Desire for Counsel,— Table 28, page 90, shows the
thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance in
the area of Home and Family, together with, the number and per oent of
responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School, The
subsequent sections indicate and compare the leading problems identi
fied by the boys and girls for counselling assistance.
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance*
Girls.— "Parents separated or divorced," two or 3,85 per cent;
"Being treated like a child," "Father," and "Family quarrels," one or
1,92 per cent each.
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated
for counselling assistancet
Boys.— "Parents making decisions for me," one or 4.67 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 28, the problems with desire for counselling
were: "Parents separated or divorced," 3.85 per cent, girls only,-
"Being treated like a child," "Father," and "Family quarrels," 1.92 per




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLEM AREA OF HOME AND FAMILY
Problems With Desire for Counsel










1* Worried about a member of the
family
2* Sickness in the family
3. Parents sacrificing too much for me
4. Parents not understanding me
5. Being treated like a child
6* Not living with my parents
7. Parents separated or divorced
8. Father or mother not living
9. Not having any fun -with mother
or dad
10. Feeling I don't really have a home
11* Being criticized by parents




15. Death in the family
16. Being an only child
17* Not getting along with a sister
or brother
18. Parents making decisions for me
19. Parents not trusting me
20. Wanting more freedom at home
21. Clash of opinion between me and
parents
22. Talking back to my parents
23* Parents expecting too much of me
24* Wanting love and affection
25. Wishing I had a different
family background
26. Friends not welcomed at home
27. Family quarrels
28* Unable to discuss certain
problems at home
29* Wanting to leave home























































































































































































The Future| Vocational and Educational
Problems ffliioh are Troubling the Pupils.-- Table 29, page 92,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of the Future:
Vocational and Educational, together with, the number and per cent of
responses indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High
School* The following sections indicate and compare the top ten
troublesome problems identified by boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follows
Girls.-- "Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation," thirty
or 57.69 per cent; "Heed to know more about college," fifteen or
28.85 per cent; "Deciding whether to go to college," and "Afraid I
won't be able to go to college," thirteen or 25.00 per cent; "Wanting
to learn a trade," twelve or 23.08 per cent; "Choosing best subjects
to prepare for a job," "Don't know how to look for a job," and "lot
knowing what I really want," eight or 15.38 per cent; "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for college," seven or 13.46 per centj and
"Wanting advice on what to do after school," 11.54 per cent.
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follow:
Boys.— "Heed to know more about college," nine or 42.86 per cent;
"Wanting to learn a trade," eight or 38.10 per cent; "Doubting I can
get a job in my chosen vocation," seven or 33.33 per cent; "Deciding
whether to go to college," six or 28.57 per cent; "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for college;" "Afraid I won't be able to go to
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TABLE 29
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS TO TBE
PROBLEM AREA. OF THE FUTURE: VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL
Problems Ihich Were Troubling the Pupils










1. Unable to enter desired vocation 4 7*69 1 4*67 5 6*35
2* Doubting wisdom of my vocational
ohoioe 0 00*00 0 00.00 0 00*00
3* Needing to know my vocational
abilities 1 1*92 4 19.05 5 6*35
4. Needing to know more about
occupations 2 3*85 1 4*67 3 4.01
5* Doubting I can get a job in my
chosen vocation 30 57*69 7 33*33 37 50*68
6. Wanting advice on what to do
after school 6 11.54 3 14*28 9 12.33
7. Needing to decide on occupation 4 7*69 1 4*67 5 6*35
3* Restless to get out of school
and into a job 2 3*85 1 4*67 3 4*01
9* Can't see school work doing me
any good 2 3*35 1 4*67 3 4.01
10* Want to be on my own 3 5*77 2 9*52 5 6*85
11. Choosing best subjects to take 3 5*77 1 4*67 4 5*48
12* Choosing best subjects to prepare
for college 7 13*46
13* Choosing best subjects to prepare
for a job 8 15.38
14* Getting needed training for a
given occupation 0 00*00 2 9*52
15* Wanting to learn a trade 12 23.08 8 33*10
16. Deciding whether to go to college 13 25*00 6 28*57
17* Need to know more about college 15 28*85 9 42*86
18. Need to decide on a college 6 11.54 4 19.05
19* Afraid I want be admitted to a
college 5 9.62 1 4.67
20. Afraid I want be able to go to
college 13 25.00 5 23.31
21. Lacking training for job 0 00.00 0 00*00
22. Lacking work experience 1 1.92 0 00*00
23. Afraid of unemployment after
graduation 1 1.92 0 00.00
24* Doubt ability to handle a good job 0 00.00 1 4*67
25* Don't know how to look for a job 8 15*38 3 14*29
26. Not knowing what I really want 8 15.38 2 9*52
27* Need to plan for the future 3 5*77 3 14.29
28. Family opposing some of ray plans 0 00.00 0 00.00
29. Afraid of the future 3 5.77 0 00.00
30. Concerned about military service 0 00.00 5 23.81
5 23*31 12 16*44


















Total 160 79 239
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college," and "Concerned about military service," five or 23#81 per
oent; "Needing to know mjr vocational abilities," "Need to decide on
a college,11 four or 19,05 per cent; and "Wanting advice on what to do
after school," three or 14.23 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terns of the total per cents derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 29, the
most prevalent problems according to sex were: "Doubting I can get a
job in my chosen vocation," 57.69 per cent and 33.33 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Need to know more about college," 28.85 per
cent and 42.86 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Wanting to
learn a trade," 23.08 per cent and 38.10 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Deciding whether to go to college," 25.00 per cent and
28.87 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Afraid I want be able to
go to college," 25.00 per cent and 23.81 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," 13.46 per
oent and 23.81 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for a job," 15.38 per cent and 14.29 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Don't know how to look for a job," 15.38 per
cent and 14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Need to decide
on a college," 11.54 per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; and "Not knowing what I really went," 15.38 per cent and
9«52 per cent girls and boys, respectively.
Further, under Table 29# the data on prevalent problems in the
area of The Future: Vocational and Educational reveal that the following
eight problems were common to both boys and girlss "Doubting I can get
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a job in ay chosen vocation," "Need to know, more about college,11
"Deciding whether to go to college," "Afraid I won't be able to go to
college," "Wanting to learn a trade," "Chosing best subjects to prepare
for a job," "Don»t know how to look for a job," and "Wanting advice on
what to do after school." The girls showed a greater incidence, as
indicated, in such items ass "Unable to enter desired vocation," and
"Needing to decide on occupation,11 3,02 per centj "Doubting I can get
a job in my chosen vocation," 24.33 per cent more than boysj "Afraid I
won't be admitted to a college," 4.95 per centj and "lot knowing what
I really want," 5.86 per centj whereas, the boys checked larger per
centages in the following: "Seeding to know my vocational abilities,"
17.13 per centj "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," 10.35
per cent} "Getting needed training for a given occupation," 9.52 per
cent; "Wanting to learn a trade," 15.02 per cent more than girls} "Meed
to know mare about college," 14.01 per centj and "Concerned about
military service," 23.81 per cent.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 30, page 95, shows the
thirty most difficult problems in the area of The Future: Vocational
and Educational, together with, the number and per cent of responses
indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The
following sections indicate and compare the leading most difficult
problems identified by boys and girls.
A large per cent of the girls indicate problems which were most
difficult to them as indicated by them by the problems which follow:
Girls.— "Doubt I can get a job in my chosen vocation," seven or
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TABLE 30
DISTRIBUTION OP RESPONSES OF THE SSVB3TY-THREE PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM AREA OF THE FUTURES VOCATIONAL AM) EDUCATIONAL
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils









0 00*00 0 00.00 0 00*00
1* Unable to enter desired vocation 1 1*92 0 00*00 1 1*37
2* Doubting wisdom of my vocational
choice 0 00*00 0 00*00 0 00*00
3* Needing to know my vocational
abilities 0 00.00 0 00*00 0 00*00
4* Needing to know more about
occupations 0 00*00 1 4*67 1 1*37
5* Doubting I can get a job in my
chosen vocation 7 13*46 2 9*52 9 12*33
6* Wanting advice on what to do
after school 0 00*00 1 4*67 1 1*37
7* Needing to decide on occupation 0 00*00 0 00*00 0 00*00
8* Restless to get out of school
and into a job
9* Can't see school work doing me
any good 0 00*00 0 00*00 0 00*00
10* Want to be on my own 0 00*00 1 4*67 1 1*37
11* Choosing best subjects to take 0 00*00 0 00*00 0 00*00
12* Choosing best subjects to prepare
for college 2 3*35 0 00*00 2 2*74
13* Choosing best subjects to prepare
for a job 2 3*85 0 00.00 2 2*74
14* Getting needed training for a
given occupation 0 00*00 0 00.00
15* Wanting to learn a trade 2 3*65 0 00*00
16* Deciding whether to go to oollege 4 7*69 1 4.67
17* Need to know more about oollege 4 7*69 0 00*00
18* Need to decide on a college 2 3*85 0 00*00
19* Afraid I want be admitted to a
college 0 00*00 0 00.00
20* Afraid I want be able to go to
college 5 9*62 2 9*52
21* Lacking training for job 0 00.00 0 00*00
22* Lacking work experience 0 00*00 0 00*00
23* Afraid of unemployment after
graduation 0 00*00 0 00*00
24. Doubt ability to handle a good job 0 00.00 0 00*00
25* Don't know how to look for a job 2 3*85 0 00*00
26* Not knowing what I really want 3 5*77 0 00*00
27* Need to plan for the future 1 1*92 2 9,52
28. Family opposing some of my plans 0 00*00 0 00*00 0 00*00
29* Afraid of the future 1 1,92 0 00.00 1 1*37















Total 36 10 46
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13.46 per cent; "Afraid I won't be able to go to college," five or
9.62 per cent; "Deciding whether to go to college," "Need to know more
about college," and "Hot knowing what I really want," four or 7.69 per
cent; "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," "Choosing best
subjects to prepare for a job," "Wanting to learn a trade," "Need to
decide on a college," and "Don't know how to look for a job," two or
3*35 per cent*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were most
difficult to them as shown by the leading problems which follow:
Boys*-- "Afraid I won't be able to go to college," and "Need to
plan for the future," two or 9.52 per cent; "Needing to know more about
occupations," "Wanting advice on what to do after school," Want to be
on my own," and "Deciding whether to go to college," one or 4*67 per
cent each*
The Comparative Data*— In terms of the total per cents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 30, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Doubting I can get a job in
my chosen vocation," 13*46 per cent and 9*52 per cent girls and boys,
respectively; "Afraid I won't be able to go to college," 9*62 per cent
and 9*52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "lot knowing what I
really want," 5*77 per cent, girls only; "Need to plan for the future,"
1*92 per cent and 9*52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Choosing
best subjects to prepare for college," "Wanting to learn a trade,"
"leed to decide on a college," and "Don't know how to look for a job,"
3*85 per cent each, girls only*
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Further* under Table 30, the data on most difficult problems in the
area of The Future: Vocationa and Educational reveal that the following
two problems were common to both boys and girls: "Afraid I won't be
able to go to college; and "Deciding whether to go to college." The
girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items as:
"Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," "Choosing best subjects
to prepare for a job," "Wanting to learn a trade," "^eed to decide on
a college," and "Don't know how to look for a job," 3.85 per cent each;
and "Doubting I can get a job in ngr chosen vocation," 3.94 per cents
whereas, the boys checked larger percentages in the following: "leed to
plan for the future," 8.60 per cent; "Wanting advice on what to do
after school,11 "Want to be on my own," and "Need to know more about
occupations," 4.67 per cent eaoh, more than girls.
Problems ¥ith Desire for Counsel.— Table 31, page 98, presents
the thirty problems with whioh pupils desired counselling assistance in
the area of The Future: Vocational and Educational, together with, the
number and per cent of responses of the 73 pupils of the Glenwood High
School. The following sections indicate and compare the leading
problems identified by the boys and girls for counselling assistance.
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance.
Girls.— "Meed to know more about college," and "Afraid I won't be
able to go to college," two or 3.85 per cent each; "Doubting I can get
a job in my chosen vocation," "Wanting advice on what to do after school,"
"Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," and "Don't know how to
TABLE 31
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OP TEE SEVENTY-THREE HJPILS TO TBS
FROBLffl AREA OF TEE FUTURE: VOCATIONAL AND HHJCATIONAL
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Specific Problems Within Area
Problems With Desire for Counsel
Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent
1. Unable to enter desired vocation
2. Doubting wisdom of my vocational
choice
3. Needing to know my vocational
abilities
4. Doubting I can get a job in my
chosen vocation
5. Wanting advice on what to do
after school
6. Needing to decide on occupation
7. Need to know more about
occupations
8. Restless to get out of school and
into a job
9. Can't see school work doing me
10. Want to be on my own
11. Choosing best subjects to take
12. Choosing best subjects to prepare
for college
13. Choosing best subjects to prepare
for job
14. Getting needed training for a
given occupation
15. Wanting to learn a trade
16. Deciding whether to go to college
17. Need to know more about college
18. Needing to decide on a college
19. Afraid I won't be admitted to
college
20. Afraid I won't be able to go to
college
21. Lacking training for job
22. Lacking work experience
23. Afraid of unemployment after
graduation
24. Doubt ability to handle a job
28. Don't know how to look for a job
26. Not knowing what I really want
27. Need to plan ahead for the future
28. Family opposing some of ay plans
29. Afraid of the future
30. Concerned about military service
0 00.00 1 4.67 1 1.37






































































































































































look for a job," one or 1*92 per cent each*
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated
for counselling assistance*
Boys.— "Wanting to learn a trade," and "Deciding whether to go to
college," three or 14.29 per cent each; "Needing to decide on occupation,"
and "Meed to know more about occupations," two or 9.52 per cent each;
"Unable to enter desired vocation," "Heeding to know ray vocational
abilities," "Restless to get out of school and into a job," "Choosing
best subjects to prepare fcr college," "lot knowing what I really
want," and "Meed to plan ahead for the future," one or 4»67 per cent
each*
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cert: as derived
from the per cents in Table 31, the problems with desire for counselling
were* "Wanting to learn a trade," and "Deciding whethsr to go to college,"
14»2§ per cent each, boys only; "Heeding to decide on an occupation,11
and "Need to know more about occupations," 9.52 per cenb each, boys
only; "Choosing best subjects to prepare far college," 1.92 per cent
and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Need to know more
about college," and "Afraid I wn't be able to go to college," 3.35
per cent each, girls only; "Unable to enter desired vocation," "Heeding
to know my vocational abilities," "Restless to get out of school and
into a job," "Not knowing what I really want," and "Heed to plan ahead
for future," 4.67 per cenfc each, boys only; "Doubting I can get a job
in my chosen vocation," "Wanting advice on what to do after school;
and "Don't know how to look for a job," 1.92 per cent each, girls only.
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Adjustment to School Work
Problems Which are Troubling the Pupils*-- Table 32, page 101,
presents the thirty problems troublesane problems in the area of
Adjustment to School Work, together with, the number and per cent of
responses indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High
School* The following sections indicate and compare ths top ten
troublesome problems identified by boys and girls*
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follow:
Girls*— "Unable to express myself in words," and "Trouble with
mathematics," nineteen or 36*54 per cent; "Worrying about examinations,"
eighteen or 34*62 per cent; "Not smart enough," seventeen or 32*69 per
cent; "lot spending enough time in study," sixteen or 30*77 per cent;
"Missing too many days out of school,0 fifteen or 28.85 per cent;
"Can«t keep my mind on studies,1! "Weak in writing," and "Just can't
get some studies," twelve or 23*08 per cent; and "Afraid to speak up
in class discussions," ten or 19*23 per cent*
A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the leading problems which follows
Boys*— "Not spending enough time in study," nine or 42*86 per
cent; "Weak in spelling or grammar," six or 28*57 per cent; "Hotsmart
enough," five or 23*81 per cent; "Missing too many days of school,"
"Afraid to speak up in class discussions," "Trouble in outlining or
note taking," "Poor memory," "Slow in reading," and "lorrying about ex
aminations," four or 19*05 per cent each.
TABLE 32
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-TERSE PUPILS
TO TEE PROBLEM AREA OF ADJUSTMMT TO SCHOOL WORK
101
Spec ifio Problems Within Area
Problems Which Were Troubling the Pupils
&ris Boys Total
Per Per Per
No. Cent No. Cent No. Cent
1. Missing too many days of school
2. Being a grade behind in school
3. Adjusting to a new school
4. Taking the wrong subjects
5. Not spending enough time in study
6* Not really interested in books
7. Unable to express myself in words
8. Vocabulary too limited
9. Trouble with oral reports
10. Afraid to speak up in class
discussions
11. Not getting studies done on time
12. Not liking school
13. Not interested in some subjects
14. Can't keep my mind on studies
15. Don't know how to study
effectively
16. Trouble with mathematics
17. Weak in writing
18. leak in spelling and grammar
19. Trouble in outlining or note
taking
Trouble in organizing papers and
reports













27. Just can't get some subjects
28. Not smart enough
































































































Total 245 70 315
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The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived
from the per cents for boys and girls, separately, in Table 32, the
most prevalent problems according to sex mere: "Hot spending enough
time in study,11 30.77 per cent and 42.86 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively* "Unable to express myself in words," 36.54 per cent and
14.29 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Trouble with mathematics,"
34.62 per cent and 19.09 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Not
smart enough," 32.69 per cent and 23.81 per cent girls and boys, re-
spectivelys "Missing too many days of school," 28.85 per cent and
19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively? "Weak in spelling or
grammar," 17.31 per cent and 28.57 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Afraid to speak up in class discussions," 19.23 per cent and 19.05 per
cent girls and boys, respectively; "Weak writing," 23.08 per cent and
9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Can't keep my mind on
studies," 23.08 and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Poor
memory," 17.31 per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively,
and "Just can't get seme subjects," 23.08 per cent &x& 4.67 per oent
girls and boys, respectively.
Further, under Table 32, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Adjustment to School Work reveal that the following five problems
were common to both boys and girlst "Worrying about examinations," "Mot
smart enough," "Hot spending enough time in study," "Missing too many
days out of school," and "Afraid to speak up in class discussions." The
girls showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items ass
"Missing too many days of school," 9.80 per cent; "Unable to express
myself in words," 22.25 per cent; "lot getting studies done on time,"
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9.62 per cent? "lot interested in some subjects," 11.54 per oenb;
nCan*t keep my mind on studies," 18*41 per cent more than boys;
"Trouble -with mathematics," 22.25 per cent; "Weak in writing," 13.56
per cents "Getting low grades," 13.46 per cent and "Just can't get
some subjects," 18.41 per cents whereas, the boys checked larger per
centages in the following: "^ot spending enough time in study," 12.09
per cents "Weak in spelling or grammar," 11.26 percent; "Trouble in
outlining or note taking," 9.43 per cent more than girls; and "Worrying
about examinations," 15.57 per cent.
Students' Most Difficult Problems.— Table 33, page 104, shows the
thirty most difficult problems in the area of Adjustment to School
Work, together with, the number and per cent of responses indicated by
the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The subsequent
sections indicate and compare the leading most difficult problems to
boys and girls.
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
as being most difficult to thems
Girls.— "Hot smart enough," seventeen or 32.69 per cent; "Just
can't get some subjects," twelve or 23.08 per cent; "Missing too many
days out of school," "Trouble with mathematics," "Getting low grades,"
and "Afraid of failing in school work," seven or 13.46 per cent each;
"Unable to express myself in words," and "leak in writing, " five or
9.62 per cent; "Afraid to speak up in class discusions," and "Worrying
about examinations," four or 7.69 per cent.
The following are t he leading problems which the boys indicated as
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TABLE 35
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS
TO THE PROBLEM ARIA OF ADJUSTMENT TO SCHOOL WORK
Problems Most Difficult for Pupils
Specific Problems Within Area
1. Missing too many days in school
2. Being a grade behind in school
3. Adjusting to a new school
4. Taking the wrong subjects
5. Not spending enough time in study
6. Not really interested in books
7. Unable to express myself in words
8. Vocabulary too limited
9* Trouble with oral reports
10. Afraid to speak up in class
discussions
11. Not getting stuudies done on time
12. Not liking school
13. Not interested in some subjects
14. Can't keep my mind on studies
15. Don't know how to study
effectively
16* Trouble with mathematics
17* Weak in writing
Weak in spelling or grammar
Trouble in outlining or note
taking
Trouble in organizing papers and
reports
21. Don't like to study
22. Poor memory
23. Slow in reading
24. Worrying about grades
25. Worrying about examinations
26. Getting low grades
27. J^st oan't get some subjects
28* Not smart enough
29. Afraid of failing fin school work





























































































































Total 90 24 114
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being most difficult to them:
Boys*-- "Wot smart enough," five or 23.81 per cent; "Afraid to
speak up in class discussions," "leak in spelling or grammar," "Slow
in reading," "Worrying about examinations," and Afraid of failing in
school work,11 two or 9.52 per cent each*
The Comparative Data*-- In terms of the total per cents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 33, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "lot smart enough," 52*69
per cent and 23.81 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Just can't
get some subjects," 23.08 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys,
respectively; "Afraid of failing in school work," 13.46 per eenfa and
9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Missing too many days of
school," 13.46 per cenb and 4*67 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
"Troubling with mathematics," 13.46 per cent and 4*67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Getting low grades," 13.46 per cent, girls only3
"Afraid to speak up in class discussions," 7.69 per cent and 9.52 per
cent girls and boys, respectively; "Weak in writing," 9.62 per cent and
4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Worrying about examina
tions," 7.69 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
and "Unable to express myself in words," 9.62 per cent, girls only.
Further, under Table 33, the data on most difficult problems in
the area of Adjustment to School Work reveal that the following four
problems were common to both boys and girls: "lot smart enough,"
"Afraid of failing in school," "Afraid to speak up in class discussion,"
and "Worrying about examinations." The girls showed a greater incidence,
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as indicated, in such items as: "Missing too many days of school," and
"Trouble with mathematics," 8.79 per cent each; "Unable to express
myself in words," 9.62 per cent; "Weak in spelling or grammar," 7.60
per cent more than boys; "Poor memory," 5.77 per cent; "Just can't get
some subjects," 18.41 per cent; and "lot smart enough," 8«S8 per cent;
whereas, the boys checked larger percentages in the following: "Slow
in reading," 9.52 per cent; "Can't keep my mind on studies," 4»67 per
cent; "Vocabulary too limited," 2.75 per cent; and "Worrying about ex
aminations," 1*83 per cent more than girls*
Problems .With Desire for Counsel.— Table 34, page 107, presents
the thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance
in the area of Adjustment to *»ohool Work, together with, the number and
per cent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High
School* The following sections indicate and compare the leading
problems identified by the boys and girls for counselling assistance.
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance!
Girls.— "Worrying about examinations," three or 5.77 per cent;
".Afraid to speak up in class discussion," and "Just can't get some
subjects," two or 3.85 per cent each; "Hot interested in some subjects,"
and "Hot smart enough," one or 1.92 per cent each.
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated for
counselling assistance:
Boys.— "lot getting studies done on time," one or 4.67 per cent;
and "Trouble in outlining or note taking," two or 9.52 per cent.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cent as derived
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TABLE 34
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SWOTY-THREB PUPILS
TO TIE PEOBLEJ AREA OF ADJUSTMENT TO SCHOOL WORE
Problems With Desire for Counsel








































Missing too many days of school
Being a grade behind in sohool
Adjusting to a new sohool
Taking the wrong subjects
Not spending enough time in study
Not really interested in books
Unable to express myself well
in books
Vocabulary too limited
Trouble with oral reports
Afraid to speak up in class
discussions
Not getting studies done on time
Not liking school
Not interested in some subjects
Can't keep my mind on studies




Weak in spelling or grammar
Trouble in outlining or not
taking
Trouble in organizing papers
and reports






Just can't get some subjects
Not smart enough
Afraid of failing in school work





























































































from the per cents in Table 34, the problems with desire for counselling
were* "Worrying about examinations," 5.77 per cent, girls only; "Afraid
to speak up in class discussions,11 "Just can't get some subjects,"
and "Trouble with mathematics,11 3.85 per cent, girls only; "Trouble
in outlining or note taking," 9.52 per cent, boys only; "Not getting
studies done on time," 4«67 per cent, boys only; "Not interested in
some subjects," and "lot smart enough," 1.92 per cent each, girls only.
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
Problems Which are Troubling the Pupils.— Table 35, page 109,
presents the thirty troublesome problems in the area of Curriculum and
Teaching Procedure, together with, the number and per cent of responses
indicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Glenwood High School. The
following sections indicate and compare the top *en troublesome
problems identified by girls and boys.
A large per cent of the girls indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the ten leading problems which follows
Girls.— "Wanting subjects not offered by the school," and "Lunch
hour too short," ten or 19.23 per cent; "Family not understanding what
I have to do in school," nine or 17.31 per cent; "Teachers too hard to
understand," and "So often feel restless in class," eight or 15.38 per
e«int each; "Teachers not considerate of students feelings," six or 11.54
per cent; "Not enough good books in the library," and "Not allowed to
take some subjects I want," five or 9.62 per c ent each; "Too little
freedom in class," and "Poor assemblies," four or 7.69 per cent each.
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TABLE 35
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF THE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM AREA OF CURRICULUM AID TEACHING PROCEDURE
Problems Ihioh Were Troubling the Pupils










1* Having no suitable place to study
2* Family not understanding what I
have to do in school
3* Wanting subjects not offered by
the school
4V Made to take subjects I don't like
5* Subjects not related to everyday
life
6* Textbooks too hard to understand
7* Teachers too hard to understand
8* So often feel restless in class
9* Too little freedom in elass
10* Not enough discussion in classes
11* Not enough good books in the
library
12* Too much work required in some
subjects
13* Not allowed to take some subjects
I
14. Not getting along with a teacher
15. School is too strict
16. Classes too dull
17. Teachers lacking personality
18. Teachers laoking interest in
students
19. Teachers not friendly to students
20. Not getting personal help from
the teachers
21. Teachers not considerate of
students' feelings
22* Teachers not practicing what
they preach
23. Too many poor teachers
24. Grades unfair as measures of
ability
Unfair tests
26. School activities poorly organized
27. Students not given enough
responsibility
28* Not enough school spirit
























































































































































Total 106 45 151
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A large per cent of the boys indicated problems which were
troubling them as shown by the nine leading problems which follow:
Boys.-- "So often feel restless in class," and "Too little freedom
in class," five or 23*81 per cents "Lunch hour too short," four or
19.05 per centj "Textbooks too hard to understand," "lot enough good
books in the library," and "Too much work required in some subject,"
three or 14.29 per eent each; "Not enough discussion in classes,"
"School is too strict," and "Teachers not friendly to students," two
or 9.52 per cent each.
The Comparative Data.— In terms of the total per cents derived
from the per cents for girls and boys, separately, in Table 35, the
most prevalent problems according to sex were: "Lunch hour too short,"
19.23 per cent and 19.05 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "So
often feel restless in class,11 15*38 per cent and 23.81 per cent girls
and boys, respectively; "Wanting subjects not offered by the school,"
19.23 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Family
not understanding what I have to do in school," 17.31 per cent and
4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively; "Teachers too hard to
understand,11 15.38 per cent and 9.52 per cent girls and boys, re
spectively; "Too little freedom in class," 7.69 per cent and 23.81 per
cent girls and boys, respectively; "Mot enough good books in the
library," 9.62 per eent and 14.29 per oent girls and boys, respectively;
"Teachers not friendly to students," 9.62 per cent and 9.52 per cent
girls and boys, respectively; "Hot allowed to take some subjects I
want," 9.62 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively;
Ill
"Teachers not considerate of students feelings*" 11*54 per cent, girls
only.
Further, under Table 35, the data on prevalent problems in the area
of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure reveal that the following four
problems were common to both boys and girls: "Lunch hour too short,"
"So often feel restless in class," "lot enough good books in the
library," and "Too little freedom in classt" The girls showed a
greater incidence, as indicated, in such items ass "Having no suitable
place to study," 1*10 per cent; "Family not understanding what I have
to do in school," 12.64 per cent; "Wanting subjects not offered by
the school," 14.56 per cents "Teachers too hard to understand," 5.86
per cent* "Teachers not considerate of students' feelings," 11.54 per
cents "Too many poor teachers," and "Students not given enough respon
sibility," 5.77 per cent each; and "Poor assemblies," 7.69 per cent
more than boyss whereas, the boys checked larger percentages in the
following* "Textbooks too hard to understand," 10.44 per cents "Too
little freedom in class," 16.12 per cents "Too much work required in
some subjects," 12.37 per cents "School is too strict," 7.60 percent;
"Grades unfair as measures of ability," and "Unfair tests," 4.67 per
cent each, more than girls*
Students' Most Diffioult Problems.'- Table 36, page 112, shows the
thirty most difficult problems in tte area of Curriculum and Teaching
Procedure, together with, the number and per cent of responses in
dicated by the 73 pupils enrolled in the Slenwood High Sohool. The
following sections indicate and compare the leading most difficult
TABLE 36
DISTRIBUTION <F RESPONSBS CF TEE SEVENTY-THREE PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM ARIA CF CURRICULUM AND TEACHING PROCEDUSB
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jfroblems Most Diffioult for Pupils










1* Having no suitable place to study
2* Family not understanding what I
have to do in school
3. Wanting subjects not offered
by the school
4* Made to take subjects I don't like
5* Subjects not related to everyday-
life
6* Textbooks too hard to understand
7* Teachers too hard to understand
8. So often fell restless in class
9. Too little freedom in class
10. Not enough discussion in classes
11* Not enough good books in the
library
12* Too much work required in some
subjects
13* Not allowed to take some subjects
I want
Not getting along with a teacher
School is too strict
Classes too dull
17* Teachers lacking personality
18* Teachers lacking Interest in
students
Tedbhers not friendly to students
Not getting personal help from
the teachers
21* Teachers not oonsiderate of
students' feelings
22* Teachers not practicing what
they preach
23* Too many poor teachers











School aotivities poorly organized
Students not given enough
responsibility
Not enough school spirit






























































































Total 16 4 19
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problems identified by boys and girls*
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
as being most difficult to them.
Girls.— "Family not understanding what I have to do in school/1
"Teachers not friendly to students," and "Lunch hour too short." two
or 3,85 per oent each; "Teachers too hard to understand," "Too little
freedom in class," "Mot allowed to take some subjects I want," "Classes
too dull," "Teachers lacking interest in students," "lot getting
personal help from teachers," "Teachers not considerate of pupils
feelings," "Too many poor teachers," and "Poor assemblies," one or 1.92
per cent each*
The following are the leading probleas which the boys indicated as
being most difficult to thems
Boys.— "Family not understanding what I have to do in school," and
"Lunch hour too short," one or 4.67 per cent each*
The Comparative Data.-- In terms of the total per cents as derived
from girls and boys, separately, as indicated in Table 36, the most
difficult problems according to sex were: "Family not understanding
i*at I have to do ia.school," 3.85 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Lunch hour too short,1' 3.85 per cent and 4.67 per
cent girls and boys, respectively,- "So often feel restless in class,"
9.52 per cent, boys only,- and "Teachers not friendly to students," 3.85
per cent, girls only.
Further, under Table 36, the data on most difficult problems in the
area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure reveals that the following two
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problems were common to both girls and boys: "Family not understanding
what I have to do in school," and "Lunch hour too short*" The girls
showed a greater incidence, as indicated, in such items as: "Teachers
too hard to understand," "Too little freedom in class," "Hot allowed
to take some subjects I want," "Classes too dull," "Teachers lacking
interest in students," "Mot getting enough personal help from the
teachers," "Teachers not. considerate of students' feelings," and "Poor
assemblies," 1*92 per cent each; whereas, the boys checked larger
percentages in the following: "So often feel restless in class," 9.52
per cent; "Family not understanding what I have to do in school," and
"Lunch hour too short," .82 per cent each*
Problems With Desire for Counsel*— Table 37, page 115, presents
the thirty problems with which pupils desired counselling assistance
in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, together with, the
number and per cent of responses of the 73 pupils enrolled in the
G-lenwood High School* %e subsequent sections indicate and compare
the leading problems identified by boys and girls for counselling
assistance*
The following are the leading problems which the girls indicated
for counselling assistance:
Girls*— "Lunch hour too short," two or 3*85 per cent; "Teachers
too hard to understand," "So often feel restless in class," "Too much
work required in some subjects," and "Teachers lacking interest in
students," one or 1*92 per cent each*
The following are the leading problems which the boys indicated for
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TABES 37
DISTRIBUTION OF HESPONSES OF THE SEVEHTY-THBES PUPILS TO THE
PROBLEM AREA OF CURRICULUM AND TEACHING PROCEDURE
Specific Problems Within Area
Problems With Desire for Counsel
"*"' Girls Boys Total
Per Per Per
Ho* Cent No* Cent No* Cent
1* Having no suitable place to study
2. Family not understanding what I
have to do in school
3* Wanting subjects not offered by
the school
4* Made to take subjects I don't like
5* Subjects not related to everyday
life
6« Textbooks too hard to understand
7* Teachers too hard to understand
3* So often feel restless in class
9* Too little freedom in class
10* Not enough discussion in class
11* Not enough good books in library
12* Too much work required in some
subjeots
13* Not allowed to take some subjeots
I want
14* Not getting along with a teacher
15* School is too strict
Classes too dull
Teachers lacking personality
18* Teachers lacking interest in
students
19* Teachers not friendly to students
20« Not getting personal help from
the teachers
21* Teachers not considerate of
students' feelings
22* Teachers not practicing what
they preach
Too many poor teachers
3*ades unfair as measure of
ability
Unfair tests
26* School activities poorly organized
27* Students not given enough
responsibility
23* Not enough school spirit
29* Lunch hour too short
30* Poor assemblies












































































































Boys.— "Hot getting along with a teacher," two or 9.52 per cent;
"Made to take subjects I don't like," "Teachers not friendly to
students," and "lunch hour too short," on© or 4.67 per oent.
The Comparative Data.- In terms of fee total per cent as derived
from the per cents in Table 37, the problems with desire for counselling
were: "Lunch hour too short," 3.85 per cent and 4.67 per cent girls and
boys, respectively; "Teachers too hard to understand," 1.92 per cent
and 4.67 per cent girls and boys, respectively,- "Made to take subjects
I don't like," and "Teachers not friendly to students," 4.67 per cent
each, boys only; "So often feel restless in class," and "Too much work
required in seme subjects," 1.93 per cent each, girls only. The
folloiving problems were common to both boys and girls: "Teachers too
hard to understand," and "Lunch hour too short."
Interpretative Summaries
Introductory statement.-- In order to summarize and to give meaning-
fulness to the wealth of data presented up to this point, it is deemed
wise to offer this section of Interpretative Summaries which has been
organized as follows:
1. The data are summarized under two major captions, namely:
(a) Total lumber of "Problems" checked by the subjects,
according to sex, and Total. J '
(b) Total Number of "Responses" (problems checked) by the
subjects, according to sex, and Total.
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2. Following the Pattern of the Data Report, the Total Number of
Problems and the Total Number of Responses mil be identified
under the sub-captions of: (a) Troublesome, (b) Most Difficult,
and (c) Desire for Counsel.
3* Tables 38, 39, and 40 will summarize the lumber of Problems
checked; whereas, Tables 41, 42, and 43 will summarize the
lumber of Respojlses made by the subjeots.
Health and Physical Development.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that
in the area of Health and Physical Development the number of "trouble
some" problems checked by the students was: for girls 28 or 93.33 per
cent and for boys 24 or 80.00 per cent, with the girls having checked
a larger number, 13.33 per cent of ths total problems than did the
boys. There was a total of 29 or 96.67 per cent of the "troublesome"
problems in the area of Health and Physical Development checked by both
girls and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Health and Physical
Development, the girls made 179 or 74.28 per cent responses, whereas
the boys made 62 or 25.73 per cent responses, with the girls showing a
substantially larger number of responses, that is, a larger incidence,
48.55 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a total of
241 or 9.51 per cent responses made on "troublesome" problems on this
area out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for "troublesome"
problems on all eleven of the problems areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Health and Physical
Development, the number of "most difficult" problems checked by the
students was: for girls 20 or 66.67 per cent and for the boys 14 or
46.67 per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of 20.00
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TABLE 38
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE MJMBIR CF PROBLEMS CHECKED
OK THE ELWWS AREAS CF THE MOON1T PROBLM CHECK LIST
(TROUBLESOME PROBLEMS)
Troublgaqna Problems Indicated by Uaderseores
Problem Areas ' ,
Girls Boors Totals
Number Bumber Bomber
Health and Physical Development 28 24 29
Finances, living Conditions and
Employment 28 24 28
Social and Recreational Activities 27 24 28
Courtship, Sex and Marriage 28 18 29
Social-Psychological Relations 28 21 30
Personal-Psychological Relations 27 23 28
Morals and Religion 24 27 27
Home and Family 26 22 29
The Future* Vocational and Educational 24 24 27
Adjustment to School Work 29 23 so
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure 27 24 29
Total 296 254 314
per cent of "difficult" problems in the area of Health and Physical
Development checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Host Difficult
Problems—in the area of Health and Physical Development that the girls
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made 52 or 71.23 percent responses, whereas the boys made 21 or 28.77
per cent responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or 42.46
per cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or
better than 42.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this araa. There
was a total of 73 or 12.35 per cent responses indicated for "most
difficult problems" on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Health and Physical
Development the number of "problems with the desire for counsel" as
checked by students was: for girls 15 or 50.00 per cen and for boys 8
or 26.67 per cent responses with the girls indicating a 23.33 per cent
larger number of responses. There were 17 or 56.67 per cent of the
problems with the desire for counsel in the area of Health and Physical
Development checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for
Counsel in the area of Health and Physical Development the girls made
45 or 84.90 per cent, whereas, the boys made 8 or 18.86 per cent re
sponses, with the girls showing a 66.04 per cent larger number of re
sponses, that is, having this larger incidence of "problems with desire
for counsel." There was a total of 53 or 10.95 per cent responses made
on "problems with desire for counsel" on this area out of the total of
484 responses indicated for "problems with desire for counsel" on all
eleven problem areas of the check list.
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TABLE 39
FREQUENCE DISTRIBUTION OF TEE NUMBER QP PROBLEMS CHECKED
ON THE ELEVEN ARIAS OP THE M00NE3T PROBLEM CHECK LIST
(MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS)
Problem Areas
Most Difficult Problems as Indicated by Ciroles
Girls Boys Totals
Number Number Number
Health and Physioal Development
Finances, Living Conditions and
Employment
Sooial and Recreational Activities
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Finances. Living Conditions and ®nployment.~ Table 38, page 118,
reveals that in the area of Finaaees, Living Conditions and Employment
the number of "troublesome" problems checked by the students was: for
girls 28 or 93,33 per cent and for boys 24 or 80.00 per cent, with the
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girls having ohecked a larger number, 13.33 per cent, of the total
problems than did the boys. There was a total of 28 or 93.33 per cent
of the "troublesome" problems in the area of Finances, Living Conditions
and Bnployment checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Finances, Living
Conditions and Employment, the girls made 225 or 72.12 per cent re
sponses, whereas the boys made 87 or 27.89 per cent responses, vdth the
girls showing a substantially larger number of responses, that is, a
larger incidence, 44.23 per cent, to the problems in the area. There
was a total of 3.12 or 12.31 per cent responses made on "troublesome"
problems on this area out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for
"troublesome" problems on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Finances, Living
Conditions and Bnployment, the number of "most difficult" problems
checked by students was: for girls 21 or 70.00 per cent and for boys 10
or 33,33 per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of 36.67
per cent of "difficult" problems in the area of Finances, Living
Conditions and Employment checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult Problems-
in the area of Finances, Living Conditions and Bnployment that the girls
made 54 or 76.06 per cent responses, whereas the boys made 17 or 23.94
per cent responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or 52.12
TABLE 40
FREQUENCY DISTBXBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF PROBLBIS CHECKED
ON THE ELEVEN AREAS OF THE MOONET PROBLEM CHECK LIST
(DESIRE FOR COUNSEL)
Problem Areas




Health and Physical Development 15 8 17
Finances, Living Conditions and
Ssployraent 21 21
Social and Recreational Activities 6 5
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Total 121 68 145
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per cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or
better than S2.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area. There
was a total of 71 or 12.35 per cent responses indicated for "most
difficult problems11 on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Finances, Living
Conditions and Bnployment the number of "problems with the desire for
counsel" as checked by students wass for girls 21 or 70,00 per cent
and for boys 6 or 20,00 per cent responses with the girls indicating
a 50.00 per cent larger number of responses. There were 21 or 70,00
per cent of tha problems with the desire for oounsel in the area of
Finances, Living Conditions and Employment checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for
Counsel in the area of Finances, Living Conditions and Employment the
girls made 41 or 80,39 per cent, whereas the boys made 10 or 18,61 per
cent responses, with the girls showing a 60,78 per cent larger number
of responses, that is, having this larger incidence of "problems with
desire for oounsel." There was a total of 51 or 10.54 per cent re
sponses made on "problems with desire for counsel" on this area out of
the total of 484 responses indicated for "problems with desire for
counsel" on all eleven problem areas of the check list.
Social and Recreational Activities.— Table 38, page 118, reveals
that in the area of Social and Recreational Activities the number of
"troublesome" problems checked by the studentswast for girls 27 or
90.00 per cent and for boys 24 or 80.00 per cent, with the girls having
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TABLE 41
FREQUENCY" DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS* RESPONSES ON THE
ELEVEN AREAS OF THE MOONE5T PROBLEM CHECK LIST
(TROUBLESOME PROBLEMS)
Problem .Areas
Troublesome Problems Indicated by Underscores
Girls Boys Totals
Number Number Number
Health and Physical Development 179 62
Finances, Living Conditions and
Social and Recreational Activities
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Total 1869 666 2535
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checked a larger number, 10.00 per cent, of the total problems than
did the boys. There was a total of 28 or 93.33 per cent of the
"troublesome" problems in the area of Social and Recreational Activities
checked by both boys and girls.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Social and
Recreational Activities, the girls made 169 or 77.17 per cent responses,
whereas the boys made 50 or 22.83 per cent responses, with the girls
showing a substantially larger number of responses, that is, a larger
incidence, 54.34 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a
total of 219 or 8.64 per cent responses made on "troublesome" problems
on this area out of a total of 2,535 responses indicated for "trouble
some" problems on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 126, reveals that in the area of Social and
Recreational Activities, the number of most difficult" problems checked
by the students was: for girls 12 or 40.00 per cent and for the boys
6 or 20.00 per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of
20.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in the area of Social and
Recreational Activities checked by both girls aad boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—ia the area of Social and Recreational Activities that the
girls made 30 or 78.95 per cent responses, whereas the boys made 8 or
21.05 per cent responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or
57.90 per cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence
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TABLE 42
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP STUDHJTS1 RESPONSES ON THE
ELEVEN AREAS GF THE MOONE? PROBLEM CHECK LIST
(MOST DIFFICULT PROBLEMS)
Most Difficult Problems Indicated by Circles
Problem Areas Girls Boys Totals
Number Number Number
Health and Physical Development 52 21 73
Finances, Living Conditions and
Employment 54 27 71
Social and Recreational Activities 30 8 38
Courtship, Sex and Marriage 45 6 51
Social-Psychological Relations 42 8 50
Personal-Psychological Relations 32 15 47
Morals and Religion 28 5 33
Home and Family 28 5 33
The Futures Vocational and Educational 36 10 46
Adjustment to School Work 90 24 114
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure 15 4 19
452 123 575
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or better than 57.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area.
There was a total of 38 or 6.61 per cent responses indicated for "most
difficult problems" on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 40, page 128, reveals that in the area of Social and
Recreational Activities the number of "problems with the desire for
counsel" as checked by students was: for girls 6 or 20.00 per cent and
for boys 5 or 16.67 per cent responses with the girls indicating a 3.33
per cent larger number of responses. There was 9 or 30.00 per cent of
the problems with the desire for counsel in the area of Social and
Recreational Jetivities checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for
Counsel in the area of Social and Recreational Activities the girls and
boys mad© 7 or 50.00 per cent responses each. There was a total of 14
or 2.89 per cent responses made on "problems with desire for counsel11
on this area out of the total of 484 responses indicated for "problems
with desire for counsel" on all eleven problem areas of the check list.
Courtship. Sex and Marriage.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that in
the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage the number of "troublesome"
problems checked by the students was: for girls 28 or 93.33 per dent
and for boys 18 or 60.00 per cent, with the girls having checked a
larger number, 33.33 per cent, of the total problems than did the boys.
There was a total of 29 or 96.67 per cent of the "troublesome" problems
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Health and Physical Development 45 8 53
Finances, Living Conditions and
Employment
Social and Recreational Activities
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Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Courtship, Sex
and Marriage, the girls made 167 or 79.90 per cent responses, whereas
the boys made 42 or 20,10 per cent responses, with the girls showing a
substantially larger number of responses, that is, a larger incidence,
59.80 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a total of 209
or 8.24 per cent responses made on "troublesome," problems on this area
out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for "troublesome" problems
on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Courtship, Sex and
Marriage, the number of "most diffioult" problems checked by the
students wasj for girls 19 or 63.33 per cent and for the boys 5 or
16.67 per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of 46.66
per cent of "difficult" problems in the area of Courtship, Sex and
Marriage checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, reveals that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of <Wtship, Sex and Marriage that the girls made
45 or 88.24 per cent responses, whereas the boys made 6 or 11.76 per
cent responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or 76.48 per
cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or better
than 76.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area. There was a
total of 51 or 8.87 per cent responses indicated for "most difficult
problems11 on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Courtship, Sex and
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Marriage the number of "problems with the desire for counsel" as checked
by students wast for girls 29 or 96.67 per cent and for boys 23 or 73.53
per cent responses with the girls indicating a 23,34 per cent larger
number of responses. There were 30 or 100.00 per cent of the problems
with the desire for counsel in the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage
cheeked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total number
of responses made to all items in the section--Desire for Counsel in
the area of Courtship, Sex and Marriage the girls made 189 or 73.83 per
cent, whereas the boys made 67 or 26.17 per cent responses, with the
girls showing a 47.66 per cent larger number of responses, that is,
having this larger incidence of "problems with desire for counsel."
There was a total of 256 or 52.89 per cent responses made on "problems
with desire for counsel" on this area out of the total of 484 responses
indicated for "problems with desire for counsel" on all eleren areas of
the check list.
Social-Psychological Relations.-- Table 38, page 118, reveals that
in the area of Social-Psychological Relations the number of "trouble
some" problems checked by the students was: for girls 28 or 93.33 per
cent and for boys 21 or 70.00 per cent, with the girls having checked a
larger number, 23.33 per cent, of the total problems than did the boys.
There was a total of 30 or 100.00 per cent of the "troublesome" problems
in the area of Social-Psychological Relations checked by both girls and
boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total number
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of responses made to all items in the area of Social-Psychological
Relations, the girls made 173 or 82.38 per cent responses, whereas the
boys made 37 or 17.62 per cent responses, with the girls showing a
substantially larger number of responses, that is, a larger incidence,
64.76 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a total of 210
or 8.24 per cent responses made on "troublesome" problems on this area
out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for "troublesome" problems
on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Sooial-Psychologioal
Relations, the number of "most difficult" problems cheoked by the
students was* for girls 16 or 53.33 per cent and for the boys 7 or 23.33
per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of 30.00 per cent
of "difficult" problems in the area of Soeiai-pSyChological Relations
checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section-Most Difficult Problems-
in the area of Social-Psychological fielations that the girls made 42 or
84.00 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made 8 or 16.00 per cent re
sponses, with the girls showing the larger number, or 68.00 per cent of
the responses, that is, having the larger incidence of "difficult"
problems in this area. There was a total of 50 or 8.70 per cent re
sponses indicated for "most difficult problems" on all eleven of the
problem^ areas of the cheok list.
Table 40, page. 122, reveals that in the area of Social-Psychological
Relations the number of "problems with desire for counsel" as checked
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by students was: for girls 10 or 33,33 per cent and for boys 2 or 6.67
per cent responses with the girls indicating a 26.66 per cent larger
number of responses. There were 12 or 40.00 per cent of the problems
with desire for counsel in the area of Social-Psychological Relations
checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total number
of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for Counsel in the
area of Social-Psychological Relations the girls made 12 or 85.71 per
cent, whereas the boys made 2 or 14.29 per cent responses, with the
girls showing a 71.42 per cent larger number of responses, that is,
having this larger incidenoe of "problems with desire sor counsel."
There was a total of 14 or 2.89 per cent responses made on "problems
with desire for counsel11 on this area out of the total of 484 responses
indicated for "problems with desire for counsel" on all eleven problem
areas of the check list.
Personal-Psyohologioal Relations.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that
in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations the number of "trouble
some" problems checked by the students was: for girls 27 or 90.00 per
cent and for boys 23 or 76.67 per cent, with the girls having checked a
larger number, 13.33 per cent, of the total problems than did the boys.
There was a total of 28 or 93.33 per cent of the "troublesome" problems
in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations checked by both girls
and boys»
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Personal-Psychologi
cal Relations, the girls made 204 or 72.34 per cent responses, whereas
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the boys made 78 or 27.65 per cent responses, that is, a larger in
cidence, 45.69 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a
total of 282 or 11.20 per cent responses, made on "troublesome"
problems on this area out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for
"troublesome" problems on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Personal-Psychologi
cal Relations, the number of "most difficult" problems checked by the
students was: for girls 15 or 50.00 per cent and for boys 10 or 33.33
per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of 16.67 per
cent of "difficult" problems in the area of Personal-Psychological
Relations checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations that the girls
made 32 or 68.09 per cent responses, wh«reas the boys made 15 or 31.91
per cent responses, with the girls showLag the larger number, or 36.19
per cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or
better than 36.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area. There
was a total of 47 or 8.17 per cent responses indicated for "most
difficult problems" on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Personal-Psychologi
cal Relations, the number of "problems with the desire for counsel" as
checked by students was* for girls 11 or 36.67 per cent and for boys 3
or 10.00 per cent responses with the girls indicating a 26.67 per cent
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larger number of responses. There were 12 or 40.00 per cent of the
problems with the desire for counsel in the area of Personal-
Psychological Relations checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for
Counsel in the area of Personal-Psychological Relations the girls made
21 or 83.33 per cent, whereas the boyd made 3 or 12.50 per cent re
sponses, with the girls showing a 71.83 per cent larger number of re
sponses, that is, having this larger incidence of "problems with desire
for counsel.11 There was a total of 24 or 4.96 per cent responses made
on "problems with desire for counsel" on this area out of the total of
484 responses indicated for "problems with desire for counsel" on all
eleven problem areas of the check list.
Morals and Religion.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that in the
area of Morals and Religion the number of "troublesome" problems checked
by students was: for girls 24 or 80.00 per cent and for boys 27 or
90.00 per cent, with the boys having checked a larger number, 10.00 per
cent, of the total problems than did the girls. There was a total of
27 or 90.00 per oent of the "troublesome" problems in the area of Morals
and Religion checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total number
of responses made to all items in the area of Morals and Religion, the
boys made 75 or 34.09 per cent responses, whereas, the girls made 145
or 65.91 per cent responses, with the girls showing a substantially
larger number of responses, that is, a larger incidence, 31.82 per cent,
to the problems in the area. There was a total of 220 or 8.68 per cent
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responses made on "troublesome" problems on this area out of the total
of 2,535 responses indicated for "troublesome" problems on all eleven
of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Morals and Seligion,
the number of "most difficult" problems checked by the students was:
for girls 10 or 33.33 per cent and fcs* boys 3 or 10.00 per cent, with
the girls having a larger total number of 23.33 per cent of "difficult"
problems in the area of Morals and Religion checked by both girls and
boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of Morals and Religion that the girls made 28 or
84.85 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made 5 or 15*15 per cent
responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or 69.69 per cent
of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or better than
69.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area. There was a total
of 33 or 5.74 per cent responses indicated for "most difficult
problems" on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Moral and Religion
the number of "problems with the desire for counsel" as checked by
students was: for girls 8 or 26.67 per cent and for boys 4 or 13.33 per
cent responses with the girls indicating a 13.34 per cent larger number
of responses. There were 9 or 30.00 per cent of the problems with
the desire for counsel in the area of Morals and Religion checked by all
pupils.
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Further, Table 43, page 138, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for
Counsel in the area of Moral and Religion the girls made 11 or 68.75
per cent, whereas, the boyd made 5 or 31.25 per cent responses, with
the girls showing a 37.50 per cent larger number of responses, that
is, having this larger incidence of "problems with desire for oounsel."
There was a total of 16 or 3.31 per cent responses made on "problems
with desire for counsel" on this area out of the total of 484 responses
indicated for "problems with desire for counsel" on all eleven areas
of the check list.
Home and Family.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that in the area
of Home and Family, the number of "troublesome" problems checked by the
students was: for girls 26 or 86.67 per cent and for boys 22 or 73.33
per cent, with the girls having checked a larger number, 13.34 per cent,
of the total problems than did the boys. There was a total of 29 or
96.67 per cent of the "troublesome" problems in the area of Home and
Family checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Home and Family,
the girls made 96 or 70.07 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made
41 or 29.92 per cent responses, with the girls showing a substantially
larger number of responses, that is, a larger incidence, 40.15 per cent,
to the problems in the area. There was a total of 137 or 5.40 per cent
responses made on the "troublesome" problems on this area out of the
total of 2,535 responses indicated for "troublesome" problems on all
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eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Home and Family,
the number of "most difficult" problems checked by the students was:
for girls 15 or 50,00 per cent and for boys 4 or 13,33 per cent, with
the girls having a larger total number of 16.67 per cent of "difficult"
problems in the area of Home and Family checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of Home and Family that the girls made 28 or
84,85 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made 5 or 15,15 per cent
responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or 69,70 per cent
of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or better than
69.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area. There was a total
of 33 or 5,74 per cent responses indicated for "most difficult
problems" on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Home and Family,
the number of "problems with ihe desire for counsel" as checked by
students was* for girls 4 or 13.33 per cent and for boys 1 or 3.33 per
cent responses with the girls indicating a 10,00 per cent larger number
of responses. There were 5 or 16,67 per cent of the problems with the
desire for counsel in the area of Home and Family checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total number
of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for Counsel in
the area of Home and Family the girls made 5 or 83.33 per cent, whereas
the boys made 1 or 16.67 per cent responses, with the girls showing a
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66.66 per cent larger number of responses, that is, having this larger
incidence of "problems with desire for counsel," There was a total of
6 or 1*24 per cent responses made on "problems with desire for counsel11
on this area out of the total of 484 responses indicated f <r "problems
with desire for counsel" on all eleven problem areas of tha check list.
The Future: Vocational and Educational.— Table 38, page 118, reveals
that in the area of The Futures Vocational and Educational the number
of "troublesome" problems checked by th© students was: for girls and
for boys 24 or 80.00 per cent each. There was a total of 27 or 90.00
per cent of the "troublesome" problems in the area of The Future:
Vocational and Educational checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of The Future:
Vocational and Educational, the girls made 160 or 67.69 per cent re
sponses, whereas, the boys made 79 or 33.05 per cent responses, with the
girls showing a substantially larger number of responses, that is, a
larger incidence, 34.64 per cent, to the problems in tSae area. There
was a total of 239 or 9.43 per cent responses made on "troublesome11
problems on this area out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for
"troublesone" problems on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of The Future:
Vocational and Educational, the number of "most difficult" problems
checked by the students was: for girls 13 or 43.33 per cent and for the
boys 7 or 23.33 per cent, with the girls having a larger total number
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of 20#00 per cent of "difficult11 problems in the area of The Future:
Vocational and Educational checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of The Futures Vocational and Educational that
the girls made 36 or 78,26 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made
10 or 21.74 per cent responses, with the girls showing the larger
number, or 56.52 per cent of the responses, that is, having the larger
incidence or better than 56,00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this
area. There was a total of 46 or 8.00 per cent responses indicated for
"most difficult problems" on all eleven of the problem areas of the
check list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of The Future:
Vocational and Educational the number of "problems mth the desire for
counsel" as checked by students wass for girls 6 or 20.00 per cent and
for boys 10 or 33.33 per cent responses with the boys indicating a
13.33 per cent larger number of responses. There were 15 or 50.00 per
cent of the problems with the desire for oounsel in the area of The
Future: Vocational and Educational checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for Counsel
in the area of The Future: Vocational and Educational, the boys made 16
or 66.66 per cent, whereas the girls made 8 or 33.33 per cent responses,
with the boys showing a 33.33 per cent larger number of responses, that
is, having this larger incidence of "problems with desire for counsel."
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There was a total of 24 or 4,94 per cent responses made on "problems
with desire for counsel" on this area out of the total of 484 responses
indicated for "problems with desire for oounsel" on all eleven areas
of the check list,
■Adjustment to School Work.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that in
the area of Adjustment to School ¥/ork the number of "troublesome"
problems checked by the students was; for girls 29 or 96.67 per cent
and for boys 23 or 76.67 per cent, with the girls having checked a
larger number, 20.00 per cent, of the total problems than did the boys.
There was a total of 30 or 100.00 per cent of the "troublesome"
problems in the area of Adjustment to School Work checked by both girls
and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total number
of responses made to all items in the area of Adjustment to School
Work, the girls made 245 or 77.78 per cent responses, whereas, the boys
made 70 or 82.28 per cent responses, with the girls showing a sub
stantially larger number of responses, that is, a larger incidence,
55.56 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a total of 315
or 12.43 per cent respons es made on "troublesome" problems on this area
out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for "troublesome" problems
on all eleven of the problem areas of the cheek list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Adjustment to
School Work, the number of "most difficult" problems checked by the
students was: for girls 19 or 63.33 per cent and for the boys 15 or
50.00 per cent, with the girls having a larger total number of 13.33
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per cent of "difficult11 problems in the area of Adjustment to School
Work checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total re
sponses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of Adjustment to School Work that the girls made
90 or 78.95 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made 24 or 21,03 per
cent responses, with the girls showing a larger number, or 57,92 per
cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence or better
than 57,00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area. There was a
total of 114 or 19,83 per cent responses indicated for "most difficult
problems11 on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Adjustment to
School Work the number of "problems with the desire for counsel" as
checked by students was: for girls 6 or 20,00 per cent and for boys 2
or 6,67 per cent responses with the girls iniicating a 13.33 per cent
larger number of responses. There were 8 or 26,67 per cent of the
problems with the desire for counsel in the area of Adjustment to
School Work checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for counsel
in the area of Adjustment to School Work, the girls made 11 or 78.57
per cent, whereas the boys made 3 or 21.43 per cent responses, with the
girls showing a 57.14 per oenb larger number of responses, that is,
having this larger incidence of "problems with desire for counsel."
There was a total of 14 or 2.89 per cent responses made on "problems
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v/ith desire far counsel1* on this area out of the total of 484 responses
indicated for "problems with desire for counsel" on all eleven problem
areas of the check list.
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure.-- Table 38, page 118, reveals
that in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure the number of
"troublesome" problems checked by the students was: for girls 27 or
90,00 per cent and for boys 24 or 80,00 per cent, with the girls having
checked a larger number, 10,00 per cent, of the total problems than
did the boys. There was a total of 29 or 96,67 per cent of the
"troublesome11 problems in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 41, page 124, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the area of Curriculum and
Teaching Procedure, the girls made 106 or 70.10 per cent responses,
whereas, the boys made 45 or 29,80 per cent responses, with the girls
showing a substantially larger number of responses, that is, a larger
incidence, 40.30 per cent, to the problems in the area. There was a
total of 151 or 5.96 per cent responses made on "troublesome" problems
on this area out of the total of 2,535 responses indicated for "trouble
some" problems on all eleven of the problem areas of the check list.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that in the area of Curriculum and
Teaching Procedure, the numler of "most difficult" problems checked by
students was: for girls 12 or 40.00 per cent and for the boys 3 or
10,00 per cent, vath the girls having a larger total number of 30.00
per cent of "difficult" problems in the area of Curriculum and Teaching
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Procedure checked by both girls and boys.
Further, Table 42, page 126, shows that in terms of the total
responses made to all of the items in the section—Most Difficult
Problems—in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure that the
girls made 15 or 74.21 per cent responses, whereas, the boys made 4 or
21.05 per cent responses, with the girls showing the larger number, or
53.16 per cent of the responses, that is, having the larger incidence
or better than 53.00 per cent of "difficult" problems in this area.
There was a total of 19 or 3.30 per cent responses indioated for "most
difficult problems11 on all eleven of the problem areas of the check
list.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that in the area of Curriculum and
Teaching Procedure, the number of "problems with the desire for counsel"
as checked by students was: for girls 5 or 16.67 per cant and for boys
5 or 16.67 per cent responses with no difference being indicated
between the sexes. There were 8 or 26.67 per cent of the problems with
the desire for counsel in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure
checked by all pupils.
Further, Table 43, page 128, shows that in terms of the total
number of responses made to all items in the section—Desire for
Counsel in the area of Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, the girls
and boys made 6 or 50.00 per cent responses each. There was a total
of 12 or 2.48 per cent responses made on "problems with desire for
counsel" on this area out of the total of 484 responses indicated for




Kumber of Problems Checked.— Table 38, page 118, reveals that
pupils checked a total of 314 out of a possible 330 "troublesome"
problems on the check list with 296 and 254 checked by girls and boys,
respectively.
Table 39, page 120, reveals that the students checked a total of
197 out of a possible total of 330 "most difficult" problems on the
check list, with 172 and 84 problems checked by girls and boys, re
spectively.
Table 40, page 122, reveals that students checked a total of 145
out of a possible total of 330 "proble ras mth desire for counsel" on
the check list, with 121 and 68 problems checked by girls and boys,
respectively.
lumber of Responses Made by Students.— Table 41, page 124, reveals
that there was a total of 2,535 responses made by the students on all
eleven areas of the check list in the section—Troublesome Problems—
with 1,869 or 73.72 per cent and 666 or 26.28 per cent responses for
girls and .boys, respectively.
Table 42, page 126, reveals that there uas a total of 575 responses
made on all eleven areas of the check list in the section—Most
Difficult Problems—with 452 or 78.61 per cent and 123 or 21.39 per
cent girls and boys, respectively.
Table 43, page 128, reveals that there was a total of 484 responses
made by the students on all eleven areas of the check list in the
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section—Desire for Counsel—math 356 or 73.55 per oent and 128 or
26*45 per oent girls and boys, respectively.
Rank Order of the Problem Areas
Prevalence of Problems.-- Table 38, page 118, shows that the rank-
order of the eleven problem areas according to the number of problems
checked wass Social-Psychological Relations aad Adjustment to School
Work, thirty problems each; Health and Physical Developments Courtship,
Sex and Marriages Home and Family; and Curriculum and Teaching
Procedure, twenty-nine problems each; Finances, living Conditions and
anployment; Social and Recreational Activities; and Personal-Psychologi
cal Relations, twenty-eight problems each; and Morals and Religion; and
The Future: Vocational and Educational, twenty-seven problems each.
Table 41, page 124, shows that the rank-order of the eleven problem
areas according to the number of responses made by the pupils wass
Adjustment to School Work, 315; Finances, Living Conditions and Employ
ment, 312; Personal-Psychological Relations, 282; Health and Physical
Development, 241; The Future: Vocational and Educational, 239; Morals
and Religion, 220; Social and Recreational Activities, 219; Social-
Psychologieal Relations, 210; Courtship, Sex and Marriage, 209;
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, 151; and Home and Family, 137.
Most Difficult Problems.— Table 39, page 120, shows that the rank-
order of the eleven problem areas according to the number of problems
checked was: Health and Physical Development; Finances, Living Conditions
and Bnployment; and Courtship, Sex and Marriage, twenty-three problems
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each} .Adjustment to School Work, twenty-two problems; Social-Psychologi
cal Relations and Home and Family, eighteen problems each; Personal-
Psychological Relations; and The Futures Vocational and Educational,
sixteen problems each; Social and Recreational Activities, fifteen
problems; Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, thirteen problems; and
Moral and Religion, ten problems.
Table 42, page 126, shows that the rank-order of the eleven
problem areas according to the number of responses made by the students
wass Adjustment to School Work, 114; Health and Physical Development,
75; Finances, Living Conditions and anployment, 71; Courtship, Sex and
Marriage, 51; Social-Psychological Relations, 50; Personal-Psychological
Relations, 47; The Futures Vocational and Educational, 46; Social and
Recreational Activities, 38; Morals and Religion, and Home and Family,
33; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, 19.
Problems lith Desire for Counsel.— Table 40, page 122, shows that
the rank-order of the eleven problem areas according to the number of
problems checked wass Courtship, Sex and Marriage, thirty; Finances,
Living Conditions and Employment, twenty-one; Health and Physical
Development, seventeen; The Futures Vocational and Educational,
fifteen; Personal-Psychological Relations, twelvej Social-Psychojogical
Relations, eleven; Social and Recreational Activities and Morals and
Religion, nine each; Adjustment to School Work and Curriculum and
Teaching Prooedure, eight; and Home and Family, 5.
Table 43, page 128, shows that the rank-order of the eleven problem
areas according to the number of responses made by the students wass
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Courtship, Sex and Marriage, 256; Health and Physical Development* 53;
Finances, Living Conditions and Employment, 51; Personal-Psychological
Relations; and The Future: Vocational and Educational, 24 problems
each; Morals and Religion, 16; Social Psychological Relations; Social
and Recreational Activities and Adjustment to School Work, 6;
Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, 12, and Home and Family, 6*
Grand Total of Responses Made on Entire Check List*— Table 44,
page 148, shows the rank order of the eleven problem areas according to
the grand total number of responses made by all of the seventy-three
pupils of the Glenwood High School, Winder, Georgia, was as follows:
Ho» of Responses
1* Courtship, Sex and Marriage —-————— 516
2* Adjustment to School Work ———— —- 443
3* Finances, Living Conditions and
Bnployment-- —-— — 434
4* Health and Physical Development — 367
5. Personal-Psychological Relations —-— 353
6» The Futures Vocational and
Educational -— —— 309
7« Social-Psychological Relations — — 274
8« Social and Recreational Activities ~ — 271
9« Morals and Religion ——— ——-—— 269
10. Curriculum and Teaching Prooedure ————— 182
11. Home and Family —— ——
of Rank Order of the Problems Indicated on the Entire
Check List*-- Table 44 also shows the relative rank order of the total
number of problems checked by these pupils on all three sections-
Troublesome Problems, Most Difficult Problems, and Problems with Desire




1* Courtship, Sex and Marriage — — 1
2* Finances, Living Conditions and Bnployment -—— 2
3, Health and Physical Development ——————~ 3
4* Adjustment to School Work — ——— 4
5* Social-Psychological Relations ——— —— 5
6* The Future: Vocational and Educational ————— 6
7« Personal-Psychological Relations «————>—— 7
3* Social and Recreational Activities —————— 8.5
9. Home and Family —————— —-————-— 8*5
10« Curriculum and Teaching Procedure ~ ———- 10
11. Morals and Religion ■———— — 11
Interpretative Summary*-» The findings of this study were as
follows:
1* The seventy-three pupils of the Slenwood High School who co
operated in this research had many problems of the nature appearing on
the eleven areas of the Mooney Problem Check List*
2* These problems, for the most part, seem to be those -which
normally confront the adolescent during his high school days*
3. There was a rather wide spread of responses—the smallest
number of problems underlined by any one student was fifteen and the
largest number 183*
4« Girls showed a tendency to underline a slightly larger percentage
of "troublesome" problems than did the boys.
5* Girls circled a substantially larger percentage of "most
difficult problems than did the boys*
6* Girls also checked a substantially larger percentage of problems
with which they desired "counselling" assistance than did the boys*
7* From the standpoint of areas, boys and girls showed a tendency
to underline a larger per cent of "troublesome" problems in the following
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five areas: Adjustment to School Yfark, 12.43 per cent; Finances,
Living Conditions and aaployment, 12.31 per cent; Personal-Psychological
Relations, 11,20 per cent* Health and Physical Development, 9,51 per
cent and The Future: Vocational ami Educational, 9,43 per cent, with
the girls leading the boys in all of the above areas in their indi
cation of concern*
8. Further, girls and boys showed a tendency to underline fewer
"troublesojne'1 problems in the following six areas: Morals and Religion,
8.68 per cenbj Social and Kecreational Activities, 8.S4 per cent;
Courtship, Sex and Marriages and Social-Psychological Relations, 8.24
per cent each; Curriculum and Teaching Procedure, 5.96 per cent and
Home and Family, 5.40 per oentj with the girls underlining a sub
stantially larger number of problems in all areas*
9« Boys and girls tended to circle problems as "most difficult11
as follows: Adjustment to School Work, 19.83 per cent; Health and
Physical Development; and Finances, Living Conditions and &tployment,
12.35 per cent each; Courtship, Sex and Marriage, 8.87 per cent; Social-
Psychological Relations, 8.70 per cent; Personal-Psychological delations,
8.17 per cent; The Future: Vocational and Educational, 8.00 per cent;
Social and Recreational .Activities, 6.61 per cent; Morals and Religion
and Home and Family, 5.74 per cent each; and Curriculum and Teaching
Procedure, 3.30 per cent, -with the girls showing a substantial lead in
all areas.
10. Girls and boys seemed to desire counselling most in the
following five areas: Courtship, Sex and Marriage, 52.89 per cent;
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Ifealth and Physical Development, 10.95 per cents Finances, Living
Conditions and anployment, 10.54 per centj Personal-Psychological
Relations, 4.96 per cent; and The Futures Vocational and Educational,
4.94 per cent. In this section the boys led the. girls in their desire
for counselling in the area of The Future: Vocational and Educational.
No difference was indicated between girls and boys in the areas ofj
Social and Recreational Activities, and Curriculum and Teaching
Procedure.
11. The five areas in which pupils desired least counselling
according to their checks -were: Morals and Religion, 3.31 per centj
Social and Recreational Activities; Social-Psychological Relations;
and Adjustment to School Work, 2.39 per cent each; and Curriculum and
Teaching Prooedure, 2.48 per cent.
12. In general, the findings of this study revealed that the
students at the Glenwood High School were most concerned with problems
in the areas of Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Finances, Living Conditions
and Employment; Health and Physical Development; Adjustment to School
Work; and Personal-Psychological Relations. They appeared least con
cerned with problems involving The Futures Vocational and Educational;
Social-Psychological Relations; Social and Recreational Activities;
Morals and Religion; Home and Family; and Curriculum and Teaching
Procedure. These findings are in line with those of other studies made
of adolescents in Tshich the Mooney Problem Check List was used as the
instrument for gathering data.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Rationale*— One of the pertinent areas of concern for teachers and
administrators of schools, as well as parents and other working with
youth has been the question of what are the problems that are bother
some to and occur most frequently among young people. Because of the
growing awareness of the problems which seem to hinder and confuse the
pupil during the adolescent period of development and because of the
importance of working with the total person, more studies of this type
revealing the nature and characteristics of the individual seem to be
in order•
The necessity for working with the whole pupil has become a funda
mental principle of modern education. Teachers and others working with
youth are constantly urged to increase their knowledge of him as a
unique personality interacting with his environment. Lacking insight
into the problems, needs, interests, drives and motivations may work
against normal youth drives rather than with them.
A principal obligation of educators is to utilize to the fullest
extent the needs felt by pupils and help them attain knowledge, skills
and attitudes that will be of satisfying and lasting value. In
addition, educators should propose other needs, stressing upon young
people the importance and significance in their lives, at the present
or the probable future.




The informed teacher today knows that boys and girls
bring to school with them all of the problems, anxieties,
prejudices, insecurities, conflicts and concerns of the
adult community. Th these conflicts must be added the
special problems of young people who are trying to find
their places as young adults in a complex, rapidly
ohanging culture. They know, too, that learning goes
forward most effectively when children are helped to
study, that is, to think about their real problems. They
know that our schools have some major pioneering ahead
of them if they are to apply adequately the principles
of mental hygiene in their day-by-day work with children
and if they are to develop in youth the insights, under
standings and attitudes - the disciplines - that are
needed for effective living in a democratic world order.1
The writer selected the Glenwood High School at Winder, Georgia,
for this research after finding that no organized study had been made
there in the area of problems and needs of youth; that the curriculum
was based more or less on a subject-matter approach; and that guidance
was limited and, at times, sporadic and incidental.
Statement of the Problem.-- The problem involved in this study was
concerned with identifying the problems of the pupils enrolled in the
Glenwood High School, Winder, Georgia, for the school year of 1955-1956
as indicated by them on the Mooney Problem Check List, High School Form.
SHELVE of the Limitations of the Study.- This research on the
"problems" of fee boys and girls of the Glenwood High School, Under,
Georgia, for the school year, 1955-1956, has been confined to the
immediate and basic task of "isolating" and "identifying" the range of
"problems" prevalent among adolescents on the thresh-hold and at the
Miles E. Carey, "Looking at Teen-age Problems," Journal of Home
.Economics, XL (December, 1948), pp. 575-76. Z™™$±^LJ!™!Z
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end of adolescence. This study has not been concerned with the cau
sation of adolescent problems. Further, this research has been con
cerned with the implications for a guidance procedure as indicated in
the (a) prevalence, (b) difficulty, and (c) pupil desire for counsel.
Purpose of the Study.— The main purpose of this study was to
identify, through the use of the Mooney Problem Check List, and present
the problems of the high school population of the Glenwood High School,
Winder, Georgia, for the school year 1955-1956. The secondary
purposes, but not less important, were as follows:
1, To identify the problems of these youth according to sex,
2, To classify the problems of these pupils as follows:
a. Problems most prevalent to tiaese youth
b. Problems most difficult to these youth
c. Problems with which these youth desired
counselling assistance
3, To ascertain the differences, if any, in identified
problems of the boys as apart from the girls
4, To suggest the significant and pressing educational
and guidance implications stemming from the findings of
this research
Definition of Terms.— The significant terms which were used
throughout this research are characterized in the following statements:
1. The term, «problem,» as used in this study refer to the items
(characterization of special problems) on the Ifooney Problem Check List-
High School Form - which were checked in three distinct ways by the
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students involved in the study.
2. The term, "specific problems,11 as used in this study refer to
any one of the eleven problem areas of the check list as: Health and
Physical Developments Finances, Living Conditions and 3aployraenb; Social
and Recreational Activities; Social-Psychological Relations* Personal-
Psychological Relations; Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Home and Family;
Morals and Religion; Adjustment to Sohool Work; The Future: Vocational
and Educational; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedures.
3. The term, "needs," as used in this study are personal-social.
To use Linton's characterization, they are drives - physiological
(biological urges) and psychic (needs for emotional responses from
other individuals; need for security of a long term sort, need for
novelty of experience, etc) taken in context with the social environ
ment of which the individual is a part.
4« The term, "guidance," as used in this study is the prooess of
acquainting the individual with various ways in which he may discover
and use his natural endowments, in addition to special training from
any source, so that he may live and make a living to the best advantage
2
to himself and to society.
5. The term, "counselling process," is defined by Strang3 as a
Ralph LLnton, The Cultural Background of Personality (New York,
1945), pp. 5-10. -—— tL
Clifford B. Erickson and Glen E. Smith, Practical Guidance
(Hew York, 1947), p. 262. —~
3
Ruth Strang, Educational Guidance: Its Proneiples and Practices
(New York, 1947), p. 106. €: —
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relationship in which the individual being counseled feels free to ex
press himself fully and gain clarification of his goals, self confidence
in his ability to realize them, and methods or means of attacking
difficulties as they arise. As used in this study, counselling will be
viewed not especially as a service for solving specific problems but
as a technique by which human beings may be helped to develop habits of
mind and emotions that will make them able to solve their own problems.
Locale and Design of Research.- Significant aspects of the design
of this study are specified in the statements to follow.
Locale: This study was conducted at the Glenwood High School,
Winder, Georgia, during the school term of 1955-1956.
Method of Research: The Descriptive Method of Research, with
special use of the questionnaire-check list technique, was used to
gather data for this study.
Subjects: The subjects involved in this study were the seventy-
three high school pupils enrolled at the Glenwood High School, Winder,
Georgia. There were 21 boys and 52 girls ranging in ages from thirteen
years and ten months to nineteen years and three months.
Instrument: The instrument used to collect the necessary data was:
The Mooney Problem Check List, High School Fora (1950 edition). The
form contains 330 items classified in eleven areas (30 items in each
area).
Criterion of Reliability: The criterion of reliability for
appraising the data was the accuracy, comprehensiveness, and authen
ticity of the responses of the subjects which constituted the source
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of the data, together with the quantitative measurements of the re
sponses mth reference to their relative frequency and per cent on the
various items of the questionnaire*
Th© remaining, section of this chapter .will present the data of this
research under the following categoriess
1. The Summary of the Review of the Related Literature.




Summary of the Related Literature*— The summation of the findings
of the literature in this area seem to be that surveys of this kind
give a better understanding of the individual and of the group, and is
used in many situations as a guide in meeting the problems and needs
of youth.
In 1942 Cowan administered the Mooney Problem Check List, High
School Form, to 603 students of the Stephen-Lea High School, Asheville,
North Carolina* He found the areas in which students showed marked
concern were: The Future: Vocational and Educational; Finances, Living
Conditions and Bnployment; Health and Physical Development; Social and
Recreational Activities; Adjustment to School Work; Personal-
Psychological Relations; Curriculum and Teaching Procedure; and Social-
1
Vernon D. Cowan, "Identifying Pupil Needs, Concerns and Problems
as a Basis for Curriculum Revision in Stephen-Lee High School,
Asheville, lorth Carolina." Unpublished M« A. thesis, Ohio State
University, 1942*
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Psychological Relations* Fewer problems were registered in the areas
of Home and Family; Courtship* Sex and Marriage, and Morals and
Religion, Cowan also found that the girls led the boys in their con
stellation of problems in the areas of Personal-Psychological Relations
and Social-Psychological Relations and that the girls showed more
sensitivity to Home and Family Problems, The boys led the girls in
their constellation of problems in the areas of The Futures Vocational
and Educational, and Adjustment to School Work with a slight but con
stant leadership in Courtship, Sex and Marriage and Morals and Religion,
Personal Problems of 164 pupils enrolled at the Vocational High
School in Griffin, Georgia, during the school year 1943-1944 were studied
by Molette, who used the same instrument. He indicated that the major
problems for this group were found in the following areas: Adjustment
to School Work; Finances, Living Conditions and Qnploymentj Social and
Eecreational Activities; and Curriculum and Teaching Procedures, The
areas in which fewer problems were underlined and circiled were: Health
and Physical Development; Home and Family; Morals and Religion,
2
Threadcraft investigated problems of adolescent boys and girls
(as measured by Mooney's Problem Check-List) in the Arlington
Vocational High School, Arlington, Georgia, She found that the heaviest
concentration of problems for these students was in the following areas
~ ™~~ ~~~ ' ~™"~ —
Lemuel Scott Molette, "The Problems of Kigh School Students in the
Vocational High School, Griffin, Georgia.11 Unpublished M. A. thesis.
School of Education, Atlanta University, 1945, pp. 72-73,
2
Mattie B, Hall Threadcraft, MA Comparative Study of Problems of
Adolescent Boys and Girls (as Measured by Mooney's Problems Check-List)
in the Arlington Vocational High School, Arlington, Georgia," Unpublished
M.A, thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1952, pp. 135-136,
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in the order indicated: Finances, Living Conditions and Baployment;
Health and Physical Development; Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Personal-
Psychological Relations; Adjustment to School Work. These students
underlined fewer problems in the areas of Social-Psychological Relations;
Home and Family; The Future: Vocational and Educational; Curriculum and
Teaching Procedures; Social and Recreational Activities.
According to King who made a study on the problems and interests
of 80 ninth grade pupils enrolled in the Athens High and Industrial
School, Athens, Georgia, girls show a greater concern in the areas of:
Health and Physical Development; Courtship, Sex and Marriage; Soeial-
Psychologioal Relations; The Future: Vocational and Educational; and
Curriculum and Teaching Procedures. King concluded that from this data,
these ninth grade students urere concerned with the overall problems that
deal with emotional stability, personal freedom, wholesome family, and
friendly relati onship.
In organizing the secondary school curriculum, the Progressive
Education Association approached this situation with student problems.
This committee set up a study concerning adolescence as a basis for
their work. From this study they gained information on the interests,
problems, and concerns of youth. This study points a way to the re
organization of secondary school curriculum with emphasis on problems
of youth.2
«. *Bli«ftboth G« Ki«g* "A Study of the Problems and Interests of the
Ninbh^ Grade Class of the Athens High and Industrial School of Athens,
Georgia. Unpublished X.A. thesis, School of Education, Atlanta
University, 1949, pp. 111-112.
Commission e& Secondary School Curriculum, Science and General
Education (lew York, 1938), p. 31. ———
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According to Thompson, who, using the Mooney Problem Cheok-List,
High School Form, made a comparative study of personal problems of
fifty-eight grade pupils and fifty eleventh grade pupils at Lancaster
Training School, Lancaster, South Carolina, the areas in which these
adolescents showed most concern about problems were: Finances, Living
Conditions and Employment? Adjustment to School Workj Personal-
Psychological Relations; Social and Recreational -Activitiesj lealth
and Physical Development; and Morals and Religion, The areas in which
they showed least concern were? The Future: Vocational and Educational;
Social-Psychological Relations; Curriculum and Teaching Procedures;
and Home and Family*
Cole says that the adolescents are very sensitive to social
stimuli; no other problem seems to them as serious as the establishment
of themselves in their society. She also states that the modern high
school is socialized place in which there is a great opportunity for
boys and girls to develop their own social interests.
Summation of the Findings
Introductory Statement.-- The summary of the findings of this
research has been arranged under two captions:
a. The data on the Pertinence of the instrument (Mooney Problem
Check-List) in determining the problems of adolescents and
their own desire for aid in meeting their problems.
Onie C. Thompson, "A Comparative Study of the Problems of the
Eighth and Eleventh Grade Classes in the Lancaster Training High School
Lancaster, South Carolina." Unpublished M.A. thesis, School of
Education, Atlanta University, 1951, pp. 192-193.
2
Luella Cole, Psychology of Adolescence^ (Hew York, 1942), p. 264.
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b. The data on the indicated problems* according to sex, of
the adolescent subjects of this research*
The summary of the data on "pertinence" will be given with re
ference to Tables 1 through 4 as originally presented in the thesis;
whereas, the summary of the data on the indicated problems of the
subjects mil be given -with reference to Master-Summary Tables designed
for the purpose.
Signifioant Quest!ons of Pertinence.— To the question on Table 1,
"Do you feel that the items you have marked give a well-rounded picture
of your problems?" the girls indicated a total of fifty-one or 98.08 per
cent "yes" and one or 1.92 per cent "no11 responses -with no "blank" re
sponses. The boys indicated a total of twenty-one or 100.00 per cent
"yes" responses.
Further, Table 1, shows that there was a total of seventy-two or
98.63 per cent and one or 1.37 per oent "yes" and "no" m.th no "blank"
responses, respectively which v/ould seem to indicate that these
adolescent boys and girls markedly felt that the check list possessed
a high degree of adequacy for identifying their problems.
To the question, Table 2, "Would you like to have more chances in
school to write out, think about, and discuss matters of personal con
cern to you?" the girls indicated a total of forty or 76.92 per cent
"yes," twelve or 23.08 per cent "no," and no "blank" response. The
boys indicated a total of sixteen or 76.19 per cent "yes," five or
23.81 per cent "no," and no "blank," for a total of 56 or 76.71 per
cent boys and girls which indicated that a substantial majority of
these adolescents really desired opportunities while in high school to
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give some type of language expression to their problems.
To the question, Table 3, "If you had a chance, would you like to
talk with someone about sane of the problems you have aarked on the
list?" the girls indicated a total of forty-nine or 94.23 per cent
"yes," three or 5.77 per cent "no," and no "blank,11 response. The boys
indicated a total of eighteen or 85.71 per cent "yes," three or 14.29
per cent "no," and no "blank,11 response.
Further, Table 3, shows that there was a total of sixty-seven or
91.78 per cent and six or 8.22 per cent with no "blank," response, re
spectively, uMch would seem to indicate that most of these adolescents
would welcome an opportunity to discuss their problems with someone who
might assis them in getting greater insight into the nature and meaning
of their problems.
To the question on Table 4, "If so, do you have any particular
person (s) in mind with whom you would like to talk?" the girls indi
cated a total of twenty-three or 44.23 per cent "yes," twenty-nine or
55.77 per cent "no," and no "blank" response. The boys indicated a
total of six or 28.57 per cent "yes," fifteen or 71.43 "no," and no
"blank" response.
Further, Table 4, whows that there was a total of twenty-nine or
39.73 per cent and forty-four or 62.74 per cent "yes" and "no" with no
"blank" response, respectively, which would seem to indicate that less
than half of these boys and girls actually had in mind a person with
whom they felf they would like to discuss their problems.
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Summation of the Basic Findings as Portrayed in
the Consolidated Summary Tables of the Three
Aspects of the Eleven Problem Areas
Tables 45 through 55, pages 164 through 174, presents the data which
constitute the basis for the summary of the findings for the respective
problem areas in the paragraphs immediately to follow*
Health and Physical Development*-- The three ranking problems
(troublesome) for the 73 high school pupils were: "Frequent headaohes,"
twenty-four or 32.89 per cent; "Poor teeth," nineteen of 26.03 per cents
"leak eyes," eighteen or 24.66 per cent.
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex were:
Girls.— "Frequent headaches," seventeen or 32.69 per oentj "Poor
complexion or skin trouble," fifteen or 28.85 per cent; "Weak eyes,"
fourteen or 26.92 per cent.
Boys.— "Frequent headaohes," seven or 33.33 per cent;"Eot as strong
and healthy as I should be," five or 23.81 per cent; "Poor teeth," five
or 23.81 per cent.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils vj&ret "Frequent headaches," ten or 13.70 per cent; "leak eyes,"
seven or 9.59 per cent; "Poor teeth," five or 6.68 per cent.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils, according to sex were;
Girls.— "Frequent headaches," seven or 13.46 per cent; "Weak
eyes," and "Poor teeth," five or 9.52 per cent each.













14.29 per cent eachj "lileak eyes," two or 9.52 per cent.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for these 73 high
school pupils were! "Being underweight,11 "Weak eyes," six or 8.22 per
cent; "Being overweight," "Often not hungry for meals,11 and "Poor
complexion," five or 6.85 per centj "Frequent headaches," four or 5.48
per cent.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high
school pupils aocording to sex were:
Girls.— "Weak eyes," six or 11.54 per cents "Being underweight,11
"Being overweight," "Often not hungry for meals," "Not as strong and
healthy as 1 should be," and "Poor complexion," five or 9.62 per cent}
"Frequent headaches," aad "Poor teeth," three or 5.77 per cent.
Boys.— "Being underweight," "Getting sick," "Frequent headaches,"
"Hot eating the right food," "Gradually losing weight," "lot getting
enough outdoor air and sunshine," "Frequent sore throat," one or 4.67
per cent.
Fiaanoes, Living Conditions and Employment.— The three ranking
problems (troublesome) for these 73 high school pupils wres "Heeding
to learn to save money," thirty-six or 49.32 per cent; "Wanting to
earn some of my own money," twenty-five or 34.25 per oentj "Having to
ask parents for money," twenty-three or 31.37 per cent.
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 high school
pupils according to sex were:
Girls.- "Needing to learn to save money," twenty-seven or 51.92
per cent; "Having to ask parents for money," and "Wanting to earn some
of my own money," nineteen or 36.54 per cent each; "Having less money
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than friends," "Heeding money for education after high school," and
"Needing a part-time job now," fifteen or 28.85 per oent.
Boys.— "Heeding to learn to save money," nine or 42,86 per cent;
"Heeding a part-time job now," and "Heeding a job during vacation,"
seven or 33,33 per cent eaohj "Wanting to buy more of my own things,"
"Wanting to earn some of my own money," "Needing money for education
after high school," and "Living too far from school," six or 28,57 per
cent each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high
school pupils were: "Heeding to learn to save money," eleven or 15,07
per cents "Having to ask parents for money," seven or 9,52 per ceatj
"Baring less money than friends," "Wanting to earn some of my own
money," and "Seeding money for education after high school," six or
8,22 per cent each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils according to sex were*
Girls— "Heeding to learn to save money," and "Having to ask parents
for money," seven or 13.46 per cent each; "Having less money than
friends," six or 11,54 per cent; "Wanting to earn some of my ovm
money," five or 9,62 per cent.
Boys.— "Needing to learn to save money," four or 19.05 per cent;
"Wanting to buy more of my mm things," three or 14.29 per cent;
"Heeding a part-time job now," and "Needing money for education after
high school," two or 9.52 per cent each.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for these 73 high
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school pupils according to sex were:
Girls.-- "Wanting to earn some of my own money," eight or 15.33
per cent; "Heeding a job during vacation," seven or 13.46 per cent;
"Needing to learn to save," four or 7«69 per cent*
Boys.-- "Wanting to earn some of my own money,11 three or 14.29 per
cent} "Heeding to learn to save," and "Having to ask parents for money,"
two or 9.52 per cent each; "Wanting to buy more of my own things,"
"ffot having a room of my own," "Having no place to entertain," one or
4.67 per cent each.
Social and Keoreational Activities.— The three ranking problems
(troublesome) for the 73 high school pupils weres "Slov/ in getting
acquainted with people," twenty-one or 28.67 per cent; "Trouble in
keeping a conversation going," eighteen or 24.66 per cent; "Hot allowed
to go out at night," seventeen or 23.29 per cent.
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex were:
Girls.-- "Not allowed to go out at night," fifteen or 28.85 per
cent; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," fourteen or 26.92 per
cent; "Slov/ in getting acquainted with people," "Ho place for sports at
home," thirteen or 25.00 per cent.
Boys.-- "Slow in getting acquainted with people," eight or 38.10
per cent; "Trouble in keeping a conversation going," and "Wanting to
learn to entertain," four or 19.05 per cent each; "Awkward in meeting
people," arid "Ifanting to learn how to dance," three or 14.29 per cent
each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
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pupils, according to sex were:
Girls.— "Sot allowed to go out at night,11 nine or 17.31 per oent;
"Wanting to learn how to dance,11 four or 7.69 per cenbj "Trouble in
keeping a conversation going," three or 5.77 per cent*
Boys.-- "Slow in getting acquainted with people," and "Too little
chanoe to do "What I want to do,11 two or 9.52 per cenb each; "Slot en-
Joying many things other enjoy," "Too little chance to get out and
enjoy nature," "Little chance to get into sports," and "lot using
leisure time well," one or 4.67 per cent each.
The two ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high
school pupils according to sex were:
Girls.-- "Too little chance to go to shows," two or 3.85 per cent;
"Hot allowed to use family oar," "Hot allowed to go around with people
I like," "lot allowed to go out at night," "Wanting to learn how to
dance," and "Too little chance to do what I want to do," one or 1.92
per cent each.
Boys.-- "Wanting to learn ho?«r to dance," and "Wanting to improve
appearance," two or 9.52 per cent each; '*Slow in getting acquainted
with people," "lot allowed to go out at night," and "Little chance to
get into sports," one or 4.67 per cent each.
Courtship, Sex and Marriage.— The three ranking problems (trouble
some) for the 73 high school pupils were: "lo suitable place to go on
dates," twenty-five or 34.25 per cent; "Wondering if I'll find a
suitable mate," and "Deciding whether Ifm in love," fourteen or 19.18
per cent each; "Deciding whether to go steady," thirteen or 17.71 p©r
cent*
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The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex were:
Girls.-- "No suitable place to go on dates," nineteen or 36«54 per
cent; "Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Deciding whether
I'm in love," thirteen or 25.00 per cent each} "Deciding whether to go
steady," eleven or 21.15 per cent.
Boys.-- "Ho suitable place to go on dates," six or 28.57 per cent;
"Girl friend," five or 23.81 per cent; "Awkward in making dates," "Mot
knowing how to entertain on dates," ard "Loving someone who doesn't
love me," four or 19.05 per cent each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils according to sex were?
Girls.— "Afraid of losing the one I love," five or 6.85 per cent;
"No suitable place to go on dates," "Being in love," and "f/ondering
how far to go with the opposite sex," four or 7.69 per cent each;
"Wondering if I'll find a suitable mate," and "Heeding advice about
marriage," three or 5.77 per cent.
Boys.— "Awkward in making dates," two or 9.52 per cent; "Having
dates," "Girl friend," "Deciding whether to go steady," one or 4.67 per
cent each.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high
school pupils according to sex were:
Girls.— "Being in love," seventeen or 32.69 per cent; "Boy friend,"
and "Being in love," fourteen or 26.92 per cent; "Ho suitable place to
go on dates," and "Wondering if I'll ever get married," thirteen or
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25*00 per cent*
Boys*— "Having dates," eight or 38.10 per cent; "Awkward in
making dates," and "Being in love," seven or 33,33 per cent each; "lot
allowed to have dates," six or 28.57 per cent.
Social-Psychological Relations.— The three ranking problems
(troublesome) for the 73 high school pupils were: "Being talked about,"
sixteen or 21.92 per centj "Getting into arguments," and "Feeling too
easily hurt," fifteen or 20.55 per centj "Wanting a more pleasing
personality," and "Being disliked by someone," thirteen or 17.71 per
cent.
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex weres
Girls.— "Being talked about," fourteen or 26.92 per cent,- "Wanting
a more pleasing personality," and "Being disliked by someone, thirteen
or 25.00 per cent each; "Feeling too easily hurt," twelve or 23.08 per
cent*
Boys.— "Getting into arguments," four or 19.05 per centj "Slow in
making friends," "Being timid or shy," "Feeling too easily hurt," and
"Being left out of things," three or 14.29 per cent each; "Being talked
about," "Getting embarrassed too easily," "Being watched by other
people," "Having feelings of extreme loneliness," and "Wanting to be
more popular," two or 9.52 per cent each*
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high
school pupils according to sex weres
Girls.- "Being disliked hy someone," six or 11.54 per cent;
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"Feeling too easily hurt," five or 9,62 per cent; "Getting into argu
ments," four or 7*69 per cent*
Boys.-- "Too easily led by other people," two or 9.52 per cent;
"Getting into arguments," "Being talked about," "slow in making
friends," "Being timid or shy," "Feeling too easily hurt," and Wanting
to be more popular," one or 4.67 per cent each.
The two ranking problems (desire for counsel) for these 73 high
school pupils according to sex were:
Girls.-- "Being talked about," and "Being timid or shy," two or
3.05 per cent; "Getting into arguments," "Being made fun of," "Too
easily led by other people," "Feeling too easily hurt," "Being called
•high hat," "Wanting to be more popular," and "Disliking someone," one
or 1.92 per cent each.
Boys.— "Wanting a more pleasing personality,11 and "Being timid or
shy," one or 4.67 per cent.
Personal-Psychological Relations.— The three ranking problems
(troublesome) for the 73 high school pupils were: "Forgetting things,"
thirty-five or 47.95 per cent; "Day dreaming," twenty-three or 31.37
per cent; "Losing my temper," and "Being nervous," twenty or 27.37 per
cent each.
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex were:
"Wanting to feel close to God," nineteen or 26.03 per cent.
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex were:
Girls.— "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," nineteen or
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36.54 per cent* "Wondering what becomes of people when they die,"
sixteen or 30.77 per oentj "Wanting to feel close to God," thirteen or
25.00 per cent.
Boys.— "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," nine or
42.86 per cent; "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," seven or
33.33 par cent; "Wanting to feel close to God," "Hot going to church
often enough," six or 28.57 per cent each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils according to sex were*
Girls— "londering what becomes of people when they die," fire or
9.62 per cent; "fanting to feel close to God," "Parents old-fashioned
in ideas," and "Can't forget some mistakes I've made," four or 7.69 per
cent each,- "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," three or 5.77
per cent.
Boys.— "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," and "Wondering
what becomes of people when they die," two or 9.52 per cent eachj
"Parents old-fashioned in ideas," one or 4.67 per cent.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high
school pupils acoording to sex were*
Girls— "Wanting to understand more about the Bible," three or
5.77 per cent; "Can't forget seme mistakes I've made," two or 3.85 per
cent; "Wanting to feel close to God," "Wondering what becomes of
people when they die," "Afraid God is going to punish me," "Sometimes
lying without meaning to," and "Being punished for something I didn't
do," one or 1.92 per cent each.
Boys— "Being punished for something I didn't do," two or 3.85 per
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oeatj "Wondering what becomes of people when they die," "Wanting to
understand more about the Bible," and "Having a certain bad habit,"
one or 4.67 per cent each.
Home and Family.— The three ranking problems (troublesome) for the
73 high school pupils were* "Parents not understanding me," fourteen or
19.18 per cent; "Worried about a member of the family," "Sickness in
the family," ten or 1S.70 per cent each; "Family quarrels," and "lot
telling parents everything," eight or 10.96 per cent each.
Girls.— "Parents not understanding me," twelve or 23.08 per cent;
"Sickness in the family," nine or 17.31 per cent; "Worried about a
member of the family," and "lot telling parents everything," seven or
13.46 per oent.
Boys.- "Death in tiie family," and "Parents not trusting me," four
or 19.05 per cent; "Worried about a member of the family," "Mother,"
"Parents making decisions for me," and "Talking back to my parents,"
three or 14.29 per oent each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high
school pupils according to sex werej
Girls.— "Parents not undemanding me," six or 11.54 per cent;
"Sickness in the family," four or 7.69 per cent; "Family quarrels."
three or 5.77 per cent.
Boys.- "Worried about a member of the family," two or 9.52 per
oent; "Mother," and "Father," one or 4.67 per eent each.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high school
pupils according to sex were:
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Girls.-- "Forgetting things," twenty-one or 40.39 per cenb; "Day
dreaming," seventeen or 32.69 per cent; "Losing my temper," sixteen or
30.37 per cent.
Boys.-- "Forgetting tilings,11 fourteen or 66.70 per cent; "Day
dreaming,11 six or 28.57 per cent; "Being nervous," "Worrying," "Mot
taking tilings seriously enough," five or 23.81 per cent each.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils according to sex were:
Girls.-- "Being lazy," seven or 13.46 per cent; "Losing my temper,"
four or 7.69 per cent; "Being nervous," "Being careless," and "Too
easily discouraged," three or 5.77 per ce!nt each.
Boys.— "Losing ray temper," "Being nervous," "Daydreaming," "Being
careless," and "Being lazy," two or 9.52 per cent each; "Forgetting
things," "Moodiness, "having the blues," "Sometimes wishing I'd never
been born," and "Failing in so many things I do," one or 4.67 per cent
each.
The three ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high
sohool pupils according to sex were:
Girls.— "Forgetting things," five or 9.62 per cent; "Daydreaming,"
"Being careless," three or 5.77 per cent; "Losing my temper," and
"Taking things too seriously," two or 3.85 per cent each.
Boys.-- "Being nervous," "Forgetting things," and "Having bad luck,"
one or 4.67 per cent each.
Morals and Religion.— The three ranking problems (troublesome) for
the 73 high school pupils were: "Wanting to understand more about the
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Bible," twenty-six or 35.62 per cent; "Wondering what beoanes of people
when they die," twenty-five or 34.25 per cent*
Girls.— "Parents separated or divorced," two or 3.85 per oentj
"Being treated like a child," "Father," and "Family quarrels," one or
1.92 per cent each.
Boys.— "Parents making decisions for me," one or 4.67 per cent.
The Future: Vocational and Educational.— The three ranking
problems (troublesome) for the 73 high school pupils were: "Doubting
I can get a job in my chosen vocation," thirty-seven or 50.68 per oent;
"Ueed to know more about college," twenty-four or 32.89 per cent;
"Wanting to learn a trade," twenty or 27.37 per cent.
The three ranking problems (trouble some) for these 73 pupils
according to sex weret
Girls.— "Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation," thirty
or 57.69 per oent; "Heed to know more about college," fifteen or 28.85
per oent; "Deciding whether to go to college," and "Afraid I want bo
able to go to college," thirteen or 25.00 per cent each.
Boys.— "Need to know more about college," nine or 42.86 per cent;
"Wanting to learn a trade," eight or 38.10 per cent; "Doubting I can
get a job in my chosen vocation," seven or 33.33 per cent.
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high
school pupils according to sex were:
Girls.- "Doubting I can get a job ia my ohosea vocation," seven
or 13.46 per cent; "Afraid I won't be able to go to college," seven or
9.59 per cent; "Deciding whether to go to college," and "Need to know
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more about college*" four or 7*39 per cent each*
Boys*** "Doubting I can. get a job in my chosen vocation," "Afraid
I won't be able to go to college," and "Need to plan for the future,"
two or 9*52 per cent each; "Needing to know more about occupations,"
"Wanting advice on what to do after school," "Want to be on my own,"
and "Deciding whether to go to college," one or 4«67 per oent each*
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high school
pupils according to sex were:
Girls*— "Need to know more about college," and "Afraid I won't be
able to go to college,11 two or 3*35 per cent each; "Doubting I can get
a job ia my chosen vocation," "Wanting advice on what to do after
school, "Choosing best subjects to prepare for college," and "Don't
know how to look for a job," one or 1*92 per cent each*
Boys*— "Deciding whether to go to college," "Wanting to learn a
trade," three or 14*29 per cent; "Heeding to decide on occupation,"
"Heed to know more about occupations," two or 9*52 per cent; "Unable to
enter desired vocation," "Heeding to know my vocational abilities,"
"Eestless to get out of school and into a job," "Choosing best subjects
to prepare for college," "Not knowing what I really want," and "Heed
to plan ahead for future," one or 4*67 per cent each*
Adjustment to School Work*— The three ranking problems (troublesome)
for the 73 high school pupils were: "Mot spending enough time in study,"
twenty-five or 34.25 per cents "Unable to express myself in words,"
"Trouble with mathematios," "Worrying about examinations," and "Hot
smart enough," twenty-two or 30*14 per cent eachj "Missing too many
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days of school*" nineteen or 26*03 per cent*
The three ranking problems (troublesome) for these 73 pupils
according to sex were:
Girls*-- "Unable to express myself in words," "Trouble with
mathematics,11 nineteen or 36*54 per cent each; "Worrying about exami
nations," eighteen or 34*62 per cent; "Not smart enough," seventeen or
32*69 per cent*
Boys*— "Hot spending enough time in study," nine or 42*86 per
cent} "Weak in spelling or grammar,11 six or 28*57 per oentj "Mot smart
enough," five or 23.81 per cent*
The three ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils accor4ing to sex were:
Girls,— "Hot smart enough," seventeen or 32*69 per cent; "Just
can't get some subjects,11 twelve or 23*08 per cent; "Missing too many
days of school," "Trouble with mathematics," "Getting low grades," and
"Afraid of failing in school work," seven or 13*46 per cent each*
Boys*— "Mot smart enough," five or 23*81 per cents "Afraid to speak
up in class discussions," "Weak in spelling or grammar," "Slow in
reading," "Worrying about examinations," and "Afraid of failing in
school work," two or 9*52 per cent eachj "Missing too many days of
school," "lot spending enough time in study," "Vocabulary too limited,"
"Trouble with oral reports," "Can't keep my mind on studies," "Trouble
with mathematics," "Weak in writing," "Worrying about grades," and "Just
can't get some subjects," one or 4*67 per cent each*
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high school
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pupils according to sex were:
Girls— "Afraid to speak up in class discussions," "Trouble with
aathematics." aad "Just can't get some subjects," two or 3.95 per centj
"Worrying about examinations," three or 6.77 per cent.
Boys— "Trouble in outlining or note taking," two or 9.52 per
cent.
Currioulum and Teaching Precedm-*.- The three ranking problems
(troublesome) for the T6 high scfcool pupils were. "Lunch hour too short,
fourteen or 19.18 per cent; "Bo often feel restless in class," thirteen
or 17.71 per cent; Wanting subjects not offered by the school," eleven
or 1§.O7 per cent.
The three ranking problems (troublesme) for these 73 pupils
according to sex weres
Girls— "Wanting subjects not offered by the school," and "Lunch
hour too short," ten or 19.28 per cent each; "Family not understanding
what I h*re to do in school," nine or 17.31 per cent; "Teachers too
hard to understand," and "Bo often feel restless in class," .ight or
15.38 per cent each.
Boya.~ -So often f.el rMtles8 ^ olMS>,,
•Um.' «„ or 83.81 p«- centJ .bmh hoM. to<J
per c«*, »wbo6k8 too hard t0 mamtntt. q
in SOM sublet,." "Hot enough good teortttook, in th. library." three
or 14.29 per cent each.
The ranking problems (most difficult) for these 73 high school
pupils according to sex were:
n
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Girls.— "Family not understanding what I have to do in school,"
"Lunah hour too short,11 and "Teachers not friendly to students,'1 two
or 3.85 per cent each*
Boys.— "So often feel restless in class,11 two or 9.52 per cent.
The ranking problems (desire for counsel) for the 73 high sohool
pupils according to sex -were:
Girls.— "Lunch hour too short," two or 3.85 per cent* "Teachers
too hard to understand," "So often feel restless in class," "Too much
work required in seme subjects," and "Teachers lacking interest in
students," one or 1.32 per cent.
Boys.— "Made to take subjects I don't like," "Teachers too hard
to understand," "Teachers not friendly to students," and "Lunch hour
too short," one or 4.67 per cent each," "lot getting along with a
teacher," two or 9.52 per cent.
General Summary of Frequency Responses.— These 73 pupils of the
Glenwood High School underlined a total of 2,535 items, to indicate
"troublesome" problems, with the girls underlining 1,869 or 73.72 per
cent and the beys underlining 666 or 26.28 per cent of these problems.
These pupils circled 575 items, to indicate "most diffioult"
problems, with the girls circling 452 or 78.61 per cent and the boys
oiroling 123 or 21.39 per cent.
These students checked 484 items, to indicate problems with whioh
they desired counselling assistance, with the girls checking 356 or
73.55 per cent and the boys checking 128 or 26.45 per cent of these
problems.
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General Summary of lumber of Problems Checked*-- These 75 pupils
underlined 314- problems out of a possible 330 problems whioh might
have been troublesome to them* Of this number the girls underlined 296
or 94*23 per cent and the boys underlined 254 or 88*91 per cent of
these problems*
These pupils circled 197 problems out of a possible 330 problems
which might have been "most difficult" for them* Of this number the
girls circled 172 or 87*31 per cent and the boys circled 84 or 42*64
per cent of these problems*
These students checked 145 problems out of a possible 330 problems
with whioh they might have received counselling assistance* Of this
number the girls checked 121 or 83*45 per cent and the boys checked 68
or 46*90 per cent of these problems*
Conclusions*-- The findings of this study would appear to warrant
the conclusions to follow:
1* The 73 pupils of the Glenwood High School appeared to be
experiencing the usual types of problems common to adolescents during
the high school period*
2* The girls showed the tendency to be more aware of their
problems than did the boys*
3* The girls showed the tendency to be more conscious and more
ready to express the desire for counselling assistance with their
problems than did the boys*
4* In terms of "troublesome*1 problems, "most diffioult" problems
and problems with which these adolescents "desired counsel," the girls
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and boys indicated the same ranking for the eleven areas.
5. There is need for guidaace services which will serve these
adolescents in accordance with &) their needs as revealed by their ex
pressed desire to explore their problems through writing and talking
about them, and (b) their expressed desire to be counselled with about
their problems, together with their choice of probable counsellors.
6. The Glenwood High School should provide systematised school
activities, for these adolescents indicated to a marked degree their
am desire to explore the approaches to their personal problems.
7. The chief problem areas within which the specific individual
problems were checked-troublesome. most difficult, and desire for
counsel--^™. Courtship, Sex and Marriage.. Adjustment to School Work,
Finances, Living Conditions and Saployment; Health and Physical
Development and Personal-Psychological Eelations.
8. These adolescents were most concerned about problems in
connection with their individual socio-eoonanic status and least con
cerned about problems in connection with social competence, enjoyment
arsd happiness.
j&Sissasas.- Th. „*„,!, „, interpretition „, the
this study would appear to warrant the folio-Ing
1. There is need tor paronta> 9taoator!1 ^
the., youth to auo.ta.tian, i^eaae their .-*„.
tadlTital «d unioue personautie,, M TOll „ ^
the^ prone*. whl=h adolescent, fao, i» their efforts to srow into
effective, all-around adults in a highly ooDpl« an* rapidly
world.
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2* There is need for educational leaders of the Glenwood High
School and of the cowaunitiy in which it is located to realize the
importance of constant evaluation of the ourriculum and extra-curricula
offerings with the idea of increasing and enriching the experiences con
cerned with the social adjustment, growth of personality, moral
attitudes, vocational choices and physical development of adolescents
as well as with mastery of academic subjects*
3* The Glenwood High School should provide referral servioes,
■where expedient, for meeting these pupils1 needs as indicated by the
problems which are perplexing them* Such referral services or resource
individuals and/or agencies in the community should be an integral part
of the school's program of guidance*
Secominendations*— A careful analysis and interpretation of the
data treated ia this atudy would appear to warrant the following
recommendations of particular interest to th© sohool population of the
Glenwood ffigh School, Winder, Georgia*
1« The Glenwood High Sohool should seriously consider the inaugu
ration of an over-all guidance program, which might inolude homeroom
organizations, counselling service, vocational information and education
al directions, and that isfoleh will serve the developmental needs of
these adolescents from year to year*
2. The Glenwood ffigh Sohool should give serious attention to pro
viding instructional and non-instructional activities and experiences
within its regular program which will take cognizance of the per
plexing and varied problems of adolescent youthj and provide an
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environment which will be conductive to the fullest possible mental
health and emotional balance of these adolescents* therefore, it is to
be emphasized that the instructional activities program suggested
above should be pointedly organized and maintained in order to explore
fully the possibility and means of meeting, solving or minimizing the
personal problems of these adolescents*
3* The results of this study would seem to indicate the serious
need for the Glenwood High School to inaugurate a year by year ex
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MOONEY PROBLEM CHECK LIST
Ross L. Mooney






Age Date of birth Boy Girl.
Your class, or the number
of your grade in school
Name of school
Name of the person to whom
you are to turn in this paper




This is not a test. It is a list of problems which are often troubling students of your age—problems
of health, money, social life, home relations, religion, vocation, school work, and the like. Some
of these problems are likely to be.troubling you and some are not. As you read the list, pick out
the problems which are troubling you. There are three steps in what you do.
First Step: Read through the list slowly, and when you come to a problem which suggests some
thing which is troubling you, underline it. For example, if you are troubled by the fact that
you are underweight, underline the first item like this, "1. Being underweight." Go through
the whole list in this way, marking the problems which are troubling you.
Second Step: When you have completed the first step, look back over the problems you have
underlined and pick out the ones which you feel are troubling you most. Show these problems
by making a circle around the numbers in front of them. For example, if, as you look back
over all the problems you have underlined you decide that "Being underweight" is one of
those which troubles you most, then make a circle around the number in front of the item,
like this, Being underweight."
Third Step: When you have completed the second step, answer the summarizing questions on
























3. Not getting enough exercise
4. Getting sick too often
5. Tiring very easily
6. Needing to learn how to save money
7. Not knowing how to spend my money wisely
8. Having less money than my friends have
9. Having to ask parents for money
10. Having no regular allowance (or income)
11. Slow in getting acquainted with people
12. Awkward in meeting people
13. Being ill at ease at social affairs
14. Trouble in keeping a conversation going
15. Unsure of my social etiquette
16. Having dates
17. Awkward in making a date
18. Not mixing well with the opposite sex
19. Not being attractive to the opposite sex
20. Not being allowed to have dates
21. Getting into arguments
22. Hurting people's feelings
23. Being talked about
24. Being made fun of
25. Being "different"
26. Losing my temper
27. Taking some things too seriously
28. Being nervous
29. Getting excited too easily
30. Worrying
31. Not going to church often enough
32. Not living up to my ideal
33. Puzzled about the meaning of God
34. Doubting some of the religious things I'm told
35. Confused on some of my religious beliefs
36. Worried about a member of the family
37. Sickness in the family
38. Parents sacrificing too much for me
39. Parents not understanding me
40. Being treated like a child at home
41. Unable to enter desired vocation
42. Doubting the wisdom of my vocational choice
43. Needing to know my vocational abilities
44. Doubting I can get a job in my chosen vocation
45. Wanting advice on what to do after high school
46. Missing too many days of school
47. Being a grade behind in school
48. Adjusting to a new school
49. Taking the wrong subjects
50. Not spending enough time in study
51. Having no suitable place to study at home
52. Family not understanding what I have to do in school
53. Wanting subjects not offered by the school
54. Made to take subjects I don't like
55. Subjects not related to everyday life
56. Frequent headaches
57. Weak eyes
58. Often not hungry for my meals
59. Not eating the right food
60. Gradually losing weight
61. Too few nice clothes
62. Too little money for recreation
63. Family worried about money
64. Having to watch every penny I spend
65. Having to quit school to work
66. Not enough time for recreation
67. Not enjoying many things others enjoy
68. Too little chance to read what I like
69. Too little chance to get out and enjoy nature
70. Wanting more time to myself
71. No suitable places to go on dates
72. Not knowing how to entertain on a date
73. Too few dates
74. Afraid of close contact with the opposite sex
75. Embarrassed by talk about sex
76. Wanting a more pleasing personality
77. Not getting along well with other people
78. Worrying how I impress people
79. Too easily led by other people





85. Not taking some things seriously enough
86. Parents making me go to church
87. Disliking church services
88. Doubting the value of worship and prayer
89. Wanting to feel close to God
90. Affected by racial or religious prejudice
91. Not living with my parents
92. Parents separated or divorced
93. Father or mother not living
94. Not having any fun with mother or dad
95. Feeling I don't really have a home
96. Needing to decide on an occupation
97. Needing to know more about occupations
98. Restless to get out of school and into a job
99. Can't see that school work is doing me any good
100. Want to be on my own
101. Not really interested in books
102. Unable to express myself well in words
103. Vocabulary too limited
104. Trouble with oral reports
105. Afraid to speak up in class discussions
106. Textbooks too hard to understand
107. Teachers too hard to understand
108. So often feel restless in classes
109. Too little freedom in classes
110. Not enough discussion in classes


